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Tuesday, 15 October 2019
The SPEAKER (Hon. Colin Brooks) took the chair at 12.03 pm and read the prayer.
Announcements
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The SPEAKER (12:04): We acknowledge the traditional Aboriginal owners of the land on which
we are meeting. We pay our respects to them, their culture, their elders past, present and future, and
elders from other communities who may be here today.
Members
MINISTER FOR POLICE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES
Absence
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (12:04): I advise the house that the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services will be absent from question time today and that the Attorney-General will
answer in her place.
Questions without notice and ministers statements
MEMBER CONDUCT
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (12:04): My question is to the Premier. In
relation to the Victoria Police investigation into the red shirts rorts, where Labor MPs wrongly took
$388 000 from taxpayers, the Premier said on Labor MPs being interviewed by police:
Everybody should cooperate and everybody will.

Premier, given that your MPs in fact refused to be interviewed by Victoria Police, why didn’t you
make them cooperate?
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (12:05): I thank the Leader of the Opposition for his
question, and his sense of frustration is well understood by, I think, everyone today. I would simply
refer him to the original statement from Victoria Police, today’s statement from Victoria Police, the
fact that the Office of Public Prosecutions and Victoria Police are independent of government, and I
have nothing further to add.
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (12:05): My supplementary is to the
Premier. When it comes to upholding the laws of this state why is there one rule for you and your MPs
and another one for every other Victorian?
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! I warn members that if they shout in the chamber, they will be removed
from the chamber without warning. Question time has started in a very rowdy fashion.
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (12:06): Thank you very much, Speaker, and I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his supplementary question. I reject the premise of the question, the
imputations in the question, and I would again refer him to statements made by Victoria Police—one
a little while ago, one today—and to the fact that our prosecutorial agencies, our courts and Victoria
Police are independent of government, as they should be.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: ROYAL COMMISSION INTO VICTORIA’S MENTAL
HEALTH SYSTEM
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (12:07): I rise to update the house on the progress the
government is making to deliver on our commitment to have Australia’s first royal commission into
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our mental health system. Last week was National Mental Health Week. That was an important
reminder, just as so many events in our community are important reminders, that mental health is
everybody’s business and that mental illness will affect all of us in one way or another. Whether it be
as a client, a patient, a direct sufferer of mental ill health or family, friends, teammates or workmates,
each of us will be touched by a mental illness in our lifetimes.
The numbers are in some respects staggering. Tragically, for 2017, the most recent data we have, they
tell us that we lost around 600 Victorians to suicide, with potentially many more beyond that number
unable to be confirmed as suicide but almost certainly an element of self-harm contributed to their
passing. Nearly half of all Victorians will experience a mental illness in their lifetime. One in five
Victorians will experience mental illness in this year alone. The truth of the matter is that we do not
have all the answers and this system is broken. It is failing too many people too often. It is costing
lives. We can do so much better than this.
That is why the government has accepted the responsibility to put before the community a process, a
royal commission, the highest and most formal form of inquiry that we can have, to give us the answers
that we need and then to rebuild this system, hopefully in partnership—I am confident in partnership—
with our workforce, with advocates, with those who experience mental illness, but also with the
commonwealth government and others.
I am confident that we will be able to next month receive the first report of the Royal Commission into
Victoria’s Mental Health System and then set about the hard, challenging but critically important task
of building a better system to change lives, to save lives. And I again confirm for all those in the
chamber and beyond that the government will deliver each and every one of the recommendations
made by Australia’s first and only royal commission into mental health.
VICROADS MOTOR REGISTRY UNIT
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (12:09): My question is to the Treasurer. Will the Treasurer rule out the
privatisation of the VicRoads motor registry unit?
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations) (12:09): I thank the member for Ripon for her question. Can I be very clear that we will not
be divesting assets and operations of government—we just will not be doing it. As a government we
have been very clear, and in the last budget we made it clear, that we would continue the efforts around
balance-sheet efficiency, making sure that the taxpayer, and might I say, also the road user, gets value
for money for the services that are being provided, and the government will continue to do that. We
have recently identified that we will invest time and effort to ensure that the structure around
machinery of government that impacts upon VicRoads will be looked at to ensure that we provide
these services efficiently, effectively and in the interests of the consumer.
We, for our part, will not dismiss the opportunity to work in cooperation with the private sector to
provide better services, but let me be clear: we will not be—
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Premier! I warn members that if they shout across the chamber, they
will be removed from the chamber. The Treasurer has the call.
A member: Bingo!
Mr PALLAS: There you go; you got it.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Nationals is warned.
Mr PALLAS: You have got the intellectual height of the opposition—‘Bingo’. The fact that—
‘Bingo’, I got caught—we are actually looking at options to work with the private sector to deliver
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public services. Shame on us! Just to remind you, you are the Liberal Party and we are the Labor Party,
right?
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (12:11): My supplementary question is to the Treasurer. Will the Treasurer
guarantee to Victorian motorists that there will be no increase in motor registration fees following any
privatisation of VicRoads’ motor registry unit?
Mr Andrews interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the Premier to come—
Mr Andrews interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Premier is warned.
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations) (12:11): Well, the height of gall and audacity. Let us not forget that the member for Malvern
jacked up registration costs to the Victorian taxpayer by $580 million. That is the level of charging
that you hit the Victorian motors with. Now you have the audacity to ask this government whether or
not we will do it. Firstly, I reject the premise of the question—that is, that whatever revised
arrangements we put in place will work to the disadvantage of motorists. They will not.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: MENTAL HEALTH
Mr FOLEY (Albert Park—Minister for Mental Health, Minister for Equality, Minister for
Creative Industries) (12:12): We all know that Australia’s and Victoria’s mental health system is
failing. Recent data shows the cost of this failure and the extent of this failure. One in five Australians
this year will have a direct mental health episode of some order. One in two Australians over the course
of our lives will seek treatment and support for a mental health condition. And that failing also
expressed itself most tragically in the most recent data released nationally where some
3000 Australians took their own lives—that is 83 each day. It is double the road toll and it is the major
cause of death of men aged 15 to 44. The cost to the Australian and Victorian community is not just
in lives lost, in families or communities devastated or in the productive lives, hopes and aspirations
lost; it is in the immeasurable suffering that this brings to thousands and thousands of people.
Which is why, as the Premier has indicated, we will implement Australia’s first recommendations
from the Royal Commission into Victoria’s Mental Health System, due in an interim report next
month. Which is why we look forward to the Productivity Commission’s draft report on the same
issue later this month. Which is why we look forward to the National Mental Health Commission’s
report, also due this month, on national suicide prevention strategies. Which is why we have an
unprecedented opportunity across all levels of government, all levels of community and all levels of
business to come together and deal with this issue as a national priority. Which is why the Victorian
government is leading in this space, and which is why the Victorian government is not waiting for that
report to come down. Which is why we announced an $11.9 million investment in the Orygen Youth
Prevention and Recovery Care centre and its 20 beds only two weeks ago. Which is why I joined the
member for Box Hill—sorry; I have got to get used to pointing over there—
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the minister to resume his seat.
Mr FOLEY: only a few days ago with a further $6 million.
MAGISTRATE RODNEY HIGGINS
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (12:14): My question is for the Attorney-General. Do you have
full confidence in Magistrate Rodney Higgins?
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety) (12:15): I thank the
member for his question. The Victorian magistracy is of course managed by the Chief Magistrate, and
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it is regulated by the Judicial Commission of Victoria. In respect of matters that have been canvassed
by the media in recent days, the question I asked the Chief Magistrate was, ‘Have any rules been
broken?’. The answer I was provided was, ‘No’, and upon that basis I choose to make no speculation
about people’s private lives. On the basis that there has been no misconduct identified or advised to
me, I have confidence in the advice that the Chief Magistrate has and in the magistrate concerned.
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (12:15): The clerk of courts and fiancée of Magistrate Rodney
Higgins was reported as boasting about helping Mr Higgins decide on sentences. The highly regarded
senior silk David Galbally, QC, recently told media:
I’m not sure how any barrister can appear with any degree of confidence before him, believing that any
decision is going to be made by him, and him alone.

What will the Attorney-General do to address the serious concerns raised by David Galbally, QC?
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety) (12:16): Again I
thank the member for his question, and I invite the member and anyone he chooses to quote, that if
anyone has any serious allegation or concern that they wish to raise against any magistrate or judge in
the state of Victoria, they should make that complaint to the Judicial Commission of Victoria, where
it can be independently and fairly investigated, not through the thrust and parry of a question time with
unsourced and unevidenced allegations.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: GAY CONVERSION THERAPY
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety) (12:17): I rise to
update the house on the Labor government’s commitment to abolishing gay conversion therapy in the
state of Victoria. As we know through a range of investigations that have been done, more recently by
the health complaints commissioner of Victoria, there have been incidences of LGBTIQ members of
our community that have been in some cases irreparably harmed when it has come to conversion
therapy.
At the very heart of conversion therapy is, in my view, a very dangerous ideology. It is essentially
saying that same sex-attracted or LGBTIQ people have something that they need to be cured of,
something that they need to be fixed of. It is a wrong and dangerous view, and our government is very,
very committed to changing that and to ensuring that that sort of quackery is not legal in Victoria.
As the Premier announced earlier this week, we are commencing a process of consultation in respect
of what that law should look like. We of course want to engage with the LGBTIQ community and
other faith groups that have an interest in this discussion and this debate. The kind of policy issues that
we are seeking feedback on go to issues such as whether or not this law should regulate it as a civil
matter or should regulate it as a criminal matter, what are the circumstances in which this law should
apply and how we do that in the broader context of freedom of religion and freedom of speech.
All of those issues involve making sure that we get the balance right, that we have got a law in place
that is effective. But fundamentally we are not prepared to have the mental health and wellbeing of
LGBTIQ Victorians harmed, whether that is behind closed doors or elsewhere. We will not allow
quackery and ideology to make LGBTIQ Victorians feel as though they are somehow deficient, that
they need to be fixed, and we intend to make that change as soon as possible.
CROWN CASINO
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (12:19): My question is to the Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Gaming and Liquor Regulation. Yesterday we saw the latest of many serious allegations against
Crown Casino, this time a video showing bricks of cash casually exchanged for gaming chips inside
a special junket room. Allegations are mounting up of money laundering, avoiding customs
inspections, links to organised crime gangs and tampering with pokies, and it is left up to
whistleblowers to do the job that regulators seemingly will not do. We know this government has a
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close relationship with Crown, but after this litany of serious allegations how can the minister still
have confidence that Crown Casino should hold a gambling licence in this state?
Ms KAIROUZ (Kororoit—Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation,
Minister for Suburban Development) (12:20): I thank the member for Melbourne for her question. As
the member may be aware, the sixth casino review was undertaken by the Victorian Commission for
Gambling and Liquor Regulation, and the report was released on 3 August 2018 in relation to that
investigation. The VCGLR is an independent regulator, and we accept the findings of the VCGLR in
relation to whether Crown Casino is suitable to hold a licence. This was also affirmed by an independent
evaluator, Robert Chappell, who affirmed that Crown Casino is suitable to hold a licence. Now, I have
read the recent reports, and I had a look at the footage that was shown yesterday. It is unclear as to what
is actually occurring in the footage, but it is not uncommon for high-roller rooms to have large amounts
of cash being used in those rooms. And let me remind the member that cash is indeed legal tender. Now,
I have asked the commission to have a look at what is actually occurring and to work with the Australian
Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre and see what information they can get from AUSTRAC and
report back to me as part of the overall investigation into Crown Casino.
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (12:21): I thank the minister for her response, but there have been
several serious allegations since the report that the minister mentioned. Given the regulator is clearly
not preventing these serious incidents from happening, is it not now time for a royal commission into
Crown Casino in Victoria?
Ms KAIROUZ (Kororoit—Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation,
Minister for Suburban Development) (12:22): Can I thank the member for her question once again.
The allegations that are being made against Crown Casino are serious and wideranging and, as the
member mentioned, they include drugs, money laundering, human trafficking and obtaining visas for
individuals who may pose a risk to our national security. As the member may be aware also, many of
these allegations fall under the remit of the federal government under commonwealth agencies, and a
number of agencies are already investigating these allegations as well as the commission. The
commission is working closely with these agencies. I have written to Christian Porter, the federal
Attorney-General, asking him to ask the agencies to cooperate with the commission and provide
advice and information as required. Our government also welcomes the decision of the federal
government to refer these serious allegations to federal agencies. I will— (Time expired)
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations) (12:23): Well, it is that time again. It is the time that I get to stand up in this house and once
again announce that Victoria has yet again posted a record low regional unemployment rate—this time
just 3.6 per cent in the September figures, which is lower than the previous record in August, which
again was lower than the record in July. Now, this government has delivered nearly half a million jobs
across Victoria, including 50 000 new jobs in regional Victoria. Youth unemployment in the regions
is down over 5 per cent compared to November 2014, and the participation rate across Victoria is up
1 per cent.
The member for Ripon wrote in the Maryborough Advertiser last week that unemployment in regional
Victoria is on the rise. This is wrong. It is the lowest it is ever been—3 per cent lower than when those
opposite were last in power. I am looking forward to her next op ed: ‘Steve Smith can’t score runs,
Winx can’t win a race, and the member for Malvern is the workers’ best friend’.
The member for Ripon has also claimed that Ballarat and Bendigo saw an increase in the
unemployment rate—again, wrong. In Bendigo the unemployment rate is down to 4.3 per cent. That
is compared to 6.9 per cent when the member for Malvern was Treasurer. In Ballarat it is now 2.6 per
cent—a full 1 per cent less than it was 12 months ago and down from the 6.9 per cent it was when
those opposite were in power. So let me repeat for the benefit of the member for Ripon: the regional
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unemployment rate of 3.6 per cent is the lowest in Victoria’s history and the lowest in the nation. So
we will not be lectured by those opposite on regional jobs. They are more Burberry than they are
Driza-Bone, and the numbers prove it.
MAGISTRATE RODNEY HIGGINS
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (12:25): My question is to the Attorney-General. Former Labor
candidate Magistrate Rodney Higgins last year fined a vegan animal rights activist facing theft and
biosecurity charges just $1 after she trespassed and stole a goat from a Gippsland cafe. What
confidence does the Attorney-General have that Mr Higgins’s fiancée, who has boasted about
influencing his decision-making, had no part in this judgement, which is so far out of line with
community expectations?
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety) (12:26): Things
must be pretty low in the Liberal Party tactics room today when this is the calibre of question that we
are doing. As I said before, anyone who has any question or wishes to make any allegation about a
magistrate ought use the proper processes, which is the Judicial Commission of Victoria, and if the
member wishes to do that, I invite him to do so. The member would also be aware of the inquiry that
is occurring in the upper house in respect of the broader sentencing issue.
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (12:26): In light of the concerns raised about Magistrate Higgins’s
conduct, will the Attorney-General refer Mr Higgins to the Judicial Commission of Victoria for
investigation as to his fitness to continue to hold office?
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety) (12:27): As I
answered in respect of the member for Caulfield, when I sought advice from the Chief Magistrate as
to had there been any rules broken, I was advised that there had not. If the member on the other side
of the chamber wishes to make an allegation that he has some evidence for, he should feel free to make
that allegation to the Judicial Commission of Victoria.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: SCHOOL MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk—Minister for Education) (12:27): I rise to update the house on how the
Andrews Labor government is providing much-needed mental health support to students and teaching
staff. Mental health is consistently raised with me as the number one issue from staff, from students
and from parents, and it is supported by the research. One in seven Victorians between the ages of four
and 17 are estimated to have a mental health issue, with a higher prevalence in secondary school. That
is why we are rolling out our $51.2 million Mental Health Practitioners in Schools program.
Psychologists, social workers, mental health nurses and mental health occupational therapists have
already started in secondary schools from Elwood to Dromana. Secondary schools in the Barwon
region have all received funding to enable advertising and interviews to begin. The program will
eventually employ more than 190 qualified mental health professionals across the state.
We also know how demanding and challenging school can be for principals, for teachers and for support
staff. We need to support their mental health. For principals, we have invested $51 million through the
Principal Health and Wellbeing Strategy. It includes voluntary, free and confidential health checks;
connecting principals with retired principal mentors; psychological support and physical therapy; access
to professional support for complex matters; and biannual debriefing sessions with an experienced
psychologist. And when it comes to school staff, we have expanded the employee assistance program
to school council-employed people, such as casual relief teachers, and we have also expanded it to
include family members of staff. None of this existed for students and staff when we came into
government. This is about values: giving people a helping hand, not kicking them when they are down.
On this side of the house we support those with mental health issues in our education system.
Mr Wakeling: On a point of order, Speaker, I wish to draw to your attention that questions 481
and 1159 for the Minister for Workplace Safety are still outstanding. Questions 857, 860 and 1135 to
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1137 for the Minister for Child Protection are still outstanding, as well as question 1158 for the
Minister for Education.
The SPEAKER: I thank the member for that. We will follow those matters up.
Mr T Bull: On a point of order, Speaker, I would like to bring to your attention a number of
questions that are overdue. It seems at the moment every question that is asked lapses and is overdue,
but the first one is 1198 to the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change around Jacksons
Crossing track maintenance. There is also question 1199 to the Minister for Education around the art
room entitlement at Heyfield Primary School, question 1200 to the Minister for Public Transport
around a bus trial for Newlands Arm, question 1201 to the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change around solar rebates, and the final one is 1202 to the Minister for Health around
Victorian Patient Transport Assistance Scheme eligibility for a family in my electorate.
The SPEAKER: I thank the member for raising those issues. I will follow those matters up.
Mr Rowswell: On a point of order, Speaker, also with regard to constituency questions, an
adjournment matter and a question on notice that have passed their 30-day time frame: constituency
question 1068 to the Minister for Planning, asking for an update on the Gas and Fuel land in Highett,
now 19 days overdue; adjournment matter 1179 for the Minister for Local Government; and finally,
question on notice 1133 relating to the proposed narrowing of Beach Road. I ask that you raise those
with the ministers.
The SPEAKER: We will follow those matters up.
Ms Vallence: On a point of order, Speaker, I too request that you look into some matters that are
overdue. Constituency question 874 to the Minister for Solar Homes is 63 days overdue. There is also
constituency question 1092 to the Minister for Public Transport and adjournment matter 1129 to the
Minister for Health.
Ms Kealy: On a point of order, Speaker, I asked a question of the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change on 12 September. It is question 1173 concerning issues regarding solar retailers.
The response is now overdue. I ask you to work with the minister to make sure we get a prompt
response to that important question.
The SPEAKER: I thank the member for raising that matter.
Ms Ryan: On a point of order, Speaker, on overdue questions. In fact I asked six questions of the
Minister for Health back in June in relation to the extent of public dental health waiting lists in my
region, which is a very serious issue. They were due to be responded to on 20 July. The numbers are
questions 843 to 848. I also have an overdue question for the Minister for Education, which is
question 924, and I would be grateful for your assistance in having those ministers comply with the
standing orders.
The SPEAKER: I thank the member for raising that. They were questions on notice, I take it,
member for Euroa?
Ms Ryan: Yes.
Mr Wells: On a point of order, Speaker, there seem to be a lot of constituency questions that have
not been answered. Although there have been a number of them raised, I do make the point that this
list seems to be growing significantly, and I would ask you to address that matter, please.
The SPEAKER: I thank the Manager of Opposition Business for raising the point. I will look into
the matter and consider how many questions have been asked and answered.
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Constituency questions
MURRAY PLAINS ELECTORATE
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (12:34): (1203) My constituency question is to the Minister for
Disability, Ageing and Carers and it concerns Random House in Rochester. I ask the minister on behalf
of the Rochester community when Random House will actually formally be put on the market. The
minister has previously written to me stating it will be sold, but this grand old house has been damaged
by vandals and is a fire risk and people there want to see it sold to a new owner so it is cared for and
restored to its former glory. I ask: when will it actually happen?
MOUNT WAVERLEY ELECTORATE
Mr FREGON (Mount Waverley) (12:35): (1204) My question is addressed to the Minister for
Small Business in the other place, and I ask: how will my constituents of Mount Waverley district
benefit from the focus and support that the Andrews Labor government is providing our small
businesses? Recently I joined the Minister for Small Business in attending the Monash council small
business masterclass series graduation showcase—that is a mouthful! It was inspiring to see and talk to
the many hardworking small business owners who had completed the program. These sessions enabled
our businesses to grow in our online environment and to effectively plan business growth. The
masterclass series complements Small Business Victoria’s suite of online tools, information, mentoring
and workshops on a range of business topics across Victoria. As a previous small business owner
myself, I know that you will learn lessons the hard way, but having mentors who can save you that
trouble and point you in the right direction can make it so much easier to build a successful business.
FERNTREE GULLY ELECTORATE
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (12:36): (1205) My constituency question is for the Minister
for Roads. Mr Chris Barnes of Wantirna South regularly contacts me about the grass mowing schedule
along High Street Road between Burwood Highway and Stud Road in Wantirna South. For safety
reasons Mr Barnes believes this schedule needs to be improved. Currently the grass in the centre
median strip is again of knee-high length and is obscuring traffic for drivers trying to turn into side
streets, particularly Wallace Road. Mr Barnes further states that the grass verges on both sides of High
Street Road are maintained on a far more regular basis than the centre median strip, and he believes
they should all be maintained at the same time. So my question on behalf of my constituent is for the
minister to explain: when will the grass in the centre median strip along High Street Road between
Burwood Highway and Stud Road in Wantirna South be mowed?
NARRE WARREN SOUTH ELECTORATE
Mr MAAS (Narre Warren South) (12:37): (1206) My constituency question is for the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services and concerns support for our emergency service workers in Narre
Warren South. Minister, how is the state government providing our emergency service workers with
the mental health and pastoral care support that they need? I recently visited State Emergency Service
Victoria workers in Narre Warren. I was informed about their concerns surrounding mental health
issues given the often confronting and disturbing situations they witness in their line of work.
Supporting our emergency service workers is vital to keeping our community safe. We should
therefore be there for them, as they are always there for us in our time of need. I look forward to sharing
the minister’s response with the Narre Warren South community.
FOREST HILL ELECTORATE
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) (12:38): (1207) My constituency question is to the Minister for
Education. At the request of the school council president I recently visited one of the terrific local
schools in my electorate of Forest Hill, Camelot Rise Primary School. The purpose of my visit was to
inspect the facilities of the school. Sadly I was shown a wide range of serious facility issues at the
school, which I have not got time to fully list. These include classrooms not having heating or cooling
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in a range of different classrooms, leaking roofs, one of the student toilet blocks being out of order for
more than two months and the ceiling and roof of some of the classrooms being supported by four
braces—an almost unbelievable situation. For the benefit of the minister I have photographic evidence
of all these serious issues. Camelot Rise Primary School is a wonderful school with dedicated and
hardworking teachers, support staff and principal who help the children to achieve excellent academic
results. Millions of dollars have been spent trying unsuccessfully to fix these problems. Minister, my
question is: will you provide funding to rebuild Camelot Rise Primary School and thus address the
very significant infrastructure issues at this high-achieving local school?
IVANHOE ELECTORATE
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (12:39): (1208) My constituency question is to the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services. I seek the latest information and a progress update on the installation of
traffic safety cameras on Rosanna Road in my Ivanhoe electorate. The Andrews government invested
$900 000 for four new traffic safety cameras along Rosanna Road. Two of those cameras at the
intersection of Banyule Road and Rosanna Road have been installed and have been activated.
Two further cameras at the corner of Darebin Street and Rosanna Road, outside Heidelberg Primary
School and the Goodstart Early Learning Child Care Centre, are yet to be activated and I am keen to
understand what the latest progress is on those works. After hearing the community’s case via
submissions from me, Resolve Rosanna Road and other organisations, the fixed camera site selection
committee approved installation of cameras at these sites and funding is being provided. These are
great examples of further traffic safety measures on Rosanna Road as we approach the big one, the
North East Link.
MORWELL ELECTORATE
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (12:40): (1209) My constituency question is to the Minister for Racing.
Minister, I ask on behalf of the Latrobe Valley Racing Club (LVRC) what is the latest information
with respect to the club hosting its Derby Day meeting beyond the current racing season? This fully
volunteer-run racing club currently hosts only two race meetings annually, including one meet on
Derby Day. Unfortunately in recent years the club has faced a run of terrible luck, including inclement
weather and conditions, which has forced the cancellation of some of their scheduled race meetings.
I am advised that the LVRC Derby Day meeting is at risk into the future if attendances and turnover
figures are not improved this season, which would be grossly unfair to a club which has had to contend
with incidents that have been well outside its control. Minister, surely the LVRC should be given a
minimum of a further three years to justify its ability to host a Derby Day meeting. I hope you will
take the opportunity to urgently meet with members of the club to discuss this matter.
BOX HILL ELECTORATE
Mr HAMER (Box Hill) (12:41): (1210) My constituency question is for the Deputy Premier and
Minister for Education, and I ask: what is the latest information on the upgrade of Koonung Secondary
College? As the Deputy Premier knows, the Koonung school community was rapt when we
announced $6.05 million in this year’s state budget to provide a major boost to this much-loved local
school. The smiles on the faces of staff and students said it all. This is a great school with hardworking
teachers and bright students who only deserve the best possible learning spaces, and that is exactly
what we are delivering with this upgrade. I cannot wait to see this project get started and I know the
school community would welcome an update from the Deputy Premier.
BULLEEN ELECTORATE
Mr GUY (Bulleen) (12:41): (1211) My constituency question is to the Minister for Public
Transport. With the impending construction of the North East Link, Manningham residents will face
enormous disruptions to road travel. These works will also impact Manningham residents’ ability to
access railway stations such as Montmorency, Eltham, Heidelberg, Box Hill and Blackburn. Our only
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option will again be to rely on our stressed bus services. Minister, noting these disruptions, why are
there no immediate upgrades planned for the Manningham park-and-ride or more car spaces or new
locations being put in place to assist with what will be a much greater demand?
RINGWOOD ELECTORATE
Mr HALSE (Ringwood) (12:42): (1212) My question is to the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change and Minister for Solar Homes. During the week I met with the Eastern Action
for the Environment group, a committed group of activists calling on governments at all levels to take
real action on climate change. Those of us on this side of the house know that action on climate change
is not just a necessity for any responsible government, it is also an opportunity for a forward-thinking
progressive state like Victoria. That is why the Andrews Labor government has proceeded with its
plan to put solar panels on 770 000 homes for the economical and sustainable power generation
Victorians need. Minister, how will the government’s solar panel rebate scheme help the people of
Ringwood reduce their CO2 emissions and reduce their power bills?
Bills
STATE TAXATION ACTS FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Introduction and first reading
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations) (12:43): I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the Duties Act 2000, the Gambling Regulation
Act 2003, the Land Tax Act 2005 and the Valuation of Land Act 1960 and for other purposes.

Motion agreed to.
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) (12:43): Can I seek from the minister a brief explanation of the bill,
please.
Mr PALLAS: The State Taxation Acts Further Amendment Bill 2019 makes a number of
technical amendments to the Duties Act 2000, the Land Tax Act 2005 and the Valuation of Land
Act 1960. The overall objective of the bill is to improve the operation of Victoria’s taxation and land
valuation laws. In line with government policy, these amendments will help to maintain the integrity
and sustainability of the taxation system.
Read first time.
Ordered to be read a second time tomorrow.
JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (SERIOUS OFFENDERS AND OTHER
MATTERS) BILL 2019
Introduction and first reading
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (12:44): I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the Serious Offenders Act 2018, the Corrections
Act 1986 and certain other acts and for other purposes.

Motion agreed to.
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (12:45): Could I ask the minister for a brief explanation, please.
Mr CARROLL: This amendment will prevent emergency management days being granted in
relation to the riot at the Metropolitan Remand Centre in 2015. It will also modernise the membership
of the Adult Parole Board of Victoria. It will enable victims of crime to access money from a prisoner
compensation quarantine fund where the prisoner was on remand at the time of the incident. It will
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also improve protections for victims of crime from prisoner correspondence that may be distressing.
It will make some housekeeping amendments to the operation of the post-sentence detention and
supervision scheme for serious sex offenders and serious violent offenders that will clarify certain
powers and procedures.
Read first time.
Ordered to be read a second time tomorrow.
BUILDING AMENDMENT (CLADDING RECTIFICATION) BILL 2019
Introduction and first reading
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for
Planning) (12:45): I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the Building Act 1993 in relation to cladding
rectification and for other purposes.

Motion agreed to.
Mr T SMITH (Kew) (12:46): May I have a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr WYNNE: In summary the bill will enable Cladding Safety Victoria to administer the cladding
rectification program announced by the government on 16 July this year. It provides for an increase to
the building permit levy to partially fund the cladding rectification program as well as financial
management arrangements for administering this fund. Thirdly, it will enable the state to take action
against building practitioners or others in respect of the installation of combustible cladding.
Read first time.
Ordered to be read a second time tomorrow.
MELBOURNE STRATEGIC ASSESSMENT (ENVIRONMENT MITIGATION LEVY)
BILL 2019
Introduction and first reading
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (12:47): I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to impose a levy to fund measures to mitigate impacts on the
environment caused by the development of land in Melbourne’s growth corridors and to consequentially
amend other acts and for other purposes.

Motion agreed to.
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (12:47): I ask the minister for a brief explanation, please.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: The bill establishes a Victorian framework for the existing Melbourne
Strategic Assessment program. It will set the rate of the environment mitigation levy, define the area
to which the levy applies, define who is required to pay the levy and when, include mechanisms to
ensure accountability and transparency and require a cost base review every five years.
Read first time.
Ordered to be read a second time tomorrow.
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ENERGY SAFETY LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (VICTORIAN ENERGY SAFETY
COMMISSION AND OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2019
Introduction and first reading
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (12:48): I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the Electricity Safety Act 1998 and the Energy Safe
Victoria Act 2005 in relation to Energy Safe Victoria and certain classes of electrical work and to make
consequential and related amendments to certain other acts and for other purposes.

Motion agreed to.
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (12:48): I ask the minister for a brief explanation, please.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: The bill amends the Energy Safe Victoria Act 2005 to establish Energy Safe
Victoria, the state’s technical and safety regulator for the safe generation, supply and use of electricity,
gas and pipelines, as a three-member commission supported by a chief executive officer and a
technical advisory committee and provide a ministerial power of direction. The bill will also amend
the Electricity Safety Act 1998 to prescribe the electrical line work as a new class of electrical work
requiring a licence. This meets the Victorian government’s commitment to establish the licensing
scheme by 1 January 2021.
Read first time.
Ordered to be read a second time tomorrow.
Petitions
Following petitions presented to house by Clerk:
CLIMATE CHANGE
We, the undersigned members of Frankston High School, petition the Victorian Government to:
1.

declare that we are in a climate emergency

2.

commit to urgent action to reduce carbon emissions including:

3.

a.

committing to a target of 100% renewable energy for all government operations by 2025

b.

committing to a target of net zero carbon emissions for Victoria by 2040

commit to increase action to reduce climate change impacts in Victoria, particularly for those who are
most vulnerable.

By Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (491 signatures).
BELLBRAE PRIMARY SCHOOL
This petition of the local school community and residents in the electorate of South Barwon and the State of
Victoria draws to the attention of the Minister For Education, the requirement to preserve in its entirety the
1916 heritage school building at Bellbrae Primary School, No. 319. Our much loved building is under
threat of being demolished in the proposed school refurbishment Master Plan.
We are seeking to preserve the cultural heritage of Bellbrae Primary School and retain the rural
neighbourhood character of the Bellbrae township. We request the placement of an Interim Protection
Order (IPO) on the old school room and immediate recommendation for registration of the historical
school room before the Heritage Council. Our school has a very long history and is uniquely set in a sleepy
rural township. Our old school building is of great regional significance. It pre-dates the Great Ocean Road!
Our old school room is part of a larger Surf Coast community, and positively influences the area’s local
character, values, and history.
The petitioners therefor request that the Deputy Premier, Minister For Education, James Merlino,
supports the community for preservation and heritage listing of the historical Bellbrae school building.
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By Mr CHEESEMAN (South Barwon) (115 signatures).
Tabled.
Documents
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
The Victorian Government Response to the Community Visitors Annual Report 2017–18
Mr FOLEY (Albert Park—Minister for Mental Health, Minister for Equality, Minister for
Creative Industries) (12:50): I table, by leave, the Victorian government response to the community
visitors report 2017–18.
Committees
SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 12
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (12:51): I have the honour to present to the house a report from the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, being Alert Digest No 12 of 2019, on the following bills
and subordinate legislation:
Consumer Legislation Amendment Bill 2019
Crimes Amendment (Trespass) Bill 2019
Health Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 2019
Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill 2019
Owners Corporation and Other Acts Amendment Bill 2019
Police Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019
Racial and Religious Tolerance Amendment Bill 2019
Wildlife Amendment (Protection of Birds) Bill 2019
SR No 52—Long Service Benefits Portability Regulations 2019

together with appendices.
Ordered to be published.
Documents
DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Clerk:
Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act 2018—Advancing the Victorian Treaty
Process: Report and Plan 2018–19
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978:
Orders under s 17D granting leases over:
Albert Park Reserve
Gillott Reserve
Sandringham Beach Park Reserve (two orders)
Tasma Terrace Reserve
Duties Act 2000:
Report 1 January 2019 to 30 June 2019 of Foreign Purchaser Additional Duty Exemptions under s 3E
Reports 2018–19 of exemptions and refunds under ss 250B and 250DD (two documents)
Financial Management Act 1994—Financial Report for the State of Victoria 2018–19, incorporating
Quarterly Financial Report No 4—Ordered to be published
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Gambling Regulation Act 2003—Amendment to the Wagering and Betting Licence under s 4.3A.23
Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission—Special report on corruption risks associated with
procurement in local government: Operations Dorset, Royston and others—Ordered to be published
Land Tax Act 2005—Report 2018–19 of Land Tax Absentee Owner Surcharge Exemptions under ss 3B and
3BA
Ombudsman—Revisiting councils and complaints—Ordered to be published
Planning and Environment Act 1987—Notices of approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:
Alpine Resorts—C27
Banyule—C115
Bass Coast—GC149
Bayside—C152
Boroondara—C274 Part 2
Brimbank—C202
Cardinia—C205, C237
East Gippsland—C153
Frankston—C124
Glenelg—C90
Greater Dandenong—C202, C205
Greater Geelong—C359 Part 2, C376 Part 2, C392
Greater Shepparton—C118, C214
Hobsons Bay—C116 Part 2
Hume—C225
Knox—C182
Macedon Ranges—C118
Manningham—C117, C109 Part 1
Maribyrnong—C124, C145
Melbourne—C359, C360
Moonee Valley—C208
Mornington Peninsula—C226, C254
South Gippsland—GC149
Stonnington—C276, C298
Surf Coast—GC149
Victoria Planning Provisions—VC161, VC164
Warrnambool—C201
Wellington—C107, C108, GC149
Whittlesea—C209
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Assisted Reproductive Treatment Act 2008—SR 86
Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 1996—SRs 77, 78
Child Wellbeing and Safety Act 2005—SR 85
Coroners Act 2008—SR 76
Gene Technology Act 2001—SR 91
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989—SRs 81, 82, 87, 95
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958—SR 92
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Parliamentary Salaries, Allowances and Superannuation Act 1968—SRs 84, 94
Relationships Act 2008—SR 79
Road Safety Act 1986—SRs 88, 93
Sheriff Act 2009—SR 80
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994—SR 89
Supreme Court Act 1986—SR 90
Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal and Improving Parliamentary Standards Act 2019—
SR 83
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994:
Documents under s 15 in relation to Statutory Rules 71, 72, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 88,
89, 90, 94
Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal and Improving Parliamentary Standards Act 2019:
Determination under s 26
Guidelines under s 36.

The Clerk tabled the following proclamations fixing operative dates:
Emergency Management Legislation Amendment Act 2018—Part 2—25 September 2019 (Gazette S358,
10 September 2019)
Justice Legislation Amendment (Police and Other Matters) Act 2019—Remaining provisions of Part 6—
1 October 2019 (Gazette S386, 24 September 2019)
Water and Catchment Legislation Amendment Act 2019—Whole Act (except ss 5(2), 5(8), 83, 86, 89 and
96)—9 October 2019 (Gazette S409, 8 October 2019).

Bills
LEGAL PROFESSION UNIFORM LAW APPLICATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
OWNER DRIVERS AND FORESTRY CONTRACTORS AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Council’s agreement
The SPEAKER: I wish to inform the house that I have received messages from the Legislative
Council agreeing to the following bills without amendment: the Legal Profession Uniform Law
Application Amendment Bill 2019 and the Owner Drivers and Forestry Contractors Amendment
Bill 2019.
CHILDREN LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
LEGAL PROFESSION UNIFORM LAW APPLICATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
MINERAL RESOURCES (SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT) AMENDMENT BILL 2019
OWNER DRIVERS AND FORESTRY CONTRACTORS AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Royal assent
The SPEAKER (12:54): I wish to also inform the house that on 17 September the Governor gave
royal assent to the Children Legislation Amendment Bill 2019, the Legal Profession Uniform Law
Application Amendment Bill 2019, the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Amendment
Bill 2019 and the Owner Drivers and Forestry Contractors Amendment Bill 2019.
CONSUMER LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Appropriation
The SPEAKER (12:54): I have received a message from the Governor recommending an
appropriation for the purpose of the Consumer Legislation Amendment Bill 2019.
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PROGRAM
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure) (12:54):
I move:
That, under standing order 94(2), the orders of the day, government business, relating to the following bills
be considered and completed by 5.00 pm on Thursday, 17 October 2019:
Children’s Services Amendment Bill 2019
Consumer Legislation Amendment Bill 2019
Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill 2019
Police Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019.

I will be very brief on the government business program that I have just moved for the house’s
consideration. I am always hopeful and looking forward to the debate that follows and the endorsement
of this program by the chamber. To my understanding there are no other events or occasions that we
have to plan for over the course of this week, so it should be a fairly straightforward week in terms of
the house considering those four bills, which do each contain significant policy matters for the house
to consider and debate and hopefully pass in full by 5 o’clock on Thursday afternoon.
There will be a lot to consider alongside the other business of the house, and as I indicated in my
opening comments, I do not intend to speak long on the government business program, unless
members want to be invited to reflect on this week being the 20th anniversary of the election of the
Bracks Labor government in 1999. That may be something that people want to canvass over the course
of the week. I know it is out of scope for the government business program motion though, Speaker,
so I apologise for that. But it will be a point of history to mark over the course of this week. The
ongoing work of the Andrews Labor government has its hallmarks in that period of time. With that,
the Leader of the National Party is inviting me to continue down this path. You are shaking your head,
and I will take your guidance, Speaker, on these matters, but I do commend the government business
program to the house. I hope the program and the bills that are contained within that are endorsed over
the course of the week.
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (12:57): The business program looks reasonably straightforward, but you
never know. There are four bills to be debated this week that will go before the guillotine at 5 o’clock
on Thursday—the Police Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other
Matters) Bill 2019, the Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill 2019, the Consumer Legislation
Amendment Bill 2019 and the Children’s Services Amendment Bill 2019. As I said, it appears to be
reasonably straightforward. There are no joint sittings—it appears there are no appointments needed
as a result of a joint sitting. It is for that reason that the opposition will not be opposing the business
program.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (12:57): I am delighted to also make a very brief contribution on the
government business program. Spring has sprung, and it is always a joy to be given the opportunity to
speak on the government business program and to reflect on another week of legislating for the good
people of Victoria.
I am reminded that it is indeed 20 years since the election of the Bracks Labor government, when the
Manager of Opposition Business was probably a member of the young and the restless as a
government backbencher. It is interesting when you see the number of bills that would have been
passed and the number of government business program debates that would have been had. I do recall
20 years ago working down on the Frankston East by-election. I was working with a young head office
official who impressed me at that time with his fortitude and his aptitude and his dedication to the
process. Then he went off to be the manager for the Burwood by-election and he was the manager for
the Benalla by-election, and of course he is the Premier who got a trifecta, which I do not think has
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ever been seen and probably will never be seen again. I think it was an extraordinary time to see the
Labor Party seize an electorate like Benalla. But the combination of Steve Bracks and the Premier
proved to be far too alluring for the people of Benalla.
This is an outstanding government business program. It always gives me great joy and pleasure to
speak on the program, because it does remind me of the great joy, the great gift that we have been
afforded, to be able to govern for the people of Victoria. I commend the government business program.
Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (12:59): It is a pleasure to very briefly speak on the
government business program. As the Leader of the House has outlined, we will be debating this week
the Children’s Services Amendment Bill 2019, the Consumer Legislation Amendment Bill 2019, the
Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill 2019 and the Police Legislation Amendment (Road Safety
Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019, all of which have importance in their own right,
but none are particularly startling or outlandish. As the Manager of Opposition Business—or the father
of the house, as you have liked to refer to him, Speaker—has indicated, the opposition will not be
opposing the government business program.
I congratulate the Leader of the House on her 20-year anniversary, given that she has raised 1999. She
does not look a day over—no, I will not go there. I remember Saturday, 18 September 1999. It was a
magnificent day, but only for one reason—when the mighty Blues upset Essendon in the preliminary
final. I might go on to say that was about the only good thing that happened that day.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (13:00): I am pleased to make a few remarks on the government
business program. On the Police Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and
Other Matters) Bill 2019, I look forward to contributing to the debate on that, particularly given the
$900 000 investment in traffic safety cameras along Rosanna Road that I touched on in my
constituency question earlier today. And of course there is the Land (Revocation of Reservations)
Bill 2019, the Consumer Legislation Amendment Bill 2019—further work there and reforms in policy
rights and advocacy for consumers related to that bill—and of course the Children’s Services
Amendment Bill 2019.
As the Leader of the House said, hopefully this will be a straightforward and traditional week of work
on bills. We have no joint sittings or other matters that have taken up time to debate bills in past weeks.
Can I say also to the house, where there is an opportunity to weave it into your debates and
contributions on bills this week, that it is National Carers Week, and that is an opportunity to remind
the house of the 736 600 carers who give their time, effort and love to care for family members and
friends right across our state—very significant numbers of people. Of course it is not just Carers Week;
it is also National Nutrition Week, and the government, through the Minister for Health, is also seeking
contributions on our Engage Victoria survey on our food audit of public hospitals and public agedcare services, so we also encourage people to be engaged in that work and to promote that in their
contributions on bills this week.
It would be remiss of me, given the contributions of those that have gone before, in touching on matters
from 1999 and a 20-year anniversary not to mention my time then working at the Geelong Advertiser.
I do want it to be very clear that I always kept my duties on that journal of record, the Geelong
Advertiser, separate from my role as manager of the Geelong Province campaign, a very successful
campaign down there in 1999—one of a suite of successful results in the Geelong region. We look
forward to coming together to spend some time reflecting on the successes that have gone before and
what we need to do to continue to secure and engage more people in the Labor cause in the years ahead.
Motion agreed to.
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Members statements
DAIRY INDUSTRY
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (13:03): I raise the issue of the extreme stress that the farmers of
northern Victoria are under at the moment. The dairy industry, with the price of water, are very
concerned that they are just not going to be able to survive. A lot of farmers are selling all their dairy
herds at the moment and the production of milk in northern Victoria is dropping significantly.
LABOUR HIRE LICENSING
Mr WALSH: But the other issue on top of the issue of water that I want to speak about is the issue
about labour availability, particularly for the horticulture industry in the north-west. There are over
15 000 people needed to pick the fruit crops up there this year, and the labour hire legislation comes
into place in two weeks time, but as of 9 October only 74 labour hire businesses are licensed in full and
62 have provisional licences, so less than 10 per cent of the estimated labour hire businesses in Victoria
are licensed. Of those 136, the bulk are for white-collar and non-farm labour hire—for IT, for security,
for logistics, for engineering, for teaching and for medical. The ask of all the growers that speak to me
is: can the government please extend the implementation of this labour hire legislation so that there is
labour actually available for this year’s harvest? There is a real concern that there will not be enough
people available, that table grapes will not be picked, that stone fruit will not be picked and that the
export opportunities that these businesses have will have to be foregone because of a lack of labour.
GURU NANAK SAHIB
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (13:05): On Tuesday, 12 November, Victoria’s Sikh
community and Sikh communities around the world will come together to celebrate Guru Nanak
Sahib’s birth, 550 years ago. As he was the founder of the Sikh religion, this is an opportunity to reflect
on Guru Nanak’s life and his message of compassion and kindness. It is also an occasion to recognise
the remarkable contributions of our Sikh communities.
Victoria is home to our nation’s largest Sikh population, and every day and by every measure these
communities help make our state better, fairer and more generous. As a small measure of our endless
appreciation our government promised—and delivered—$200 000 in funding to assist Victoria’s Sikh
organisations to host local celebrations. And in recognition of the spiritual light Guru Nanak brought
to the world we are lighting up our city’s most important landmarks in Sikh colours, including the
Bolte Bridge, the museum, and Flinders Street station.
On behalf of our government and our state, I wish every member of the Sikh community all the very
best on this very special occasion of Guru Nanak Sahib’s 550th birthday. I say to each and every
member of the Sikh community: waheguru ji ka khalsa, waheguru ji ki fateh.
CITYLINK TOLLS
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (13:06): This statement condemns the Andrews government’s Transurban
toll deal, which has locked Victorians into tolls which will increase by 4.25 per cent every year, three
years before the West Gate Tunnel has even opened, and will continue for the next 10 years until 2029.
For Victorian drivers this must seem incredible, but for a Premier who paid $1.3 billion to make sure
the east–west link was not built, charging Victorians tolls on a road that has not even been built yet is
almost standard practice.
The extent to which the government has locked Victorians into this deal is incredible. CityLink drivers
travelling through the city and over the Bolte Bridge will also be slugged with toll increases so that
drivers cannot choose between a road which is being tolled and one which is not, and will get tolled
either way. Too bad for drivers on the Monash trying to use CityLink, who may never travel through
the West Gate Tunnel. It is all very well to enter a public-private partnership with a company to build
infrastructure, and the coalition in government was proud to work with the private sector to get up-
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front investment for major projects. What stinks about this deal is the $10.7 billion in revenue which
Transurban are set to make from the toll deal by 2045 and their $4 billion contribution to the cost of
the road.
ROTARY CLUB OF KEILOR EAST
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (13:07): On Monday, 16 September, I had the great
pleasure of attending the Rotary Club of Keilor East’s annual vocational awards, the Pride of
Workmanship awards. Every year I am invited by my local Rotary Club to attend this special night
and present the awards in honour of local people who, irrespective of age, gender or vocation, have
shown a distinct quality in their approach, attitude and dedication to their vocation.
This year there were several recipients of the Pride of Workmanship award, and I want to take this
opportunity in the Parliament to recognise them: special needs care worker Fay Luke, nominated by
Caroline Kiefer; Bendigo Community Bank employee Leanne Dawson, nominated by Tina Ballos;
social welfare worker Lisa Horkings, nominated by past president Bruce Cameron; as well as the social
coordinator at the Keilor East RSL, Anita Johnson, nominated by past president Joe Albioli. I very
much enjoyed the night, listening to the awardees’ backgrounds and their dedication to the local
community and their commitment to their respective vocations, equally matched by their sense of
community.
The night would not have been the success it was if not for the wonderful work of the Rotary Club of
Keilor East, from the call to order by the sergeant and past president John Walsh, president Mark
Tognon’s welcome, the Rotary Club of Keilor East grace by Marianna Potgieter to the loyal toast by
Lloyd Lancaster, as well all the Rotarians that make the Keilor East Rotary Club such a strong local
club that has been servicing the local community for many years and will continue to serve the local
community for many years to come.
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (13:09): I am pleased to rise today to report that, on the advice of
the office of the Chief Commissioner of Victoria Police and following sustained community pressure,
it appears the planned white supremacist Blood & Honour concert to be held in Melbourne over the
weekend did not go ahead.
With the Anti-Defamation Commission, Liberals, some Labor MPs and even GetUp! having called
for this concert to be shut down, it is clear that these haters have no place in our state. Whilst the
community has dodged a bullet in this instance, we know this event occurs annually, and when the
government of the day says, ‘There is nothing we can do to stop it’, it is clear something is wrong with
the anti-hate and racial discrimination laws that we have.
We know the type of violence these types of events can inspire. Victoria needs strong and pragmatic
laws which provide Victoria Police with the power to get ahead of this and shut down these events
before they occur. This planned concert followed a heightened week of racial abuse and anti-Semitism
in Victoria, with recent disgraceful reports that five-year-old and 12-year-old schoolchildren have been
told that they are worthless Jews and another showing images of a Jewish boy kissing a Muslim boy’s
feet. It is not good enough.
Victoria has no place for this type of hatred, and whilst I commend the Anti-Discrimination
Commission and others for calling out these incidents, it is time for us to ensure that we have laws to
ensure racial discrimination and hate does not occur.
JUBILEE PARK, FRANKSTON, REDEVELOPMENT
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (13:10): Congratulations to our community on a huge win with the
announcement that the Jubilee Park regional sporting hub and centre of excellence for women in sport
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project has been saved. I would like to commend the Frankston City Council for stepping up and
funding the shortfall caused by the federal Liberal government not coming through on their promises
and not paying their fair share. That means around 2000 ratepayers will have their rates going straight
to this project which should have been funded federally. This is an amazing project which will enhance
Frankston’s status as a regional sporting hub and open pathways to elite training and competition for
netballers, footballers and cricketers.
CENTENARY PARK, FRANKSTON, REDEVELOPMENT
Mr EDBROOKE: Also, congratulations to the Frankston Tennis Club, and the Frankston East
Tennis Club in fact, on their decision with the Frankston council to utilise the $3 million provided by
the state government on a $4.2 million project to be completed by August 2020. The proposed
redevelopment of existing facilities at Centenary Park will provide a standalone tennis centre and
accommodate the needs of both the Frankston and Frankston East clubs.
CRACKERS
Mr EDBROOKE: I would like to also put on record a big goodbye to Crackers, who most people
know as my office dog, who belongs to one of my staff, Sheridan. He was without a doubt the most
popular bloke in the Frankston MP’s office, a pugalier, a very good-natured pup, but he was also a
really good helper. He assisted so many people who needed assistance and had difficulty overcoming
their issues to share them with us. I am convinced that we could have given the bloke his own diary at
one stage.
RICHARD TRACEY
Ms VALLENCE (Evelyn) (13:12): It is with sadness that I rise to mark the passing of one of this
country’s finest jurists and a great Victorian, Major General the Honourable Richard Tracey, AM,
RFD, QC. I had the privilege of knowing Richard over many years.
Richard Tracey dedicated his life to the service of his country, both through his military and legal
careers. Richard joined the Bar in 1982 and was appointed a Queen’s Counsel in 1991, regularly
appearing for both the state of Victoria and the Commonwealth. He was appointed a judge of the
Federal Court in 2006 and served for 12 years. He also served as a judge advocate general of the
Australian Defence Force and as a president of the Defence Force Discipline Appeal Tribunal. He
attained the rank of Major General and was appointed as a Member of the Order of Australia. Richard
came out of retirement to serve on the Royal Commission into Aged Care, an issue regularly raised
with me by constituents in my electorate. Richard was a passionate advocate for the elderly, and his
work will forever change how we as a nation care for and protect our senior Australians.
Earlier this year, at our local Wandin Rotary Club Australia Day breakfast, Richard generously
delivered the keynote address. It was wonderful to hear his address to over 200 local residents about
the values that define us as Australians and the peace and prosperity that we are so lucky to share. I
send my deepest sympathies to Hilary, Jack, Philip, Fiona and Rosie. Vale, Richard Tracey.
MENTAL HEALTH
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (13:13): This October it is time to talk about mental health. We know
that almost half of all Victorians will experience mental illness in their lifetimes. All of us will know
someone who has experienced mental illness, while many of us will have been touched by the suicide
of a friend or loved one. Last year almost 600 Victorians died by suicide, and that is more than double
the road toll.
We feel this acutely in the Macedon Ranges where we are experiencing a significantly higher number
of suspected suicides this year. The grief in the communities that I represent is compounding, while
we struggle to find answers. So please let us use this month to check in on our friends and family and
encourage those who are struggling to seek help.
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Of course the truth is that not everyone who seeks help will get the care that they need. That is why
the Andrews government has established Australia’s first royal commission into our mental health
system. The system is broken, but we are determined to fix it.
But today what I really want to do is acknowledge the Macedon Ranges Suicide Prevention Action
Group, or MRSPAG as they are known, for their extraordinary work in our community, from the
annual suicide prevention walk in Woodend, to peer support and Safe Talk training, to hosting Out of
the Blue, a short play designed to stimulate discussion about supporting men dealing with depression
and suicidal thoughts, to participating in the Victorian government-supported North Western
Melbourne Primary Health Network suicide prevention trials— (Time expired)
1ST KEW SCOUTS
Mr T SMITH (Kew) (13:15): I had the pleasure of attending early last week the Boroondara Scouts
presentation evening in Glen Iris, where the 1st Kew Scouts won the Chief Commissioner’s Award,
which they were particularly pleased to have been awarded, and I was particularly pleased to be there
to see them get that award.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr T SMITH: No, I did not take a selfie. Thank you, member for Mordialloc.
EVA TILLEY MEMORIAL HOME
Mr T SMITH: I recently attended the Eva Tilley Memorial Home for the reopening of their
refurbished facilities by the Treasurer, Josh Frydenberg. It was terrific to see such a hardworking local
federal member, and I was delighted to be there with Josh. It is a terrific local facility that has served
our local community for decades.
MEMBER CONDUCT
Mr T SMITH: On another matter that applies to the Boroondara community, the member for
Burwood has disclosed some quite serious criminal breaches relating to drug usage. I would say to the
member for Burwood, if there was true contrition here, you would dob in your drug dealer. I call on
you to dob in your drug dealer so that other people who are affected in the same way as the member
for Burwood can equally deal with their problems of addiction. Drugs are a scourge on our society,
and they are also illegal. We seem not to prosecute anyone in Victoria anymore for drug usage. That
is wrong. But at the same time drug dealers are very evil people and they should be dobbed in.
GEELONG ARTS CENTRE
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) (13:16): I am proud of the Andrews Labor government’s support of the
Geelong Arts Centre. The Ryrie Street redevelopment has transformed the centre inside and out and
will bring new audiences and creative opportunities to the Geelong region.
I was pleased to participate in the pre-opening visit of the Geelong Arts Centre’s Creative Engine
space, a new co-working floor that will comprise 23 desk spaces and four meeting rooms, available
for both short and long-term hire, a communal lounge and kitchen amenities. Creative Engine will
offer opportunities for value-in-kind occupancy and grants funding to individuals, groups and
organisations who demonstrate the desire and ability to drive bold and exciting arts practice.
Coinciding with the ambitious $38.5 million Ryrie Street redevelopment, the Geelong Arts Centre
expands its offering to foster entrepreneurship and incubate ideas within the contemporary arts space.
Creatives from across the region will also have access to workshops, masterclasses, industry
networking events and creative boot camps for developing new projects through the initiative.
Additionally, participants will have access to residencies to develop works onsite. The Geelong Arts
Centre has a new look and a new vision as a hub and home for artists and creatives working across all
art forms. As they prepare for the unveiling of these magnificent new spaces, Creative Engine ensures
that the centre will not just be a place to see the best shows— (Time expired)
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JOHN SMALLMAN
Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (13:18): John Smallman belied his name in every way: a big
man, big-hearted, big mutton chops, big in his love of his community and his party, The Nationals,
and he will leave a big, gaping hole after passing away last week at the age of 82. ‘How are you, old
soul?’, John would greet us all on every occasion. John was a staunch Nationals supporter; he spent
an incredible 65 years as a CFA volunteer and was a former grandmaster of the Mirboo North
Freemasons lodge, having served there since 1958. He was a pillar of the South Gippsland community,
a fierce advocate for the dairy and general agricultural sectors and passionate about his beloved
Mardan. The Mardan polling booth just will not be the same at the next election. My condolences to
Faye and all the family. Vale Big John Smallman.
WELLINGTON BIGGEST EVER BLOKES BARBECUE
Mr D O’BRIEN: It was a privilege to again play a small part in the committee for the Wellington
Biggest Ever Blokes Barbecue, which held its annual event in Sale on Friday. The fifth annual event
was again a magnificent success, with over 400 blokes filling the Sale Memorial Hall. The event goes
to support the fight against prostate cancer, and funds raised have recently supported the appointment
of a specialist prostate cancer nurse to work at Central Gippsland Health to support local men. It is
great to be part of volunteer team that delivers this successful community event, and thanks to the
many very generous local businesses that strongly support this event including patron sponsor Andrew
Dunkley Machinery.
LARA DUNKLEY
Mr D O’BRIEN: Speaking of which, congratulations to Andrew’s daughter and former Vixen,
Lara, who has signed with the Queensland Firebirds in Suncorp Super Netball—a loss to Victoria but
a great achievement for a former local netballer.
ALKIRA SECONDARY COLLEGE
Ms RICHARDS (Cranbourne) (13:19): I rise to tell you of the terrific honour I had in representing
the Minister for Education and Deputy Premier at Alkira Secondary College’s seventh annual
Holocaust memorial ceremony. I was humbled to be joined by Holocaust survivor Professor Gilah
Leder, AM, and Les Kausman, OAM, from Courage to Care, students and teachers from
Mount Scopus Memorial College and other special guests from the Jewish community.
The ceremony was run by year 9 and year 10 students and was an opportunity to reflect on the
Holocaust and look to the past for lessons for a kinder future. Students at the school spend a term in
year 10 studying World War II, specifically looking at human rights and freedoms and the stories of
those who have stood up to injustice. Professor Leder shared her story of how she was saved by a
foster family who took her in and hid her to keep her safe. As part of the ceremony, stones were laid
on a table in memory of those who had lost their lives. This reflected the Jewish custom of putting
stones on graves.
I would like to acknowledge the wonderful year 10 masters of ceremony, Ben Myors and Danielle
Meyer, and speakers Emily Gardiner and Alessandra Soliven. I pay particular credit to Alkira principal
John Shaw and teacher Nicole Scott for their leadership, wisdom and compassion. We are very lucky
to have such people in Cranbourne. I am so proud of the Alkira Secondary community and thank them
for humbly holding an extraordinary remembrance ceremony. I would like to pay tribute to the elders
of the Jewish community, who are extraordinarily generous with their time.
MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS MONTH
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (13:21): Given it is Mental Health Awareness Month I wish to pay tribute
to all service providers and to those who generously supported our recent Tee Up for Mental Health
Golf Day event, which I was proud to host and was supported by amazing volunteers from the Rotary
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Club of Traralgon. More than $13 000 was raised to assist Lifeline Gippsland and Talking Mental
Health to provide mental health first aid training courses in our region. Thank you to all who
contributed to this successful event.
LATROBE VALLEY SOCCER LEAGUE
Mr NORTHE: Well done to a number of local soccer clubs following the conclusion of the
Latrobe Valley Soccer League’s 2019 season. These include Traralgon Olympians, senior and reserve
premiers and league champions and premiers in the under-14 boys; Traralgon City, women’s league
champions and premiers; Newborough Yallourn United, senior league champions and Battle of Britain
Cup winners; Pegasus, second division premiers and winners of the Nan Bosma Cup; Fortuna, reserves
Shopwell Trophy winner and women’s Browne-Huizer Cup winners; Falcons, reserve league
champions; and Tyers, second division league champions.
MUSHED MUBASSHIR
Mr NORTHE: Congratulations to an upstanding young man in our community, Mushed
Mubasshir. Not one to rest during his final year at Lavalla Catholic College, Mubasshir has had an
article accepted by the Australian Mathematics Education Journal. To be a published academic before
leaving high school is a remarkable achievement. Congratulations, Mubasshir. You should be very
proud.
DONNA FAULKNER
Mr NORTHE: Talking about pride, I wish to acknowledge Donna Faulkner for her well-deserved
and hard-earned admission into the 2019 Disability Employment Australia Hall of Fame. Donna has
tirelessly fought to bring down barriers in long-term mainstream employment for those who are injured
or have a disability. Congratulations to Donna on this incredible achievement in recognition of her
excellence and long-term commitment to the disability sector.
MONASH MEN’S SHED
Mr FREGON (Mount Waverley) (13:22): It was great to get down to my local Monash Men’s
Shed alongside Monash deputy mayor Cr Brian Little and men’s shed president Greg Male to help
open their newly refurbished hall. The Victorian government is a proud supporter of men’s sheds and
recognises the important role they play in bringing communities together. Together the Victorian
government and Monash City Council funded the refurbishment of the hall, kitchen and amenities.
This new space will be more accessible for all members. Men’s sheds are a great place for men to
come together to work on common projects, form friendships and give back to their community. More
so, they are an important tool in combatting social isolation in men and promoting mental health.
SUPPORTING YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH
Mr FREGON: On another matter, last week I had the honour of representing the Minister for
Suburban Development at the opening of another fantastic Victorian government Pick My Project
initiative, Supporting Youth Mental Health. The project was granted $200 000 in funding to provide
mental health first aid training, specifically focusing on youth, and would not have been possible
without the advocacy of the great Rotary Club of Glen Waverley and Monash council. The youth
mental health first aid courses are designed to help young people recognise when their friends may
need help and provide ongoing support to youth in the Mount Waverley district. It makes me so happy
to see mental health-focused initiatives rolled out in Mount Waverley, especially ones that are giving
young and old the tools they may need to recognise the signs and help each other out. Finally, there
was a comment in Canberra a while ago about unfunded empathy. I would just like to say that empathy
does not have to be funded, but projects like this show that it is worth doing.
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WEST GIPPSLAND HOSPITAL
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) (13:24): The West Gippsland Hospital is again dealing with issues
caused by the Andrews government’s cuts to health funding. The Andrews government have increased
the operational capacity of the hospital with the recent completion of an eight-bed short-stay unit and
third operating theatre. At the same time the Andrews government have cut funding for this year,
allocating less weighted inlier equivalent separation (WEIS) activity funding than last year. How does
that work? You have a hospital under enormous pressure from population growth. You expanded the
facility to help increase access to more services, but you reduced the funding that would cover the cost
of those services. Once again the Andrews government is playing smoke and mirrors with our
community.
This house would be well aware of the community fight for funding for a new West Gippsland
Hospital. The previous Minister for Health refused to meet with representatives from the Where’s the
Funding group, and the current minister is also not making herself available. Why is the Premier
allowing his ministers to continue to treat the West Gippsland community with contempt? He has
refused to release the findings of studies completed more than 18 months ago that have identified the
best way forward for the provision of health care in the West Gippsland region. The Premier needs to
stop insulting my community and the patients, staff and management of the West Gippsland
Healthcare Group. He must immediately reverse the cuts to activity funding for this year and allocate
enough extra WEIS to allow the hospital to meet growth in demand. He must also fund a new hospital
in the 2020 budget.
NORTH EAST LINK
Mr TAYLOR (Bayswater) (13:25): I often get excited in this place—very excited—and I am
excited again. I cannot even tell you how excited I am that we are getting on with game-changing
infrastructure projects like—and wait for it—the North East Link. This is the single biggest roads
project ever embarked on in this good state of Victoria. So I wanted to play a bit of a game, and this
game is proudly brought to you by the Andrews Labor government. I call it ‘NEL (Fast Facts)’. I am
hoping to get a bit of a graphic to whiz up on Facebook—we will get my graphics guy to have a look
at that. But anyway, here we go. ‘NEL (Fast Facts)’: 10 000 jobs; slashing travel times for
135 000 motorists; average time savings of 11 minutes on the Eastern and 35 minutes to the airport;
more lanes on the Eastern Freeway; closing the missing link in the outer east with an actual ringroad—can you believe it, we are doing it; creating an express busway from Doncaster to the city;
taking 15 000 trucks off local roads; fully funded, every single cent, $15.8 billion—thank you very
much, Treasurer Pallas; and returning economic value back to the state. And importantly, it starts next
year. Early works get started next year on this amazing project. It is all about getting you home safer
and sooner, and Labor governments get that. We get on and we deliver. You want more? I tell you
what: there are steak knives. As Minister Donnellan once said in this place, this road actually stacks
up—$1.40 in the business case. Can you believe it? None of this 45 cents in the dollar business. None
of this paying a dud road back for 60-odd years—none of that. This is about getting on and creating
jobs, and we are getting on with delivering infrastructure. Metro Tunnel, level crossings—it is all about
getting you home sooner and creating good local jobs.
UMBRELLA DEMENTIA CAFÉ
Mr HAMER (Box Hill) (13:27): I rise to speak on the Umbrella Dementia Café, a terrific initiative
that helps local constituents in the Box Hill electorate who are living with dementia. The team,
wonderfully led by local resident Kirsty Porter, create a safe space where people living with dementia
and their partners come together to enjoy music and activities and to share stories. I had the pleasure
of dropping by last month, and it is clear that this terrific local program is making a real difference for
people who are living with dementia. I am proud that we were able to back this program’s work with
a $75 000 grant from the Pick my Project program so that it can expand its support to others within
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the City of Whitehorse. I would like to put on record my sincere thanks to Kirsty and her volunteer
team, who do incredible work in our community. I am proud to back them every step of the way.
BLACKBURN FOOTBALL CLUB
Mr HAMER: Last Friday I attended the presentation evening for the Blackburn Football Club.
The mighty Burners had a great season in the men’s and women’s competitions, winning the under19s men’s premier division, reaching the senior men’s grand final for the first time in 44 years and
reaching the senior women’s finals in their first year in the top division. Particular congratulations to
all Best and Fairest winners: Shae Denny in the women’s premier division, Crystal Palmer in the
women’s south division, Nick Gray in the men’s seniors, Noah Wright in men’s reserves and Lachlan
Harry in the men’s under-19s.
LAWN BOWLS
Mr McGHIE (Melton) (13:28): Today I rise to speak about some young people of my electorate
who participate in a sport we rarely associate with those under retirement age. Not so long ago lawn
bowls was a pastime you took up when the aching bones could no longer take a mark or swing a bat.
While lawn bowls is still played by those of us a little past our sporting prime, it is now the domain of
the young. Between 2 and 4 October hundreds of lawn bowlers converged on the City of Bendigo for
the Australian under-18 championships.
Of the many outstanding participants, I stand to highlight three young people who live or lived in my
electorate of Melton. Bevan Maher, now a Northern Territorian and proudly representing the NT,
moved from Bacchus Marsh, where he and his family had been active bowlers for many years. Jarryd
Davies is a resident of Melton. Jarryd is among the best young bowlers in the nation, with a string of
titles to his name, winning both singles and pairs gold and silver medals over the last couple of years.
And finally, the youngest of the three, Lily Dodd, at 13 was one of the younger participants—her first
time representing Victoria and by all accounts not her last. A member of the Bacchus Marsh Bowling
Club, Lily is a fourth-generation bowler, following in the footsteps of her father, her uncle, her
grandfather and her great-grandfather. These three young people are wonderful examples of how lawn
bowls is now the domain of the young as well as the young at heart. Congratulations to all the
participants, and I very much look forward to seeing what wonderful life experiences lie ahead for
Lily, Jarryd and Bevan.
FITZROY STARS FOOTBALL CLUB
Ms THEOPHANOUS (Northcote) (13:30): I rise to congratulate a much-loved football club in
my electorate of Northcote, and that is the Fitzroy Stars Football Club, who last month won the
premiership, defeating Eltham by 32 points in the division 2 reserves grand final. Based out of the Sir
Douglas Nicholls oval in Thornbury at the Aborigines Advancement League, the Fitzroy Stars are a
club that is deeply embedded in our Aboriginal community.
As Uncle Phil Cooper will tell you, the Stars are much more than a club where players gather to enjoy
the sport. The Stars draw on a legacy stretching back to their formation in the 1970s and now include
both netball and football teams. Members are involved on and off the field, promoting fitness, nutrition
and mental health. The club offers pathways to employment and education, champions community
causes and actively fosters reconciliation by building strong connections between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal communities.
This is the first premiership for the Fitzroy Stars since joining the Northern Football Netball League
in 2008. Special congrats to Johnny Hayes, who was the best on the ground on the day, kicking five
goals. The Stars held their presentation night shortly after the grand final for both their footy and
netball teams. Congratulations to Brigitte Linares, Tamekah Atkinson, Rianne Hood, Beth Norris and
Kowirra Thorpe, who were all awarded best and fairest for their netball clubs. Congratulations also to
Max Maynard and Ethan Penrith, awarded best and fairest for the seniors football team, and Alex
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Williamson, who won best and fairest for the reserves. It is wonderful to see the Fitzroy— (Time
expired)
EDITHVALE PRIMARY SCHOOL
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (13:31): It was a pleasure recently to join the Premier out at
Edithvale Primary School to turn the sod on upcoming works to improve their library and learning
spaces. Under the leadership of principal James Whitla, this school, a beautiful school in our local
community, has gone from strength to strength. It was a pleasure to welcome the Premier and to share
that vision of Edithvale Primary that is celebrated by everyone in our local community. It is a very
connected community through the Edithvale community hub. You just have to see the vision, the
passion and the energy of our local residents in Edithvale. It is a real pleasure to be a part of that project
transforming their community.
MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS MONTH
Mr RICHARDSON: I also want to give a big shout-out for Mental Health Awareness Month.
With the mental health practitioners being rolled out across the Bayside Peninsula in our secondary
schools, this is a really critical time to talk to young Victorians about their mental health and wellbeing.
As someone that lives with anxiety it shocks me that it takes between 14 and 17 years for people to
get support and treatment and assistance for mental health and wellbeing. That means that the
education experience of our community is being stifled or hampered by the mental ill health that they
suffer each and every day. We need to break the stigma, and we need to focus on how each and every
one of us supports our mental health and wellbeing. It is a spectrum, and across life’s journeys we will
confront different challenges and difficulties, but knowing that people around us love us and support
us and that we are making those investments to support our community is so important.
WHITTLESEA FOOTBALL AND NETBALL CLUB
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (13:33): It is with great pleasure that I report to the house that the
Whittlesea Football and Netball Club will be returning to division 1 in the Northern Football Netball
League next year. They are a great country club. They won the grand final against Banyule. Coach
Blair Harvey did an outstanding job with a great young side. I congratulate— (Time expired)
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The time for making statements has now ended.
Bills
POLICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (ROAD SAFETY CAMERA COMMISSIONER
AND OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Ms NEVILLE:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (13:34): It is my pleasure to rise today and make a contribution on
the Police Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019.
Can I say, particularly when we debate bills in this house with regard to our police and our emergency
services workers, that we certainly offer our thanks for the great work that our Victoria Police, our
emergency services workers and our PSOs do in keeping us all safe. There is no question that the job
has become harder and we are seeing a lot more attacks on our emergency services workers than we
have seen before. It is certainly incumbent on all members of the house, as I know many members do,
to pay their respects and say thank you for the great work that our Victoria Police and emergency
services workers do.
The bill today seeks to amend three elements, very important elements. The first is to enable protective
services officers to arrest persons subject to arrest warrants retrospectively and to validate the arrest
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warrants that have already been executed by PSOs. That is really the crux of this bill, the key element
of this bill, and I will make a contribution specifically about that shortly.
The second part of the bill looks at enhancing the ability of the road safety camera commissioner to
perform the functions of the office. This is also a very important part, particularly when we are seeing
a rise in fatalities on our roads to an unprecedented high in this state. Victoria has always had a great
reputation in terms of keeping the road toll the way that it has been in the past, therefore whatever we
can do to ensure that we provide the enablers with the tools to reduce that road toll we should be doing.
But at the same time we do need to call out some of the concerns and issues that we have from our
side about the escalating road toll that seems to be happening under the current government.
The third element of this bill looks at Victoria Police and enabling them to undertake timely disposal
of unclaimed found property in their possession, and I will conclude with some remarks about that.
Looking firstly at the PSOs, they can currently execute any warrant directed generally to all police
under section 63 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989. The provisions of this bill will also validate the
execution of warrants to arrest directed generally to all police officers by PSOs before the bill comes
into effect, therefore protecting PSOs from liability in executing arrest warrants unlawfully.
If we look at the background of this particular issue, on 25 July Victoria Police announced it had
received new legal advice revealing that PSOs did not have the power to make arrest warrants for
failure to appear in court. This would be in a situation where there might be somebody at a station with
an outstanding warrant and then a PSO, in going up to them and asking them about something else
that they were doing, discovered that there was an outstanding warrant. If the initial matter did not
give enough cover so that they could be charged—it was just for a general disturbance—and they then
found by investigation that the person had an outstanding warrant, under the current law they would
not have the powers to actually take them in and charge them. The legal advice came despite the fact
that there have been about 500 such arrests every year in the past eight years. There have been
situations where those arrests have taken place for outstanding warrants. It is important to point out,
though, that these are not situations in which somebody is breaking the law at the time. These are
situations in which there is an outstanding warrant that is effectively pursuing something that has
happened in the past. It is providing those additional powers for the PSOs to actually arrest.
Yes, the original legislation did occur back in 2011, and I am sure we will have members of the
government standing up here and saying, ‘Oh well, it was your fault. You guys put this legislation in
place and you should have ensured that the PSOs were given these powers to arrest right from the very
beginning’. I think it is fair to say that hindsight is an absolutely wonderful thing and everybody would
want to make sure that we get absolutely everything covered. Of course we want to make sure that we
have these laws in place. However, it was back in 2011 when the coalition government proudly
brought in PSOs, and I do want to talk a little bit about that shortly. We have had a number of years
now. We are now in 2019, eight years later, and there have been a number of other updates to this
legislation since, but it has not been picked up. I am sure the government will want to lay blame on us
for this, but I would say to any government members considering doing that that they should take a
good, hard look at themselves, because there were plenty of opportunities to have this done.
Firstly, there are questions that the minister has failed to address in terms of some of the concerns
relating to this matter. Who commissioned the new legal advice which revealed the PSO arrest powers
issue? Why was this issue not identified during previous amendments to the PSO legislation made by
the Andrews Labor government, such as the Justice Legislation Amendment (Protective Services
Officers and Other Matters) Act 2017, which expanded PSO arrest powers to arrest people who breach
their parole? That would have been a perfect time. The government were already seeking legislative
changes for PSOs. Surely, when they were reviewing this, that should have been done back in 2017.
So for the government to very conveniently blame the coalition, when they in fact had a good look at
this in a review of the legislation in 2017, does not stack up.
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PSOs currently operate at 212 Melbourne train stations—and at Bentleigh, Traralgon, Ballarat and
Geelong. Certainly at those stations we have had police hours diverted during the period whereby
PSOs, unfortunately because of these administration laws not being in place, have had to have been
babysat, and police have been diverted from many areas where serious crimes have been occurring.
We know the number of serious crimes are up 12.3 per cent since the Andrews government came to
power. You are seeing an increase in the number of assaults, even assaults on police and emergency
services officers are up 2.6 per cent; common assault, 45 per cent; sexual offences against children,
43 per cent; aggravated robbery, 32 per cent; and it goes on. When you are diverting police away from
proactive policing on the streets and putting them on to babysit PSOs at stations because we did not
take the chance to have this fixed, they are questions the government need to answer, particularly when
they have had now almost eight years to fix this up.
Ms Green interjected.
Mr SOUTHWICK: Well, six years—thank you, member for Yan Yean. Six years—whatever it
is—there has been plenty of time for the government to fix this up, but the point raised, member for
Yan Yean, is that these laws have been in place for eight years. That was the point I was making.
Another thing that I wanted to make note of is that the government is very quick to claim credit for
these protective service officers that have been put in place. I would like to say that we are very, very
proud of the fact that it was a coalition initiative to do this, to bring in protective service officers to
protect the community. When you look at some of the perceptions of crime—our perception of crime
rates is the highest of any other state in the nation—people have not felt safe. In fact we are double
that of New South Wales in terms of perception of crime. One of the things that comes out when you
interview people in these surveys is that they talk about particularly not feeling safe at night. People
walking around do not feel safe. That is why having PSOs, particularly on platforms at night, being
able to be the eyes and ears, in many cases being able to walk people from the platforms to their cars,
has been a terrific addition and a proactive way of tackling community safety and peace, which is so
important. Community safety must absolutely be the key element of any society so that people can get
on with their lives.
In 2011, when we brought in the legislation to bring in 1000 protective services officers, two on each
platform in each station regardless of where it may be, we were criticised for that. We were asked,
‘Why put them on every station? Why not just put them on the busy stations?’. But we knew that if
you want to do it properly you have to have proper coverage, you have to ensure that everyone is
protected and you have to have it rolled out right across the state, and that is what we did. This has
been absolutely welcomed. If you have a look at the role that PSOs do now; if you talk to Police
Association Victoria in terms of PSOs being part of the police association and you look at the career
paths of PSOs, many then take up careers as Victoria Police members as it is a good segue into that;
and if you look at the potential of some of the great work that the PSOs do, including the important
role that they play in centres like we have here in this Parliament, you see why it is really important
that we have these protective services officers in play.
As I say, not everybody was positive about the fact that we have PSOs. The current Minister for
Education said in a speech in a second-reading debate about PSOs:
This solution to fix the problem will not free up police resources. There is not an overall improvement in the
allocation, delivery and flexibility of police resources. On the contrary this solution will require the utilisation
of both PSOs and local police resources.

We saw PSOs being called ‘plastic police’. In that speech the now minister further said:
There are lessons to be learnt. This has happened elsewhere. What the government is introducing is a secondtier police force that is less well trained and has fewer powers. In the United Kingdom in 2002 police
community support officers were introduced. There are now some 16 000 of them.
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Basically what the now Deputy Premier went on to say was that it did not work in the UK so it should
not really be something that the government should be introducing here. He said:
They are known as ‘plastic police’ because they do not have the training, they do not have the authority, they
do not have the powers and they do not have the equipment.

A member: It was disgusting, wasn’t it?
Mr SOUTHWICK: It is absolutely disgusting that the now Deputy Premier would stand up in
here and say this, when that Deputy Premier was also the Minister for Emergency Services as well.
For somebody who heads up emergency services to in fact be so critical of—
Mr Pakula interjected.
Mr SOUTHWICK: No, he then became the minister. He then became the Minister for Emergency
Services. For somebody who represents emergency services at the highest level in government to
effectively call our great working PSOs ‘plastic police’ is appalling. The last of the Deputy Premier’s
comments is that:
These comments go to the heart of the problem of a second-tier police force. It is the path we are on.

If we fast-forward to today, I think nobody would consider our PSOs second-tier. They do great work,
and emergency services across the board should not be considered second or third tier. In this role I
have spoken with a number of people in the area of corrections. It is appalling the way that a lot of the
corrections staff in our prisons are referred to as second and third tier. Anyone who is out there
protecting our community should absolutely be commended for the work that they do and not be
referred to in this way. But it does give me the opportunity to say that, yes, I stand here proudly today
to say that certainly under the previous Liberal government the PSOs were a very important initiative
and I think have been one of those very successful initiatives. Yes, we will need to improve them, and
I am glad that the government are looking at doing that; it is important. But again I just say that they
are and should be well regarded for the fantastic work they do.
I want to now touch on the area of road safety and the issues in dealing with that, and particularly the
part of this bill which enhances the ability of the road safety camera commissioner to perform the
functions of that office. It is important to remind the Parliament that back in June 2017 police withdrew
7500 fines for speeding, red light and other infringements owing to a software attack on the cameras.
This is really important in terms of context, because one of the things that we need to ensure is that we
have a rigorous, a transparent and a foolproof system when it comes to the cameras, the software and
the equipment that Victoria Police use and that there is confidence at the other end of these. When we
have 7500 motorists booked because the system has unfortunately failed, then there need to be some
questions asked. That was part of the report to look at how this happened—the impact of the
WannaCry ransom software—and to look at fixing these cameras in Victoria, a number of which were
affected back in 2017. It is important, as I say, to ensure that this equipment works as properly as it
possibly can and that we can have confidence in that system.
The information on potential improvements, security measures and ways of going forward was very,
very important for the road safety commissioner, but the reason why this amendment has been put to
the house today is that the road safety commissioner has not had the cooperation of the department
and the bureaucrats as the road safety commissioner would have liked. This is a very important point
to bring out, because if we want the road safety commissioner—whose role is independent—to be able
to work in a timely manner and to ensure they are able to fix problems, they cannot have the runaround and the length of time they have had to be able to get information. We saw that when people
were charged and waiting on outstanding bills and fines for a long period of time. A lot of problems
with this and with other things have been outstanding, and the commissioner has wanted to get to the
bottom of them but has not had access to that information. The intent now of this legislation is to fix
it, but can I point out that when the commissioner was set up to do this role there should have been a
much more transparent and easy manner of cooperation. Effectively the dragging-out and the issues
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that that presents—the lack of confidence and ability of many of those that are affected by that—are
unfortunately the consequences of this. This is the attempt to fix that.
That portion of this bill implements recommendations 30, 171 and 172 of the investigation report to
improve the information exchange, transparency and cooperation between the Department of Justice
and Community Safety and the commissioner. These changes may seem minor, but they are very, very
important if we want to really take on road safety, when we see in this state the road safety crisis that
we are currently in, with 218 lives lost so far in 2019, 34.6 per cent up on last year, running at the
highest road toll in over a decade. We had the assistant commissioner for road safety, Stephen Leane,
on radio this morning, and he said that that could increase by another 50 by the end of the year—50.
This is a shocking statistic, and something that none of us can be proud of, if you think of the
turnaround of events from when we were held up internationally as a state that prided itself on road
safety, on one of the lowest road tolls and on the initiatives that we had. That reputation has been
unfortunately ruined, and lives have been lost as a result. Therefore the government needs to be doing
everything in terms of being more proactive, and we are not seeing enough of that. We are not seeing
enough proactive policing, we are not seeing enough drug and alcohol tests, we are not seeing enough
police on the streets and we are not seeing enough of these cameras working and working properly.
The government cut or left unchanged Victoria Police highway patrol numbers in seven out of
Victoria’s 10 police divisions located in regional Victoria, affecting such areas as Bass Coast, Baw
Baw, Latrobe, East Gippsland, Wellington, Horsham, Northern Grampians, Central Goldfields,
Greater Bendigo and Macedon Ranges. Seven out of Victoria’s 10 regional divisions have been cut in
terms of police patrols. How do you expect people to slow down if they do not see a police vehicle on
the roads? We hear reports of people driving from Melbourne to Queensland and hardly seeing a police
van on the road between Melbourne and New South Wales, and then, as soon as they hit New South
Wales and go on to Queensland, seeing a completely different approach. You have got one state that
is full-on in police presence and proactive policing; you have got another state where the numbers are
reducing to hardly anything at all. There has not been a focus, there has not been attention, and
unfortunately it has been a slippery slope to where we are right now. We have seen roadside breath
tests cut by 400 000 a year and money ripped out of the Transport Accident Commission—$2.9 billion
out of the TAC—again one of those agencies that have been put up on a pedestal for the work that
they have done on road safety and left hamstrung by having their funding taken away.
I just wanted to put on record the response of the Victorian Liberal-Nationals in announcing three new
plans to reduce Victoria’s road trauma: firstly, 1000 extra drug tests each and every week; increasing
penalties for drug drivers in line with drink-driving; and a focus on speed camera site selections
reducing road trauma, not raising revenue. These are three things that the government could get on
board with right now. We have not waited until an election year to highlight them. We have highlighted
them now because they are needed now. We in fact welcome a bipartisan approach from the
government to take up these important initiatives, but again the government are missing in action on
this, and the government need to respond. They need to get more visibility on our streets; they need to
get more police—more proactive police—and they need to do something now.
It is important to raise that this is a police amendment bill, and it is a pity that within this bill we do
not see more laws, particularly such as the move-on laws and other laws, reinstated to ensure we do
something in terms of keeping our state safe and also about the disruption that we saw only last week
with disruptive protesters holding our city to ransom. We saw our state really being brought to a
standstill. This is a tragedy, particularly when the response from Victoria Police was that a lot of
proactive police work coming not totally out of the motoring area but certainly out of the police patrol
area—16 000 hours, some $3 million worth—had been taken off frontline policing and put into
babysitting these protesters.
That is appalling. Again, this government has sat on its hands and done nothing while these protesters
have been able to get away with holding this city to ransom. We need to see what the government is
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going to do. Is the government going to give these protesters a bill for the $3 million of police time
that has been diverted away from protecting our city and ensuring we have highway patrols? Police
have been taken off highway patrols when we have the highest road toll we have seen. Instead of us
putting police out on highway patrols, we have them babysitting these protesters. That is appalling.
What should happen is these protesters should be sent a bill. We should have tougher laws. We should
have move-on laws, and there should be consequences. There has been nothing that we have seen for
these protesters who have disrupted our city in the last week. The government does not have tight
enough laws in any of this and there are no consequences. This would have been one of those
opportunities to move these kinds of amendments or to at least signal that the government is thinking
about this, but we have seen absolutely nothing. This is a lawless state because the Premier and this
government do not focus on community safety, and that is something that people are calling out for.
We see that the perception of community safety in this state is worse than in any other state in the
nation and half that of New South Wales. Therefore people do not feel that this government is doing
what it should do as a starting point, and that is keeping us safe.
I will just finish off with the last part of this bill, which talks about enabling Victoria Police to
undertake timely disposal of unclaimed found property in their possession. This is really looking at
ensuring that they are able to dispose of unclaimed goods, which was within a three-year period, with
something set across a lot shorter time, at the request of the chief commissioner.
In her second-reading speech the minister stated that Victoria Police storage facilities are already over
capacity. Perhaps the minister should also consider some of the other measures outlined in the Victorian
Auditor-General’s Office report about allowing additional capacity rather than just disposing of
unclaimed goods and pursuing bandaid solutions to the Victoria Police property storage and
management issues. The VAGO Police Management of Property and Exhibits report of 2018 found
that Victoria Police records show approximately 470 000 items in police possession in 200 locations.
The police make more than 6300 trips to travel over 1.2 million kilometres to distribute property. That
is 77 000 hours of police time, or 10 000 shifts, lost in doing this. So there certainly needs to be more
work in terms of that with ways that can be done better. Maybe the minister should be looking at
investigating a proper police storage solution that will free up police time and return financial gain to
the state. It is a very important issue because we think police resources are being taken up unnecessarily.
Let me finish in my remaining 30 or 40 seconds by saying we will not be opposing this bill. We will
not be opposing this bill because we do want to ensure that our police and our PSOs are given every
power possible to do their jobs. Obviously more work could be done, as I just mentioned, with things
like the unclaimed property. As I mentioned, with our cameras there is more work to be done and, as
I said, with giving police and PSOs more powers more work needs to be done. Obviously we saw with
our rally protests police not having the powers to do their jobs properly.
In all these three instances we would always say that we should give the powers necessary for our
police to do their work. The Premier has said in this Parliament that he would give the police the law
books to do so. We are calling on the Premier to do that and ensure the police have those powers to do
their jobs and the great work that they do.
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (14:04): It is a pleasure to rise and speak on the Police Legislation
Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019. At the outset I thank
the minister and her staff for the work behind the scenes on this bill.
First of all, this bill seeks to remedy an anomaly in the legislation introduced by the Liberals in 2011
I believe and ensure that the PSOs that protect us can execute any warrant to arrest directed to police
under section 63 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989.
The bill does two other things: it reforms the Road Safety Camera Commissioner Act 2011,
implementing three recommendations from the commissioner’s investigation into a malware infection
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found in the Victorian fixed digital road safety camera system, which was the WannaCry investigation.
The government accepted those recommendations in May 2018. Additionally this bill amends the
Victoria Police Act 2013 to reduce the prescribed period for which unclaimed found property must be
retained by Victoria Police, because they only have a limited amount of space.
PSOs were introduced to the rail network to enhance community safety and were given powers that
were thought necessary for them to perform the role, including powers to arrest and detain persons.
The Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 was amended specifically to empower PSOs to execute warrants to
arrest that are directed to a named police officer. It has been identified that the power of PSOs to
execute warrants to arrest did not actually extend to warrants directed generally to all police officers.
This bill remedies that anomaly and ensures that PSOs can execute any warrant directed generally to
all police under section 63 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989.
Provisions in the bill also validate the execution of warrants to arrest directed generally to all police
officers by PSOs before this bill comes into effect. This is a good thing because PSOs have been
generally unaware of this anomaly in the legislation and it is entirely appropriate that they should be
protected for past actions they may have taken in good faith in executing arrest warrants directed
generally to all police officers in their role of protecting the public.
I did note that the opposition lead speaker said ‘should’ quite a bit, and that is really alarming because
‘should’ means that you are displaying an opinion but not taking any action. Can I just remind
opposition members that we have never had a larger intake of police members in Victoria’s history;
there have never been more police on patrol in Victoria. Police have never been better resourced than
they are now. And from what I have heard they appreciate police command consulting with the
government to give them what they need to do their very, very difficult job in a professional manner
and to let them decide where they want to resource; not being directed by members of the opposition,
who have shown no leadership in this area and in fact have insulted police by saying that we are in a
lawless state.
The crime statistics I am quite familiar with do not reflect that; the professionalism of our police does
not reflect that statement and our government’s policies certainly do not reflect that statement. I think
opposition members should have a good think about the way they put things before they shine that
kind of light on our police, because we are proud of our police force and that is why we are able to
easily put our confidence in them to do the right thing for our community.
This side of the house, as opposed to the should-doers, has taken action on a significant number of
new initiatives to support PSOs, by expanding their numbers and strengthening PSO powers. I will
just list a few. We have 336 more PSOs than under the Liberals. That is a 35 per cent increase. Three
hundred and thirty-six is coincidently the number of votes I won by in Frankston, or Labor won
Frankston by in 2014, and we now call that 9.7 per cent. Victoria Police has a dedicated PSO presence
at 216 stations, including four regional stations, and a permanent night network. We now have PSOs
on trains and trams with our investment in 100 extra PSOs to form mobile squads, and we are working
to further improve the vital role that PSOs play in our community with a more flexible deployment
model. Of course PSOs perform a really critical role, and Victorians tell us that they feel safer when
they see PSOs around. The perception is that they are safer.
We are therefore working with Victoria Police to deliver powers that allow PSOs to be deployed more
flexibly while maintaining the current PSO presence across the public transport network, and we are
working with Victoria Police and stakeholders to get the model right. We will look to introduce
legislation next year.
Practically, this bill means that PSOs have their new powers, which also coincidently have been
expanded to places where PSOs can operate to include the vicinity of their designated place—which
means they do not have to just operate on public transport or at the station; they can operate in that
vicinity as well, which is really important for places like Frankston.
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So essentially we are fixing the Liberals’ mess and tidying up their legislation for PSOs in relation to
certain warrants.
This bill also, as I said previously, reforms the Road Safety Camera Commissioner Act, implementing
three recommendations from the commissioner’s investigation into the malware infection. Public
confidence in the operation of the road safety cameras system is critical to keeping people safe on our
roads. We often hear people being very critical of speed cameras, but I think we can all agree in this
house, especially those of us who have been in the emergency services and have seen the damage that
people can cause in motor vehicles, that if you do not want to be fined, if you do not want to be caught
on a speed camera, adhere to the speed limit—do not break the law—and do not run red lights and
endanger other people’s lives. It is pretty simple. We have introduced the role of the road safety camera
commissioner, a role that maintains oversight in our road camera safety system, and that helps with
public confidence, I think.
The commissioner’s report into the review of the malware infection to the Victorian fixed digital road
safety camera system, delivered on 3 May 2018, included findings about the lack of cooperation and
transparency from the Department of Justice and Regulation, as it was known at the time. The bill
responds to the commissioner’s findings by including amendments to the Road Safety Camera
Commissioner Act 2011 to implement recommendations 30, 171 and 172 of the investigation report
to provide for information exchange, transparency and cooperation between the Department of Justice
and Community Safety and the commissioner.
This legislation is amongst a raft of other government commitments to drive down the road toll. Sadly,
every 2 hours in Victoria someone is killed or suffers a serious, life-changing injury from a road crash.
Serious harm from motor vehicle incidents directly affects some 6000 Victorians each year and comes
at a huge cost physically, emotionally and financially. In 2018 in the local government area of
Frankston alone three people died in vehicle-related accidents and 46 people were seriously injured.
It is just too high.
New alcohol and drug testing vehicles, automatic number plate recognition technology, more roadside
drug testing, more highway patrol officers and more mobile speed cameras and new technologies help
police make our roads safe—or safer. The 2018–19 budget has $120.6 million in it to crack down on
dangerous driving, including an additional 96 mobile road safety cameras, boosting mobile camera
hours by 75 per cent. Independent modelling by the Monash University Accident Research Centre in
Clayton shows this investment will save 60 lives and prevent 260 serious injuries every year. It also
includes a trial of cameras to detect drivers using mobile phones, which I believe are already in play
in New South Wales.
The opposition have shown fairly limited interest in road safety—
Ms Britnell: Oh, really?
Mr EDBROOKE: As an opposition, I might say. The opposition campaigned heavily against the
wire-rope barriers that we see as being very successful. Also at the last election, from memory, it
campaigned to increase the speed limit on the Princes Freeway near Geelong to 110 kilometres per
hour, despite advice from Victoria Police and the Transport Accident Commission that this would
actually result in the loss of more lives.
Finally, this bill also amends the Victoria Police Act 2013 in regard to the prescribed period around
unclaimed found property. Victoria Police is at capacity as far as storage facilities go. The amendment
provides a flexible retention period to allow unclaimed property to be disposed of sooner and increase
the capacity of Victoria Police to adequately store important items and evidence exhibits as well.
I just want to repeat, though, for those in the opposition who are listening, maybe in their chambers:
there has never been a larger intake of police members in Victoria’s history, there have never been
more police on the beat in Victoria, they have never been better resourced, and they know that this
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government is strident in the fact that we will consult with them and do whatever it takes to make sure
our community is safer and our police are safer doing their jobs— (Time expired)
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (14:14): I rise to speak on the Police Legislation Amendment
(Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019, and again state that the coalition
will be supporting the bill.
This bill seeks to amend the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989, the Victoria Police Act 2013 and the Road
Safety Camera Commissioner Act 2011 to do three things: to enable protective services officers to
arrest persons subject to arrest warrants, retrospectively validating arrest warrants executed by the
PSOs; to enhance the ability of the road safety camera commissioner to perform the functions of that
office; and to enable Victoria Police to undertake the timely disposal of unclaimed found property in
their possession.
The Liberal-Nationals of course do not view, and never have viewed, our PSOs as plastic police, as
the Deputy Premier labelled them in 2011. We all know that PSOs play a very important role in law
enforcement in Victoria and of course are here today making sure that those of us in the chamber and
visitors to this place are kept safe. So I want to put on record my thanks and appreciation for the work
they do, not only here in Parliament but all across the state. This amendment fixes a loophole and gives
our fantastic PSOs the power they need to do their job effectively, and that is something, of course,
that I support.
I want to turn now to the changes the bill proposes to the Road Safety Camera Commissioner
Act 2011, and I want to speak briefly to those points in my position as Shadow Minister for Rural
Roads. A lot of what this amendment proposes is administrative and common sense, and is in response
to the commissioner’s report into the malware infection of the Victorian fixed digital road safety
camera system. It is a shame, though, that the government does not go further and make changes to
how and where the safety cameras operate. It is a missed opportunity, and it is another example of
how, when we really need to see some action, we see nothing but smoke and mirrors and talk, and
outcomes are not the focus of what this Andrews Labor government is really trying to do.
So in response to the tragic 2019 road toll, the Liberal-Nationals announced a policy that would expand
the role of the road safety camera commissioner. We did not wait until before an election. We are
genuine about our concern for this out-of-control road toll that is spiralling. Our plan ensures that the
commissioner has a seat at the table in the selection of fixed road safety camera locations, a role in
setting the criteria for the location of mobile speed cameras, and the power to audit compliance. Mobile
speed cameras should be on sections of the road where motorists are speeding and where they are at
huge risk of road trauma. The Liberal-Nationals changes give motorists confidence that speed cameras
will be located based on the goal of reducing road trauma, not increasing revenue. Our plan, our policy,
that we released some months ago would also have increased drug driving penalties, bringing them
into line with community expectations. Magistrates across Victoria are saying that our laws are too
weak. They are calling for increased strengthening of the laws. Our plan, our policy, was to increase
roadside drug tests by 1000 tests per week.
Just today we saw Victoria Police assistant commissioner for road safety, Stephen Leane, predict
50 more deaths before the end of the year. We are already way above last year’s death toll, and it is
appalling that we have seen no action from this government. We have got the plan, we have produced
the policy. Is it pure arrogance that the government will not adopt it and they are happy to stand by
and do nothing? Strengthening the drug laws is what our policy would do. It would put speed cameras
in places where they would actually be more effective, and make sure there is more drug testing week
in, week out. It is a shame the Labor government has not adopted the changes to the road safety
cameras in this amendment—again a missed opportunity.
The government has a shocking record already in this road safety space. Labor has slashed the number
of alcohol breath tests by 400 000 in this 2019–20 budget. They have cut $2.9 billion from the
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Transport Accident Commission (TAC) to prop up their budget and abolished the bipartisan joint Road
Safety Committee of the Victorian Parliament. Acts like this just smack of the Labor government not
caring. Many of the deaths are on rural roads, many of our rural roads are in complete disrepair and
yet there is no new maintenance money. There is lots of hullabaloo about maintenance blitzes but not
one new dollar announced to fix our crumbling country roads. That joint Road Safety Committee was
responsible for mandating the wearing of seatbelts in this state, so it had a proven track record of
significant change in the road safety space and in a bipartisan way.
In the lead-up to the 2014 election Labor promised $80 million for a trauma research centre, yet all we
have seen is a $20 million display at the Melbourne Museum. Now, I have been to see that display,
and I cannot see—and it is not what I can see; it is the evidence that is on the table today with the road
toll we have got—how that investment has gone any way to addressing the problem that is happening
now. We have got an Andrews Labor government sitting on its hands. The Premier is sitting on his
hands and doing nothing.
So in the wake of this year’s spike in the road toll I moved a motion for a parliamentary inquiry into
the increase in the road toll so that we could again take a bipartisan approach to find real solutions to
address this spike. We cannot continue to live on the reputation of being the best in the world for road
safety with what we are doing now, which is nothing, and this piece of legislation shows us that missed
opportunity. We are not going to get what we need, and that is more action to address the road toll.
Unfortunately Labor refused and said it was taking its own action through the emergency road safety
summit. I attended that event and, let me say, it was a talkfest, where people on stage spoke at the
audience and answered pre-organised questions. VicPol, TAC and VicRoads were all there, and the
government have access to these organisations, these people, on a daily basis and a weekly basis. It
was a stunt to put them on stage to talk at the audience. There were absolutely no tangible actions to
address the road toll that came from that summit. Yes, there was the launch that day of an add-on tally,
but clearly that did not come from the summit because that was launched at the summit.
Since that event we have had a series of discussions around the state where people have been asked
their thoughts. That exercise has turned from summits to address the road toll to now becoming a
community consultation process on the next road safety strategy. I have also been to a number of these
summits, and the message has been very, very clear: ‘Fix the road surfaces and improve driver
education’—fairly standard responses. Labor has been lax when it comes to road safety, and this bill
again proves it. They had an opportunity to make some changes that will actually make tangible
differences, and they have squandered it.
Families are suffering. People are dying. People are grieving. So while I have some concerns about
Labor’s overall approach to road safety and I believe that more could have been done with this bill to
make some changes in that space, I see once again a Labor government that spends more money, time
and effort on telling a story and not really delivering outcomes. We have got too many people that
have died on country roads and on city roads. We can do so much more. The Liberal-Nationals
released a policy, and that policy is there waiting for the government to adopt it. Stop the arrogance.
Think of the people. Think of the community. More drug tests, more strengthening of the drug laws.
Do what the people of the community of Victoria, particularly communities of regional Victoria, are
asking for. Fix our roads and stop leaving the people of Victoria at such great risk. If it was a
workplace, as truck drivers tell me every day, WorkSafe would shut down our roads. Stop ignoring
country Victoria, listen to the families who are grieving and stop this road toll disaster.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (14:24): I am delighted to make a contribution on the Police
Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019. The
member for South-West Coast made a series of allegations against the government about it being
arrogant. To paraphrase the member’s contribution, what she said was, ‘We’re the opposition. We’ve
got a plan. We think that you, the government, should re-establish the bipartisan committee of
members to examine road safety, and because you are refusing to do that you are arrogant’. The
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member, also to paraphrase, said, ‘Really you shouldn’t be having these so-called talkfests. You
should have action’.
I would regard myself as somewhat of a student of the road safety campaigns going back to the 1970s,
and I have paid a bit of attention. But I tell you one thing, Deputy Speaker: I would back every day of
the week the views of Victoria Police, the Monash University Accident Research Centre (MUARC) and
the Transport Accident Commission (TAC) over my own. I can guarantee you that if you got those
representative organisations together to engage in what the member referred to as a talkfest, the
contribution that they would make—with all due respect to my colleagues and members on both sides
of the house—would far exceed the contributions that elected members would make. I say that because
this is a very specialised field of endeavour. You are talking about law enforcement, you are talking about
behavioural change, you are talking about utilising technology to create a safer environment and you are
looking at a series of regulatory regimes that need to be brought together. Invariably you are dealing not
with someone who is five years out of the academy; you are dealing with someone who has spent decades
in this space. Again, it would be arrogant to suggest that elected members would somehow have more
knowledge and more information and be better equipped to canvass and devise a strategy to address the
road toll than these specialists who have spent their lifetime working in these areas.
The other point I would make, too, is that the member talked about these summits being talkfests. I
would have thought that in order to work out a suitable course of action, you must first of all try to work
out what might be a solution to the problem. Again, I would have thought that members of Victoria
Police, members from MUARC, members from the TAC and academics would have their own insights
that they could bring to bear and create a positive and collaborative learning environment to share ideas
to start that process. It is not simply a case of just writing laws, handing them down and appropriating
and then things will be fixed. Invariably, good public policy requires refinement and work.
Now, I take the point that, yes, the road toll has increased this year compared to last year, but it is
significantly below where it was in 1970 when we had, I think, 1066 fatalities.
Mr J Bull: 1066.
Mr PEARSON: It was 1066—thank you, member for Sunbury—in 1970 when the population was
probably half the size of what it is today. Now, the reason why that road toll dropped progressively
over time was that there were a number of refinements made to the regulatory regime. It was not just
a case of saying, ‘Right, we’re going to unilaterally rewrite the statute books and we’re going to have
a road toll of 200-odd’. It took extensive work and extensive consideration, and I think that is the point
that the member for South-West Coast does not quite appreciate. Good public policy has been
described as slow, like boring through hardwood floors—it takes time. It takes a lot of effort and a lot
of refinement.
The member also talked about the government stealing money out of the TAC. I note that the Assistant
Treasurer is at the table, and I think it is fair to say—I do not think I am breaching any state secrets
here when I reveal this—that the Assistant Treasurer’s and my favourite budget paper is budget
paper 5, and particularly capital repatriations from the public financial corporations sector as well as
the public non-financial corporations sector. Indeed it is the right of any executive government to seek
a dividend from those institutions where they are sitting on large assets. It has been the policy of this
government, it was the policy of the former government and it has been the policy of Labor and Liberal
governments, as far as I know, for decades. So this notion that, ‘Oh, you’re stealing money from the
TAC’—it is a prerogative of the government of the day in framing and casting its budget to make a
determination of the working capital requirements of those enterprises, and where they are sitting on
excess volumes of reserves it is entirely within the rights of the executive to seek a capital repatriation
to the general government sector. There is nothing extraordinary about this at all.
Now, I did listen to the member for Caulfield’s contribution, and it was a rather curious display. You
know, I think the member for Caulfield said, ‘Well, this bill is to tie up something that we missed in
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our original bill in 2011, and look, that is hindsight and you really shouldn’t criticise us’. He then went
on to make a series of allegations and claims against the Labor Party and against this government for
having knocked this up. So it was always a bit like, ‘Well, you can’t blame us; we had good intentions
in 2011, so that was hindsight. Yes, we should have done it, but you can’t have a go at us. You have
had plenty of opportunities, and you should be condemned because you have not taken those
opportunities’. I mean, it is just laughable.
One thing I would say to both the member for Caulfield and the member for South-West Coast is that
government is defined by the actions it takes, and you can find perfect evidence of that in a budget.
One thing you can be sure of is that we have never cut the police budget. There are more sworn officers
now in the academy than at any time in the state’s history. We have not sat around a cabinet table and
slashed the police budget like those opposite did, then come in here and moralise and lecture us about
how they are Victoria Police’s best friends. We have stood shoulder to shoulder with our first
responders. We have supported Victoria Police at every step of the way. We have invested heavily.
Look at the community safety statement that was released, I think, in 2016, and which was, I think, in
the order of $2 billion of additional funding to Victoria Police to make sure we can train up and skill
up 3135 officers. I mean, the last two coalition administrations in this state going back to 1992 have
cut the budget; they have cut the Victoria Police budget and they have cut police numbers. That is not
something we have done. So I am really proud of our officers. I am proud of the fact that we are
working closely with Victoria Police to give them the support that they need and to make sure that
they have got the resources with which to do their job.
Now, despite the contribution made by the member for Caulfield, what I would say is that we have
got much to be proud of in Victoria in relation to our road safety campaigns. Yes, I absolutely accept
the road toll is unacceptably high this year compared to last year. But look at where we are compared
to some of the countries in our region and countries all around the world. Look how effective we have
been in terms of using behavioural change to drive down the road toll and reduce the rates of serious
injuries. Notwithstanding the tragedy of the high death toll this year, there is still much to be proud of
because the foundations are very solid and we are changing the way in which people view the roads.
I think that Victoria as a state and Australia as a nation need to play to their strengths. We cannot be
all things to all nations. There are some things that other nations have got a decided material advantage
in. A case might be, for example, if you look at the fact that a lot of manufacturing is now shifting
from China to Cambodia, which is a case in point. We cannot compete at that level, but we are really
good when it comes to road safety campaigns. We have had decades of experience and we are very
good at this. And I think that is something that we can look at trying to showcase to the rest of the
world and be very proud of that.
So, look, the bill is really important because it does tighten up a loophole that has been identified. We
are ensuring that we are providing a safe regulatory regime to support Victorian road users, and we
are continuing to work with the best and brightest in the road safety sphere to make sure that we come
up with the right response. Now again, Deputy Speaker, I would say to you that on any given day I
would much rather listen to the advice of Victoria Police, the TAC and MUARC in terms of trying to
tackle the road toll than I would any other cohort in our society and community. They have got decades
of experience and they know what they are talking about. We can work with them, we can listen to
them and we can look at embarking on an embracing some of their ideas to arrest this road toll. But
the foundations are sound. The fundamentals are right. We have much to be proud of in Victoria in
relation to tackling road safety, and I think we should be giving serious thought to trying to export this
knowledge and expertise at a global level. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr T BULL (Gippsland East) (14:34): It is a pleasure to rise to make a contribution on the Police
Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019. Noting
that we have a not-opposed position to this bill, which alters the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989, the
Victoria Police Act 2013 and the Road Safety Camera Commissioner Act 2011, I would like to spend
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a few moments initially speaking on one element of this bill, and that is the element that allows Victoria
Police to undertake the timely disposal of unclaimed property. I want to speak about that in relation to
a personal experience that I had, which goes to the heart of police having greater flexibility in their
storage and ability to manage unclaimed goods. It goes back to a scenario where last year, during a
parliamentary sitting week, I had my car knocked off from my unit in Fitzroy while we were here in the
chamber—I think it was while we were in the chamber. Of course, as is the case in the National Party,
I first of all had to check with my colleagues to make sure that my keys had not been taken off my desk
and that my car had not been moved to another location. But when I drew on this occasion some genuine
blank faces, I then did a little bit of investigation. When I went back and saw where my car had been
parked and found the glass on the ground where the window had been smashed I realised that it was a
legitimate issue, that it had been stolen and it was not a prank. Had it been a prank, some may argue
that it would have perhaps been payback. But on this occasion it was not a prank.
So what happened was, having had my car stolen, I then contacted the police and obviously went
through the channels of reporting the vehicle having gone missing. There were a number of weeks—
I think it was probably a couple of months in the end—where I heard absolutely nothing about the
vehicle. I then got a call out of the blue one day from the police in Collingwood, who said, ‘Mr Bull,
we’ve recovered your vehicle and we’ve recovered a very large number of items from within your
vehicle’. The constable that I had on the other end of the phone then asked me if the cafe-style barista
coffee-making machine that was in the back seat was mine, to which I replied, ‘No, it isn’t’. I was then
asked if the two very big cases of electrical and hand tools that were in the back of the car were mine,
to which I replied that they were not. The senior constable then asked me if the new stereo system in
the car was mine, to which I replied it was not—being very honest of course. He then said to me, ‘So,
Mr Bull, I suppose the baseball bats and the balaclavas in the back of the car aren’t yours either’, and
I had to say, ‘No, they are not’.
But on top of the barista machine, on top of the tools, on top of the stereo and on top of the baseball
bats and balaclavas there was a whole range of items that were left in the back of my car: skateboards,
torches, other electrical equipment—a whole host of items. There would have been well over 50 there,
clearly from a range of burglaries in different locations, and from a police perspective clearly finding
their owners would have been a very difficult scenario for them to undertake in what was a relatively
short time frame. It hit home to me of course, with the vast amount of goods that police would recover
in scenarios such as this—in apprehending burglars who had gathered goods from a range of
locations—just how difficult it would be not only to store all of this equipment but also to be able to
indeed return those goods to their rightful owners. This bill obviously goes to the heart of giving the
police more flexibility to be able to do that.
One of the other scenarios that I had, I guess because of the restrictions of how long police can hold
onto stolen goods, was that I ended up having a cardboard box delivered to my office with some items
in it that were not mine. When I contacted the police and said, ‘These don’t belong to me’—there were
a couple of torches and different things—they basically said to me, ‘Mr Bull, we can’t hold onto these
any longer. They were in your car, so they are now yours’. You could technically say I received stolen
goods, but I did contact the police and they did say to me that the only thing of value in there was a
new skateboard. I did donate that to charity—to a young fellow who wanted a skateboard—but the
rest of it was pretty much rubbish. It just shows that the police with this time frame and the restrictions
placed on them do have a lot of trouble returning these goods, so the flexibility that is provided in the
bill would certainly be welcomed.
Another element of the bill allows protective services officers—or PSOs, as we like to call them, rather
than plastic police, as they were referred to by someone in the chamber here some time ago—to arrest
persons subject to an arrest warrant and also retrospectively validate arrest warrants executed by PSOs.
Of course that is a welcome and commonsense approach. I do understand that it corrects an anomaly
that has existed for quite a period of time, but it is a commonsense change and something that needs
to occur. The bill also protects PSOs from liability in executing arrest warrants unlawfully. PSOs
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should be able to undertake this very important role in our community in many ways, because often
our PSOs are the law enforcement eyes and ears that are out dealing with our public in a whole range
of locations and different scenarios. They have a lot of interaction with the community, so it is totally
appropriate that they have those powers that enable them to fulfil this role.
The bill also enhances the functions of the road safety camera commissioner to perform the functions
of that office. It will, among other things, authorise the department and the private camera operators
engaged by the department to disclose information in response to a request for that information from
the commissioner—again, another commonsense approach. These elements of the bill relate generally
to road safety.
When we are talking about speed cameras it would be remiss of me not to give a brief mention of the
current barrier works on the Princess Highway. Now, I understand that cameras on police cars cannot
detect oncoming vehicles because of these centre-of-the-road barriers, which would be of some level
of concern given that the shoulder width on these roads has been restricted to 3 metres. Generally
speaking, now the enforcement that is checking speeds is a car coming towards you with a radar on
you—that cannot happen—or it is a car pulled over on the side checking your speed as you go past.
With a 3-metre shoulder between Stratford and Bairnsdale there is not enough room for cars to park
on the side of the road to check the speeds of passing vehicles, because when you pull over you are
right on the fog line—you are right on the edge of the carriageway.
So I will have some questions on notice to the minister in the other place about whether the barriers,
as I am advised by an ex-police officer, do impede the ability to register the speed of vehicles coming
towards you—I do not think that can happen through the barriers—and also about the inability of our
cars to pull over to check the speed of passing motorists. Motorists will soon find out that that is the
case and treat that stretch of road like a speedway, so we do need some clarity around that. I think the
answer, for a whole number of reasons, is to make the shoulders wider so cars can pull off the road
safely, and that would be in line with VicRoads’ own standards of 4 to 6 metres, not the 3 metres that
we currently have been given on this stretch of road. That is something that I will pursue on behalf of
constituents in my electorate. But we are not opposing this bill. It does make some commonsense
changes, and I commend it to the house.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (14:44): It gives me pleasure to speak on this very important bill,
and I am obviously pleased that it would seem to have the support of the rest of the chamber, or the
opposition at the very least. As we know from the minister’s second-reading speech, the bill amends
the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 to provide PSOs with the authority to execute arrest warrants that are
issued by the Magistrates Court and directed generally to all police officers. The bill will also validate
past arrest warrants directed generally to all police officers—until this bill PSOs have been excluded.
Obviously that is an important element. It is probably one of the most important elements of this bill,
although the bill does other very important things which I will go on to in a moment.
There is a gap in the system in terms of how arrest warrants are dealt with. We obviously have come
to the position where we have decided to address this gap through this bill, which enables us to
address—I will call it a technicality—that technicality where a Magistrates Court order was not in the
name of a particular police officer but in the name of police generally. For all intents and purposes the
PSOs and the police in many respects, in the community’s eyes, I think, work cooperatively and in
some respects seamlessly together. This is an example of where it should be the case that they work
seamlessly together, and I think this is why that part of the bill is crucial.
I might just take the opportunity to say we often perhaps point out that the opposition did not do much
in the four years it had the reins of government here in Victoria, but it did actually introduce protective
services officers. I think they were pretty quick off the mark to congratulate themselves for that across
the last couple of speakers I heard—the member for Caulfield and others. But fair is fair: they did
actually introduce protective services officers, but they did not do much else. In the context of that we
maintained the PSO regime. We extended it so it is every single station. It is from 6.00 pm to the last
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train. We also made further investments in the last budget or the one before—the last couple of
budgets—for the roving PSO teams, which I think are critical to the growth of Melbourne, the growth
of the population and the movements. There has been an enormous increase in public transport
passenger numbers in effectively the last 13 or 14 years. We have kept pace with that.
We have also of course made the biggest single investment in the 150-odd year history of Victoria
Police: a four-year arrangement or deal with the police to increase them in number greater than they
have ever been increased previously, not just literally police on the front line but also the investments
in critical infrastructure and IT that have been mentioned many times by the minister, including iPads
and a whole range of other instruments that allow the police to do their job far more effectively and
do the job for Victorians far more effectively. Not to mention the Royal Commission into Family
Violence, which seeks in the longer term to address 40 per cent of police work through addressing the
root cause of the problem that they deal with every day in their work, which is family violence.
So there are a whole range of investments. This is just cleaning up, effectively, something that should
have been addressed previously. We are now addressing it, but it sits in the context of a far broader
and bigger investment in Victoria Police and community safety, which has led to us having the secondlowest youth crime rate in the country behind the ACT—Canberra. And I kept pointing that out during
the hyperbole of the last term of Parliament when the opposition were scaring the community around
a whole range of factual inaccuracies in what they were saying. Nonetheless, I digress slightly. That
is a big element of the bill—giving the PSOs the authority under the Magistrates’ Court Act and under
the law to carry out arrest warrants on behalf of police in general.
The other key element, which other speakers have spoken about, is the role of the road safety camera
commissioner and providing that office with all the support it needs in law effectively around
administrative arrangements with the department and other powers to do its job effectively and do its
job for Victorians effectively. Road trauma, similar to suicide and other similar causes of death, is one
of the most tragic causes of death. In my own community the other day, in fact on the weekend, there
was a community protest on Ferntree Gully Road in Oakleigh East asking drivers to slow down. There
was no formality around it; it was just a grieving family and their friends and other family members
who decided to take some community action. There is a whole range of this angst and devastation that
is caused to many, many people when one person dies on our roads because it is so tragic, because it
is so unnecessary and because it is so sudden. And it is so avoidable. I think anything that we do to
strengthen the role of that office, the commissioner’s office, but more broadly road safety—I think the
member for Essendon talked about the great pedigree and the great advancements that the Transport
Accident Commission has made in Victoria since it was established by the very good and progressive
Cain Labor government back in the 1980s—and any investments we can make which support that
endeavour are very important.
And it is a bit of a topical issue at the moment because of the sad reality that we have a rising road toll.
The Minister for Road Safety and the TAC has herself talked about this a fair bit in the last few weeks
and the last few months. It is inexplicable, it is hard to understand. There was an article in the paper, I
think the Age, which talked about one in five Victorians killed in car crashes not wearing seatbelts.
Many, I understand, are in regional Victoria. For people that grew up in the late 1970s and 1980s like
me, it is inexplicable not to wear a seatbelt. There was such a strong community education campaign.
I read that it was opposed by the civil liberties council back then because it was intrusive on people’s
personal space in terms of their cars. I do not take that view at all. I have a strong sense of civil liberties,
but I do not take the view that matters of life or death like that are really subject to the principles of
civil liberties. I think they are beyond that—they are far too important to default to the civil liberties
line on issues like this.
I think we need to do a lot more because technology is one factor which plays a role. I am conscious
here of mobile phone use. Mobile phones have only been in wide use really for 10 to 15 years. People
lead busy lives. People feel they need to be automatically and instantly available to everybody, and
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there is a tendency to operate a phone when you should be operating your vehicle—and you cannot
do both. I am encouraged by the budget announcement of a $120 million additional investment in road
safety measures, including possibly trialling camera technology which picks up mobile phone use
rather than just depending on police officers to drive by or walk past your vehicle while you are in
control of it theoretically but in practice you are on the phone. So having that automated in some
fashion, not for any reason other than behaviour change, would be one effective measure, and I know
that the minister and others are interested in that endeavour.
This bill is just one part of an entire investment this government has made—but also successive
governments, frankly, have made in different ways over the last 30 years—to address road trauma and
road deaths which have such an impost on people’s lives. This bill does a few other things which are
also critically important, but the ones I have sought to focus on are the PSO powers and the road safety
elements through the embellishment of the administrative functions and the powers of the road safety
camera commissioner. I commend the bill to the house, and I wish it a speedy passage.
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) (14:54): I rise to speak on the Police Legislation Amendment (Road
Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019 and to support the position of the shadow
minister, the member for Caulfield, with our not-opposed position. As we have all heard many times,
this bill seeks to amend the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989, the Victoria Police Act 2013 and the Road
Safety Camera Commissioner Act 2011.
I will very quickly go firstly to Victoria Police being able to undertake the timely disposal of unclaimed
found property in their possession. Speaking from experience from when I was at Dandenong police
station, I can tell you that I think the largest room in the police station was the area for property that
was unclaimed, which was downstairs with its own property steward. We used to go down there quite
regularly. The amount of property that was kept on the premises was such that the police had difficulty
trying to work out what to do with it and how to get rid of it. Some items that come through a police
station you know are never, ever going to be claimed, or there is no possible way to find a genuine
owner for them, so you need to make sure that police have the powers to deal with that property in the
most efficient way so that it will not be using up storage space that could be used for others things in
a police station. Since I came here in 2010 until today, we have seen a lot of extra police come onto
the beat, which also means a lot of extra police in stations, and when you are looking at stations in the
growth areas of Narre Warren and in areas like Dandenong and you see that growth, you need to make
sure that the actual square footage of the building is used in the most productive way it can be, and
that is not by storing property that will probably never, ever be claimed.
On the second part, I note the member for Oakleigh said a few people on our side will pat ourselves
on the back for the PSO policy. I would say, yes, we will definitely pat ourselves on the back for the
PSO policy. I think it was a fantastic policy that delivered, and I think there is no-one that could argue
about what it has delivered, which is safety at railway stations. People feel they are a place of safety
now, that they are a place of community, which is a fantastic thing. I have got two daughters who are
getting to the age now where they will be catching the trains, they will be going out to the city and
having their nights out, and to think that they come back to a station and there is someone there in a
security aspect to assist them when they get off the train is very comforting as a father. I think that is
something the whole community would be very, very pleased with.
The changes being made to this in relation to the validating of arrest warrants, and obviously
retrospectively validating the arrest warrants that have been executed by the PSOs, is a commonsense
change. Yes, it was obviously the original legislation that had that error in it and it does need to be
rectified, and we need to make sure that the PSOs do maintain that power, because as stated by many
in this room, they meet with many different people. You can go to the railway stations across the whole
state where we have got the PSOs and speak to them—they meet with a whole range of people. You
can imagine who comes through those stations and who uses them. They are a common mode of
transport for many people, and that includes those who do have warrants, so if they do come into
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contact with them it is vital that they can arrest them, work with them and then obviously either pass
them on to Victoria Police for formal processing or process them at the scene themselves to see how
they are going to be handled. So, again, that was a commonsense change.
The last part of this bill, which I will probably go into a bit more detail about, was around road safety
and the road safety camera commissioner’s ability to perform the functions of that office and to
improve the performance of the functions of that office. Just quickly I will speak about an event this
weekend which highlights our road toll. We hear road toll numbers—we hear them a lot—and I know
people in here try to talk about it, but I am going to talk about the human side of it, because they are
not numbers; they are all people. I was at an event on Sunday that was a fundraiser up in Menzies
Creek. In July this year we lost Harper and Matt, a father and son, in a car accident. Obviously that
was tragic. It was a huge loss for the Cockatoo community. It was a huge loss for the local school
there. Not only was Matt Harper’s father, Matt was also someone who went to the school and regularly
spoke with the other children at the school. He was the reader dad—he came in and did the readers
with the children there. So this had a double impact on that school, as you would imagine. It also had
a really heavy impact on the teachers at the school and the principal, who is Darrelyn Boucher. I spoke
to her on the weekend, as I spoke to her just after the incident where a tree fell. So although the incident
with Harper and Matt was one of those unfortunate incidents on a road where you cannot look back
and say it could have been avoided because of speed or it could have been avoided because someone
was drink-driving or drug driving, it is about the impact it had through our community.
In my time in Parliament probably the things that have affected me the most as they come through my
office are, number one, suicide—we had a spate of suicides, which I have spoken about in this house
before—and the other one is road trauma. We had three young people who were known as the Emerald
angels who were killed from speeding through Emerald and lost their lives in one accident. That is just
tragic. It is tragic. So I think we need to reanalyse what we are going to do with that road toll. It is
unacceptable, the road toll this year. It is totally unacceptable. It is now above what it was as a total
last year, and it is vital that as a whole community we work together. We talk about being bipartisan
on road safety, but I think as a whole community we need to work together. We need to find better
alternatives and ways to move forward.
I will say that I was disappointed when the government made the change to the Road Safety Committee
and removed the Road Safety Committee. I heard the member for Essendon saying that members of
Parliament will not get it better than a professional team who are going to come in and who have got
the experience and the expertise to have those discussions. However, I will reverse that and say that
members of Parliament were the ones that made the change in Victoria to bring in seatbelts, which
made one of the biggest changes in the road toll in Victoria. Members of Parliament were the ones
that brought in legislation around drink-driving and how we could improve technology going forward.
It is not about the minds of members of Parliament—and I know, Speaker, you have been on
committees and everyone has been on committees here—it is about who you call into those
committees to get that information. I think the Road Safety Committee had such a major role to play
in the road toll today, and it will in the future. We should, and I wish the government would, reestablish it. It is about getting that expert to come in and speak directly to members of Parliament to
give them the understanding of exactly what we can do in the future to better protect Victorians when
we are talking about driving on our roads safely.
When you hop behind the wheel of a car you are driving a lethal weapon, therefore we need to make
sure. Is it just education? Education plays a major role. Is it teaching people what they can and cannot
do when they can drive? Is it teaching them who can and cannot drive at what limit with alcohol?
Obviously there is no limit with drugs. But I look back into history, and I note the member for Oakleigh
said that to hop in a car, if you grew up in the 1970s and 1980s, and not put a seatbelt on would be
nearly unheard of.
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I was over in India earlier this year in a car without seat belts, and I felt so uncomfortable hopping into
that car because of the fact that it did not have seat belts. I think back to when I was a child—my father
may have broken a rule. I remember driving along the road and he was on the wrong side of the road.
He may have had a drink. I said to him, ‘Dad, you’re on the wrong side of the road’. He turned around
and goes, ‘I’m just checking what’s coming the other way’ and he came back across the road. That
was more acceptable. It has never been acceptable, but a blind eye was turned to it in that day. That
has changed through education.
That is why we have a road safety committee that can go out there, get that detail and get a better
understanding, because as members of Parliament it is our responsibility to make sure that we bring
in the laws to educate the people and to make the difference. That is why, when we have a
commissioner for cameras, it is our view that that commissioner should have a major say in where
cameras go within the state of Victoria. It should not be about revenue raising; it should be about
safety—improving safety on the roads and changing the behaviour of drivers to ensure that they are
driving their vehicles in the safest possible way. That is why we would bring in a policy to ensure that
we increase the amount of drug tests in Victoria by 1000 a week. We want to make sure that if a person
is in a vehicle and behind the wheel and is affected by drugs, they can get detected and they do get
penalised. Again, it is to change the behaviours of those who do it.
It also changes the way that people think. I had a friend who lost their licence for drink-driving and
when that happened it had an effect from everybody else understanding the education that he gave
back to us by talking about it and the effect it had on him and the way he had to think about it. It is
those changes that we can get the experts in to speak directly to members of Parliament about so that
we have that first and foremost in our minds as we make legislation and as we create education
programs to ensure that we have safer roads in Victoria.
Mr TAYLOR (Bayswater) (15:04): It is great to be able to rise in this place today to speak on the
Police Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019.
Acting Speaker, I would be lying to you if I said I was not waiting for my opportunity to get back into
it as a former member of Victoria Police. I very proudly served in the force for five years up until
November 2018 as a Glen Waverley uniform officer, Lilydale uniform officer and up until last year at
Melbourne prosecutions, so it is a bit of a walk down memory lane being able to talk about some of the
great things this government is doing and being able to talk about this legislation in this place today.
This legislation is indeed vitally important. This will enable PSOs to arrest persons subject to arrest
warrants generally directed to police officers. It will also validate those warrants previously executed
by PSOs. The bill will enhance the ability of the road safety camera commissioner to perform the
functions of that office, an important role that all members in this house both opposite and on our side
of the chamber have been discussing, which is critically important keeping in mind the tragedy this
year of the increased road toll. The road toll will require much more work that no doubt we will
continuing to do as it is so critically important. Importantly as well I can tell you this will save countless
hours of sworn and unsworn members’ time.
The member for Gembrook actually pointed out the work around property in Victorian police stations.
It can often be a nightmare. I remember in my time as a uniform police officer how arduous it was and
the amount of hours spent. You would dread having to lodge things on the property and laboratory
management (PALM) system—you could be there for days, going backwards and forwards and doing
reports on this, that and the other—so whilst this is a small fix, it is also very important for all members
in that organisation so that they can get on with the job.
Unfortunately this legislation comes as a direct result of a bungle by those opposite in 2011 when they
may have accidentally forgotten to do their job and get the legislation right. So now here we are in this
place correcting that error because those opposite left an anomaly in the legislation which meant that
arrests made by PSOs in good faith in respect of the execution of warrants were made without them
having the direct power to do so. As legislators I suppose our job is to make sure, when one is drafting
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important legislation going to the very heart of what is an important function of PSOs in the role that
they play within Victoria Police, that we get that legislation right, especially considering executing
warrants does form quite a significant part of the role. Of course those opposite forgot that small bit of
detail and obviously here we are today in this place correcting it and continuing this Andrews Labor
government narrative, now in its second term, of backing emergency service workers. I can tell you I
stand here very proud of this government’s record.
The government’s record is a number of things, but very importantly it is 330 more protective services
officers than there were under the Liberals, and they are out there keeping Victorians safe. It is so
critical that we are here today fixing this anomaly to make sure that they can get on with the job without
worrying about all the different bits and pieces as to whether they actually have the powers to get on
with the job. Victoria Police, in the interim, when this was discovered, have done a great deal of work
in making sure that they continue to do their important work in the community.
This interim measure also ensured that those who came to the attention of protective services officers
were appropriately dealt with, and well done, as I said, to VicPol in the way that they have handled
this matter—very professionally and very efficiently. That is exactly what happened when this came
to light in July, because it is important that PSOs can be allowed to continue to do the work they do to
keep us safe right across the public transport system, and now that work continues unimpeded.
We talk about the importance of protective services officers, and I remember the very close relationship
I had with those great men and women who served within the organisation at the Glen Waverley police
station. They do fantastic work in not only making our community safer but also heightening the
perceptions of safety, which can at times, as we all know in this place, be just as important to members
of our community. I remember the positive impacts that PSOs had in my patch of eastern district 1, out
in Glen Waverley covering a number of different local government areas, and the great work that they
did in uncovering a number of different persons of interest, apprehending a number of people and
making sure people were safe right across the age spectrum. I cannot commend the work of PSOs more
than I do based on my own interactions with the great work that they have done.
Importantly as well we need to continue to empower our PSOs in the work they do. It is a big part of
our commitment and record investment into Victoria Police. We have made sure that there is extra
legislation to enable them to be mobile around stations. We know that there were some instances, and
the member for Ringwood is very, very keen to hear more about this. I know that there are some
fantastic PSOs out there in Ringwood at every station and at every station in my patch as well. It is
important that we empower them not just to be locked into a station but to be able to move around and
to have that freedom to not have to worry, as they did when they came in and could not walk 50 metres
outside their patch. Now they are able to move around within the vicinity and make sure that the
community knows that when they need them they will be there to back them up. That was part of our
government’s commitment and we have delivered it, and now PSOs are freely moving around the
vicinity of transport hubs. But now they are also moving around in mobile networks across the public
transport network and of course we are continuing to invest in more PSOs at more locations.
This legislation also ensures that any arrests previously made will be correctly legislated for and
validated. This is obviously to provide much-needed protection for PSOs who were acting in good
faith. This is a small fix but an important one that continues this government’s record on giving VicPol
the people, the resources and the laws they need to keep the community safe. As I said, I am very
proud of that record. We have got 3135 extra police; 2729 of those are frontline police officers, a
number are youth specialists and there are some in our family violence units. We know the importance
of family violence, with this government implementing every single one of those recommendations.
We have now got family violence specialist detectives, people that are properly trained and who
understand the intricacies of high-risk offenders and continue to support people. That is part of this
government’s commitment. Whilst we talk about numbers, and of course those numbers are on top of
attrition, not like those opposite—not a single police officer, cutting money out of the budget of
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Victoria Police shamefully, as the member for Frankston so rightly understands as a former emergency
services worker as well. I am very proud to be here in this place with the member for Frankston. But
the commitments that this government made were not just numbers; they are making a real difference
and making sure that we give VicPol everything they need to do the job that they do. In my patch, that
is extra police officers in the east, that 3.4 per cent reduction in crime annually in the Knox local
government area just recently and a number of reductions consecutively over a bunch of quarters in
Knox and throughout the east as well.
Let me say that this of course touches on some property matters as well. I mentioned very briefly
before the importance of property. I can recall stories, as I said, about the intricacies and never-ending
minutiae of comments backwards and forwards on the PALM system and the arduous processes that
are imposed by that 90-day period around property. I know it is not a very riveting topic to talk about,
the Victoria Police manual and the way they handle property and the time that they are required to
have it on board, but now this bill will make sure that members only have to have it, obviously as set
by the chief commissioner, for a period of no less than 30 days. Of course there is room for movement
for more valued items to make sure that we continue to have that really vital public service to the
community, making sure that we get unclaimed found property back to its rightful owner. We have to
remember, as the member for Gembrook said, and rightly so—and I do not always refer to the member
for Gembrook; I will try not to make a habit of it—that often the property closets are filled with stacks
and piles of property and it can be a real headache for members sworn and unsworn. Last time there
was an audit there were 40 000 unclaimed items in lost property, with many being bulky, and this
takes up space, having to find more places to put property, and means that police struggle to find places
to put evidence and the like. So for me, whether it is Detective Senior Constable Hammill down at the
Monash crime investigation unit or whether it is Senior Constable Ross Williams down at Bayside,
this will make a huge, huge difference. I know as well that one of my old colleagues, Hayley, from
Glen Waverley police station—I was just speaking to her about this recently—is absolutely stoked.
She is pumped; she is living the dream. She is thinking about 60 possible days written off of going
backwards and forwards with uniformed members who do not always reply to property requests as a
priority of the work that they do, and rightly so. This means that her life will be made that little bit
easier. Of course, as I discussed as well, there are some very good reforms to make sure that the road
safety camera commissioner can perform his functions well, and I very proudly speak on this bill and
commend it to the house.
Dr READ (Brunswick) (15:14): I rise to speak on the Police Legislation Amendment (Road Safety
Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019. As we have just heard so ably explained, this
bill amends acts to enable protective services officers to arrest persons subject to an arrest warrant and
retrospectively validates arrest warrants executed by PSOs, it implements recommendations from the
road safety camera commissioner’s 2018 review and it enables Victoria Police to undertake the timely
disposal of unclaimed property found in their possession. The bill is relatively uncontroversial, and
the Greens will support it. However, the bill does touch on some important issues that deserve further
comment.
It is important to acknowledge first of all the good work over many years by governments and agencies
such as the Transport Accident Commission (TAC) and Victoria Police to reduce the number of deaths
on Victorian roads. Only last year there was a record low number of fatalities. However, this year is a
stark reminder of the dangers on our roads and specifically the inherent danger of motor vehicles. Two
hundred and eighteen lives have been lost on Victorian roads so far this year, roughly a one-third
increase on the same time last year. However, fatality data tend to rise and fall due to chance factors
and do not show the widespread burden of pain and disability that results from road trauma.
Hospitalisation data are a better measure. TAC data show that around 8000 Victorians were
hospitalised due to road trauma in the 12 months to March this year—that is about the population of
Healesville. Almost 900 of them spent more than two weeks in hospital, indicating serious and usually
disabling injury.
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Limiting speed is a vital factor, and the road safety camera commissioner should have all the powers
needed to assure the public of the integrity of the camera system. Speed is such a critical factor in
determining the severity of injuries in road crashes, particularly for the more vulnerable people on
roads—pedestrians and bike riders. Of those Victorians hospitalised by crashes in the last 12 months
about 750 were pedestrians and 500 were riding bikes. Data from the Curtin-Monash Accident
Research Centre show that the risk of pedestrian death rises exponentially with collision speeds above
30 kilometres an hour. It is estimated that less than 10 per cent of pedestrians would die when struck
by a vehicle travelling at 30 kilometres an hour, compared with fatality rates of 26 per cent at
40 kilometres an hour and over 80 per cent at 50, so I applaud Yarra council for running trials of
30 kilometre-an-hour zones, and I encourage other councils to follow. Casualties fell by one-third
when this was trialled in London. Moreland, which covers most of my electorate of Brunswick, has a
higher number of pedestrian deaths than most other municipalities, and further speed limit reductions
are required, including to 30 kilometres per hour in residential streets. But there is clearly no individual
fix to reducing road trauma, and we require a multifaceted road safety policy.
To reduce road trauma we must also adapt to changes in society and the environment we live in. For
example, the rise of rideshare and delivery traffic may have increased risks for certain road users. On
the other hand driverless cars may lead to reductions in road crashes. The Greens support ongoing
research into the safety of changes in road use and different modes of transport.
In my own electorate and in the inner north more and more people are using active transport to get
around. Active transport—that is, walking and bike riding—is cheap and healthy, and when peak hour
trains run only every 18 minutes and Sydney Road is the slowest arterial road in Melbourne, it is
usually the most practical way of getting around. Despite this we are yet to see any major upgrades of
pedestrian and cycling infrastructure to improve safety. All three tragic road fatalities in the Brunswick
electorate since 2014 have been either pedestrians or cyclists, and nationally it is really concerning that
while the trend of hospitalisations and fatalities for all other road users has continued to fall, the number
of cycling casualties is going the other way.
I have been overwhelmed by the Brunswick community’s concerns when it comes to pedestrian safety,
and in my office we have created a map to log these concerns, which now has over 30 separate danger
spots marked on it. Cars speed through pedestrian crossings in spots such as Brunswick Road at Ewing
Street, where children are walking or riding to school, and Lygon Street at Weston Street, where
commuters are boarding trams. There is something about pedestrian-only crossings which seems to
make them harder to see for motorists. The double bends where Nicholson Street turns into Albion
Street see a car leave the road every month or two, despite lots of extra signs and paint and a lower
speed limit. There is a busy crossing next to the primary school there, and kids also cross near the park.
Lower speed limits along Nicholson Street up to Bell Street would reduce the likelihood of accidents
along this strip, where a car left the road within the last month and a cyclist was deliberately rammed
and ended up in hospital only two weeks ago.
We know that vehicles are getting safer for occupants, but on the other side they may also pose a
higher risk for pedestrians and bike riders. We know that even at low speeds the results of a vehicle
hitting a person can be tragic, so we need this legislation. We also need much more and particularly
safer infrastructure for vulnerable road users.
Mr TAK (Clarinda) (15:20): I am delighted to rise today to speak on the Police Legislation
Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019. I would like to
commend the member for Bayswater for his contribution earlier on; it really was a fantastic
contribution. We all know he has a proud history with Victoria Police. We are very lucky to be able
to draw on his knowledge and experience, and I am really proud to stand here alongside him in this
chamber. I, too, would like to commend and thank Victoria Police for keeping us safe.
The overall objective of this bill has four major elements. Firstly, the bill enables protective services
officers to arrest persons subject to an arrest warrant directed generally to police officers. Secondly,
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the amendments validate arrest warrants directed to police officers generally that were unlawfully
executed by PSOs. Also, the bill enhances the ability of the road safety camera commissioner to
perform the functions of that office, and I will talk more about the road safety camera commissioner
later in my speech on the bill. The bill enables Victoria Police to complete the timely disposal of
unclaimed found property in their possession.
This is a comprehensive package of amendments to three acts. The first of those acts is the Magistrates’
Court Act 1989. As we have heard, there is an anomaly under section 63 of the act which needs to be
addressed, and these amendments provide PSOs with the authority to execute arrest warrants that are
issued by the Magistrates Court and directed generally to all police officers. The bill also validates
arrest warrants directed generally to all police officers previously executed by PSOs before this bill
commences.
These are positive changes that again demonstrate the commitment that the Andrews Labor
government has to community safety. Community safety is a passion of mine. It was an issue that I
worked on consistently as a former councillor and former mayor of the City of Greater Dandenong.
The City of Greater Dandenong is one of four cities which makes up the electorate of Clarinda. On
Sunday I was lucky enough to catch up with current councillors Youhorn Chea and Sophie Tan, and
I was really happy to chat with them about the most recent crime statistics in the city. The latest crime
statistics show that the offence rate for the Greater Dandenong local government area for the year to
30 June 2019 has decreased by 2.6 per cent compared to the previous 12-month period. The number
of offences in the LGA also decreased by 1.2 per cent.
Speaking with both councillors it was evident the Andrews Labor government’s investment in
community safety is having a significant effect. Since July 2015 the government has provided almost
$1.9 million in funding under the community crime prevention program for 13 projects to improve
community safety in Greater Dandenong. Also, a considerable number of new police are stationed
with the Dandenong division, namely 180 of the government’s 3135 new police have already been
allocated to the division, including 68 to specialist roles. There is still a lot more to be done, and this
bill is just one example of that, but I am really proud of my community.
I have mentioned a few times in this place already that the City of Greater Dandenong is one of the
most multicultural LGAs in the country. I have mentioned also that some people like to dog whistle
about crime in migrant communities. I think the statistics speak for themselves. For the third year
running, crime in Australia’s most multicultural locality is down, and I am proud of that. The
community is proud and the government should be proud. But again there is still a lot more to be done.
It is important that this bill provides PSOs with the authority to execute arrest warrants that are issued
by the Magistrates Court and directed generally to all police officers. PSOs are a very important
element of community safety, and we are very thankful to have PSOs patrolling train stations from
6 pm in the Clarinda electorate. These amendments will help to increase the effectiveness of those
PSOs in keeping us safe.
This bill also amends the Road Safety Camera Commissioner Act 2011. The amendments achieve
several outcomes, and I would like to run through them quickly. Firstly, they strengthen cooperation
and information sharing between the road safety camera commissioner and the department, including
contractors; they ensure information is provided to the commissioner in a timely manner and is
comprehensive and relevant to the commissioner’s request; they impose a duty on the department to
cooperate with the commissioner; they empower the minister to issue guidelines in respect of
information sharing between the department and the commissioner; they strengthen reporting and
procedural fairness requirements; and also they provide a statutory indemnity to the commissioner
from civil action for any acts or omissions in good faith in the performance of the commissioner’s
functions. So that is a comprehensive list of amendments, all of which are important so the community
can have confidence that our road safety cameras are operating with accuracy, integrity and efficiency.
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As we have heard, this government is committed to keeping Victorians safe, whether that is at home,
on public transport or on the road.
I mentioned the government’s investment in police and in PSOs. There is also a huge investment in
road safety. The 2018–19 budget has $120.6 million to crack down on dangerous driving, including
an additional 96 mobile road safety cameras, boosting mobile camera hours by 75 per cent. So we are
talking about more police, more PSOs and more road safety cameras.
Lastly, I should also touch on the amendments to the Victoria Police Act 2013. The amendments
reduce the prescribed retention period for unclaimed found property from three months to a time set
by the Chief Commissioner of Police, which is not less than one month. Victoria Police storage
facilities, as we have heard, are already over capacity. Amendments to the Victoria Police Act will
allow unclaimed found property to be disposed of sooner and increase the capacity for police to store
important items and evidence exhibits.
So again I am really proud to be part of a government that is committed to community safety. I am
really proud to be part of a government that invests in its communities, its people and its police force.
I am really proud to be part of a government that believes in the capacity of its migrant communities
to make a positive change on crime instead of just condemning them. I thank the minister, and I
commend the bill to the house.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (15:28): I rise today to make a contribution on the Police Legislation
Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019 that is before the
house. I note that this bill addresses primarily three matters. Firstly, it seeks to redress the unlawful
execution of warrants by protective services officers operating on the rail network. Secondly, the bill
responds to the road safety camera commissioner’s recommendations following the 2017 ransomware
virus attack on a number of the state’s speed cameras, and lastly, it makes it easier for Victoria Police
to dispose of unclaimed lost property.
The first aspect of the bill is perhaps the most delicate, dealing as it does with the granting of
retrospective powers to protective services officers to execute warrants. Laws made after the fact
should always be dealt with with the utmost caution. It is perhaps one of our most potentially
dangerous powers as elected representatives and legislators to create or amend laws that apply to past
actions or omissions, and it is a power we should exercise with great care. I agree with the government,
however, in this instance and believe that the retrospectivity is appropriate.
When protective services officers were granted the powers of arrest in 2012, I accept that it was
intended to include the power to arrest people who were the subject of an arrest warrant and I accept
that the oversight that led to protective services officers acting unlawfully when executing those
warrants was an unintended consequence of that legislation. The oversight was somewhat mitigated
by the fact that when protective services officers executed warrants they almost always immediately
transferred those arrested and in their custody over to Victoria Police in any event, or as soon as it was
possible for them to do so. The officers acted in good faith, believing, as they had been trained to do,
that they were acting lawfully. The fault lay in the legislation, not the actions of those charged with
maintaining a safe and secure environment for the state’s commuters. So, again, I am comfortable with
that amendment despite its retrospectivity.
In 2017 many of us were introduced perhaps for the first time to the notion of ransomware—malicious
computer viruses that infect a target computer and lock its data behind a near-impenetrable encryption.
The creators of the virus typically then demand payment to decrypt the data, usually in the form of socalled untraceable cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin. Just such an attack affected dozens of cameras on
Victoria’s fixed digital road safety camera system in 2017. A subsequent investigation by the road
safety camera commissioner highlighted inadequacies in the reporting of information by the then
Department of Justice and Regulation, now the Department of Justice and Community Safety, and the
private sector contractors. As outlined by the Minister for Police, these amendments will authorise the
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department and private camera operators engaged by the department to disclose information in
response to a request by the commissioner; further, it will actually compel them to do so.
We are all painfully aware of the dramatic spike in the road toll this year. The number of lives lost in
2019 to date has risen by a third compared to the same period last year—218 people tragically snatched
from their family, their friends and their community. In the Greater Shepparton region we have lost
seven people this year; for the entirety of 2018 we lost four. Something is terribly amiss on our state’s
roads. This highlights the very important role of the road safety camera commissioner, especially when
it comes to speed. While reporting requirements and data transparency can be pretty dry topics, we
cannot forget the purpose of the commissioner and the road safety camera system. They are there to
save lives. Ultimately the purpose of these amendments is to improve the system and strengthen its
ability to make Victoria’s roads safer.
In Shepparton we had a visit from Minister Pulford during the course of July on her mission of going
around the state to discuss road safety issues and to elicit from the community what they saw as the
issues. I must say that at the Shepparton RSL club I was really pleased to see such a large number of
people come in to talk about road safety issues. It was about the state of the roads, it was about drug
testing, it was about drink-driving; there was a sensitivity about the issue of suicide as it pertains to
road deaths. I would say that a lot of very useful information was gathered at the session in Shepparton,
as I do not doubt it was throughout the state, as those sessions took place in many other regional and
metropolitan areas.
I see little controversy in the amendment that allows Victoria Police to dispose of unclaimed lost
property and acknowledge their storage capacity for such items is really being tested at the moment.
When I recently visited Shepparton police station I noticed the room that they have off to the side with
all the lost property in it. My goodness me, it was so full, and it was so full of such random things—
bikes, prams—I cannot think of all the different items that were there. It imposes a burden on the
police in terms of cataloguing it and maintaining it, and I imagine that even trying to locate people
who may have lost things or matching people up to the items that have been regarded as lost must be
a big challenge for them. Where space at the Shepparton police station is at a premium, I am sure
police will be glad to be able to turn over that property one way or the other much more quickly.
A lot of these amendments are really very practical, commonsense ones. I support the bill before the
house.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (15:35): I am pleased to make a contribution on the Police Legislation
Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019. In particular I want to
draw the house’s attention to the aspects that relate to improving the ability of the road safety camera
commissioner to perform the functions of that office. Of course community confidence in the operation
of traffic safety cameras is critical. In particular I want to commend people in my electorate of Ivanhoe,
where we have been able to secure a $900 000 investment in traffic safety cameras on Rosanna Road. In
the first instance at the intersection of Banyule Road and Rosanna Road two cameras have been installed,
have been calibrated and are active at this time. That is a very significant improvement in road safety. It
came originally out of a traffic safety audit that we sought last term from the previous minister, the
member for Narre Warren North, the Minister for Roads and Road Safety at the time. He met with groups
like Resolve Rosanna Road in my electorate, and we also spoke with many others through consultation
processes that VicRoads undertook with the local community.
Part of that was identifying a range of road safety initiatives on Rosanna Road. One of those was
$850 000 of work up at the Lower Plenty Road, Greensborough Road and Rosanna Road area. Then of
course it highlighted some other works that we wanted to do, in particular traffic safety cameras. This
is quite a process, as those members who have been working and advocating with their community to
secure those devices know; there is a lot of work that is involved. I want to thank not only Resolve
Rosanna Road but other individuals in the community. When we got the cameras secured for Banyule
Road and Rosanna Road, that in particular helped commuters to Rosanna station who cross Rosanna
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Road but also people who take their children up to Banyule Primary School, so a significant crossing
point in the local community. It is also used by public transport bus services from Dyson. Through the
lobbying and our efforts to put forward our proposals that came from the traffic safety audit of Rosanna
Road that helped inform our campaign and buttressed, I suppose, some of that work, we also put in a
bid to secure cameras down at Darebin Street and Rosanna Road outside the Goodstart Early Learning
centre and Heidelberg Primary School. Again those cameras should be up and running and installed
later this year. Across the board this is a $900 000 investment to have these cameras installed and
activated—a very significant investment again in road safety along Rosanna Road.
It goes right back of course to July 2017 when we wrote to Brendan Facey, who was at the time
executive director of infringement management and enforcement services, with regard to requesting
fixed red-light and speed cameras at those intersections on Rosanna Road. We received further
correspondence back in September 2017, and that correspondence was from Donald Downes, a
superintendent with Victoria Police and the chair of the fixed camera site selection committee. He
touched on a number of matters and thanked us for the correspondence for the sites ‘listed below’,
which were Rosanna Road and Banyule Road, Rosanna Road and Lower Plenty Road, and Lower
Plenty Road and Greensborough Road—different intersections that we were seeking to have traffic
safety cameras installed at.
As members would know, the committee considers a range of factors such as the relative crash history
of a site compared to other locations, engineering and environmental suitability, and existing
enforcement options. Of course Rosanna Road is a very busy road, as all members would know, it is
very dangerous for VicPol transit police around enforcement and it is also difficult for enforcement
from VicRoads authorised officers in relation to load limits on heavy vehicles and other matters. It is
a narrow road, as we all know, and a very busy road at all times of day and night, even with the truck
curfew that is in place. That makes it very hard for Victoria Police to conduct traffic safety operations
along Rosanna Road, another reason fixed cameras are important around improving driver behaviour
and maintaining some safety along the road. The committee of course then gave great consideration
to the matters that we had raised.
I was pleased to be informed on 5 March 2018—remember, we started our particular lobbying efforts
back in the middle of 2017—by the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, the member for
Bellarine, when she wrote to inform me that two new fixed road safety cameras would be installed at
the intersection of Rosanna Road and Banyule Road and the intersection of Rosanna Road and Darebin
Street. Of course the next steps at that time were technical specifications to be refined and the project
to be put out to tender. That process worked very quickly. A lot of work was done to make sure that
that was done as quickly as possible within the obligations that we needed to meet, and then of course
traffic management had to be part of the solution to get the cameras installed. There was calibration
work to make sure that that was concluded and they were operating effectively. Quite a bit of work
goes in there. As you might be aware, Acting Speaker, in the five years to the end of 2015 there were
72 crashes along the stretch between Yarra Street and Lower Plenty Road, with 18 people seriously
injured. That is just one of the particular statistics in relation to accidents that at least were ones
reported to Victoria Police along Rosanna Road.
In March 2018 we were able to make some further public statements around community wins as
dangerous drivers were targeted. And of course in August 2018 we were able to announce a particular
budget of $900 000 for those road safety camera improvements. What we also know is that road safety
cameras have proven to be one of the most effective ways to get drivers to slow down and they
ultimately save lives, with a 47 per cent reduction in crashes resulting in death or injury at Victorian
intersections fitted with safety cameras. Victoria’s road safety camera network is one of the many tools
to reduce road trauma by helping to change driver behaviour.
Of course in that budget in 2018 there had been a $3.12 million package of works to deliver short-term
relief on Rosanna Road ahead of the construction of the North East Link. That included new traffic
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lights to be installed at the intersection of Rosanna Road and St James Road and new pedestrian lights
at Yarra and Brown streets. Electronic 40 kilometre-per-hour signs were also to be installed on
Rosanna Road before Darebin Street and Banksia Street to make the area safer for pedestrians. That
is on top of the $850 000 we spent to make traffic safety improvements up the northern end at the
intersection of Lower Plenty Road and Rosanna Road with the Greensborough Highway. Again, that
came out of a traffic safety audit. The 40 kilometre-per-hour zones are now being introduced down
there at the southern end of Rosanna Road.
On top of all that we took to an earlier election a commitment to the truck curfews on Rosanna Road,
and we have implemented those. While no one measure will completely resolve the range of issues
that concern residents around Rosanna Road, if we look back prior to the election of the Andrews
Labor government, it was the wild west out there on Rosanna Road. What we have seen is evidencebased hard graft and solid work with the community and our government agencies to constantly, every
year, invest in identified traffic safety improvements along Rosanna Road, taking the community with
us on those works. Multimillions of dollars have been spent on effective works, curfews, speed
reductions and traffic safety cameras right along that stretch of road—because those traffic safety
cameras are not pinging locals in particular. They are pinging the tens of thousands of vehicles using
that road from out of Banyule and out of the Ivanhoe area—people coming through our community
that need to respect our community, respect the laws of the road and make sure that they are meeting
their obligations to fellow citizens.
We have seen very significant incremental improvements in the works along Rosanna Road.
Particularly as we now tackle the big one, the North East Link, and the work that will be involved
there to continue to improve safety for residents and motorists and pedestrians along Rosanna Road,
we are able to outline the very significant work we have done in government to date. It is a good track
record on which to base further works and give the community confidence, but it is absolutely
important that those traffic safety cameras and the amendment legislation today is supported by the
house because it goes to community confidence in these vital traffic safety initiatives.
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (15:45): I am very pleased to add my contribution to the Police Legislation
Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019. The purpose of this
bill is to make a range of justice-related amendments to existing legislation. The bill amends the
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 to remedy an anomaly in protective services officers’ powers to execute
arrest warrants and to retrospectively validate arrest warrants executed by PSOs. The bill amends the
Victoria Police Act 2013 to reduce the prescribed period for which unclaimed found property must be
retained and enable the timely disposal of the property that is not claimed.
But what I want to focus on in my contribution are the amendments to the Road Safety Camera
Commissioner Act 2011. These important amendments go to improving the operational efficiency of
the office of the road safety camera commissioner to perform functions under the act. The role of the
commissioner was created to oversee the operation of road safety camera systems, a role which is
integral to providing the community with confidence that road safety cameras are operated with
integrity, accuracy and efficiency. One of the commissioner’s functions obviously is to undertake
investigations arising from complaints that appear to indicate a problem, or investigations requested
by the minister, and the amendments in this bill are in response to the commissioner’s findings in the
investigation requested by the then Minister for Police in June 2017 into the impact of the WannaCry
malicious ransomware on the Victorian fixed digital road safety camera system.
The commissioner’s recommendations in that report included many technical changes that do not
require legislative change and will be addressed by the department in consultation with the
commissioner’s office, but the commissioner’s report also included findings about the lack of
cooperation and transparency from the Department of Justice and Regulation, as it was then known,
when responding to the commissioner’s requests for information. This bill responds to those findings
by including amendments to implement three recommendations to improve information exchange,
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transparency and cooperation between the department and the commissioner. These include reforms
that clarify and strengthen cooperation and information sharing and that strengthen reporting
requirements for greater consistency with similar oversight schemes. The amendments in this bill
explicitly authorise the department and the private camera operators engaged by the department to
disclose information in response to a request for information from the commissioner on the operation
of the road safety camera system. They require that information be provided in a timely manner, they
require that information be comprehensive and relevant, and they impose a duty on the department
and contractors to cooperate with any reasonable request for information made by the commissioner.
These amendments are intended to enhance quality, transparency and timeliness to ensure that the
purposes of the act are achieved. These amendments are important because not only do they facilitate
the efficient operations of the commissioner, but they also reinforce public confidence in the work of
the commissioner, and in turn, public confidence in the operation of the road safety camera system,
which is critical to keeping people safe on our roads. Essentially people have trust in the system
because the entity that has oversight of the system is trusted and because the operations of the entity
are transparent and efficient.
This is important when we consider the seriousness of the investigations undertaken by the
commissioner. The WannaCry investigation looked at the impact of ransomware on the fixed road
safety cameras in Victoria, as well as any potential improvements and additional safety measures for
the protection of the network in the future. As noted in the report:
… the WannaCry virus had become notorious by reportedly infecting more than 230,000 computers in over
150 countries.
…
There was also substantial public interest in whether the ransomware had compromised the Road Safety
Camera System …

And while the final report found that the road safety camera system did continue to operate with
accuracy, reliability and integrity, and it was unaffected by the WannaCry ransomware, it also made
recommendations that I have previously mentioned. So this was an incredibly important investigation
with much public interest.
Another report of the commissioner that I would like to touch on is the Hume Freeway (Amaroo Road,
Craigieburn): Fixed Digital Road Safety Camera Information report, which was released in December
2017. This report also highlights the importance of public confidence in the findings of the
commissioner as well as the important role that the commissioner has in testing complaints that are
brought before him in regard to the road safety camera system. This report is particularly relevant to me
because the area in question is in my electorate. What it involved was a Facebook group that was set up
and that sought media publicity, and the assertion of the group was that they had received unjustified
speeding infringements detected by the system on the Hume Freeway. One of the members of the group
went on morning radio and made the assertion that there were 255 Facebook group members, all of
whom had written to the road safety camera commissioner, and all of whom were of the view that they
had been wrongly alleged to have been travelling at 108 kilometres per hour. So it was fairly serious. It
did become a little bit of a stacks on; the more people talked about it, the more people thought that they
were also affected by it, and of course everybody wanted their infringements withdrawn.
As the commissioner worked through it, by the end of his investigation he had still only received
12 official complaints, with many of those people having multiple infringements. He did seek
independent evidence and drew on the techniques that he had used in his Peninsula Link inquiry in
2017. However, by the end of his reporting he did note that there was:
Zero objective evidence … received …
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And that:
… whereas the strident assertion was of so many 108km/h infringements, we found that the individuals had
been observed driving at a spread of different speeds above 100km/h.

On examination of the testing and the maintenance records he found that there was no basis for the
information that would suggest that there were any concerns with the accuracy of the fixed cameras
on the Hume Highway. And in an analysis of the data recorded by the cameras—there was data from
over 70 million incidents collected and analysed—it was found that there was no over-representation
of the 108-kilometre-an-hour speed recorded. In fact there was an array of speeds over 100 kilometres
per hour. Essentially he found that there was no evidence of inappropriate infringements being issued.
He found that the complaints were without basis. He noted that:
A collection of people has set out to question the validity of their infringements, and in doing so, to attack the
integrity of the fixed digital road safety camera system and the people who administer it. I have no evidence
to suggest any basis to do so. Regrettably these kinds of complaints are easy to make and FaceBook and social
media again appears to be an avenue for unmerited non-factual assertions.

So it is really important that these investigations take place and that they test these complaints, and it
is equally important that the commissioner can do so as effectively and efficiently as possible.
As I previously mentioned, public confidence in the operation of the road safety camera system is
critical to keeping people safe on our roads. The efficiencies that will be achieved through these
amendments reinforce that public confidence. When people raise complaints, they need to know that
systems are in place to effectively and efficiently respond to those complaints, and when the public is
presented with a report of an investigation into a complaint, they need to know that the report provides
a comprehensive response to that complaint. The road safety camera commissioner has demonstrated
this time after time with the investigations undertaken, and the amendments of this bill will only
enhance these efficient operations.
I do just want to reflect again on the Amaroo Road issue. It was really quite phenomenal how quickly
this went from being one person raising a concern to 225 people in this group. Now, that was the
members of the group. That is not all the people that became aware of it, because there was media
coverage, which then got people thinking, ‘Is there something wrong with these cameras?’. One of the
local councillors moved a motion to write to the commissioner and seek further information about
whether or not there were any issues with these cameras. So it really is important that not only can the
commissioner undertake these investigations as efficiently and effectively as possible but in doing so
it increases the public confidence that people have, not only in the system but in the person who has
oversight of the system. With those words, I commend the bill to the house.
Mr J BULL (Sunbury) (15:55): I am always delighted to follow the member for Yuroke, and I am
very pleased to have the opportunity to speak on the Police Legislation Amendment (Road Safety
Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019. Before I go directly to the bill, I would like to
echo many of the comments that have been made this afternoon in the chamber and put on record my
thanks to the hardworking men and women of Victoria Police, our protective services officers, our
custody officers and more broadly our emergency services workers right across the state.
Acting Speaker, as you so well know and as other members in the house have alluded to, our police,
our PSOs, our custody officers, our firefighters—volunteer and paid—members of our SES and of
course our paramedics, nursing and hospital staff all work incredibly hard 24/7, 365 days a year to
keep us safe and to help us out, the Victorian community, when we are unfortunately in trouble. This
government values and appreciates the work that is done by our emergency services right across the
state—their dedication, their commitment, their passion in assisting, serving and helping others no
matter the time of day—whether it is a weekend, whether it is right through the night. It is important
of course that our emergency services workers are valued and are supported.
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I think, Acting Speaker, also as you know, one of the great benefits of being in this role as a local
member of Parliament is of course working with, communicating with and talking to your emergency
services workers about their roles and certainly working to assist them going forward—critically,
though, not through words but through actions. This government, the Andrews Labor government,
made of course the single-biggest investment, the single-biggest increase, to Victoria Police in the
state’s history, increasing numbers by more than 3000 new officers and ensuring the Victorian
community is as safe as it can be. That certainly should not be a matter of political contention. That
should just be an agreed position. We know of course that police work is ongoing work. We know that
crime evolves, that technology evolves. What we need is legislation, resources and a whole range of
services that are committed to, acted upon and delivered by this state to ensure that Victoria Police are
the best they can be. We as a government will continue to invest in Victoria Police, in technology and
in resources, to assist our agencies in doing a very difficult job.
I also want to take this opportunity to thank and acknowledge those members and those volunteers
who attended a very tragic and devastating car accident in my electorate last week—an accident that
took two lives and sent another young man to hospital in a critical condition. I send my deepest
condolences to the families and the loved ones of these members of our community and certainly thank
the incredible emergency services workers who attended what would have been a very tragic set of
circumstances, a very difficult scene.
This is of course an important bill. A number of members have spoken this afternoon about the key
functions of this bill; there are four key functions. Arguably the most important function of course
relates to the change in warrant functions for PSOs, and the bill makes a range of justice-related
amendments. The one that I just touched on of course is the enabling of protective services officers to
arrest persons subject to an arrest warrant directed generally to police officers, and I will touch a little
bit more on the reason for that amendment, or that change if you like, being brought to the house this
afternoon—some of the history behind that. The bill will also validate arrest warrants directed to police
officers generally that were previously unlawfully executed by PSOs. It will enhance the ability of the
road safety camera commissioner to perform the functions of that office and enable Victoria Police to
complete the timely disposal of unclaimed found property in their possession.
I would like to focus some of my comments, as I alluded to, on the history of the change. The bill
amends the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 to provide PSOs with the authority to execute arrest warrants
that are issued by the Magistrates Court and directed generally to all police officers. The bill will also
validate arrest warrants directed generally to all police officers previously executed by PSOs before
the bill commences. I will discuss the other functions of the bill that I alluded to earlier, but this of
course is an anomaly in the legislation that currently exists in the state. There has obviously been
discussion in the media, discussion broadly in the community, about why this change was needed.
Unfortunately in 2011, when the bill was originally introduced, this was not addressed by members
opposite. This change is needed to ensure our PSOs are of course complying with the legislation and
acting within the framework of the law. This is an important change and one that is certainly needed.
There are a whole range of legal complications that would arise were it not to be addressed. It is an
important change.
I do want to discuss the road safety camera commissioner and the reforms to the Road Safety Camera
Commissioner Act 2011 to implement three recommendations from the commissioner’s investigation
into a malware infection found in the Victorian fixed digital road safety camera system—the
WannaCry investigation, as many know it—and the government accepted the recommendations in
May 2018.
This government stands with our law enforcement agencies when it comes to community safety. We
have 336 more PSOs than we had under those opposite when they were in office—a 35 per cent
increase. I have already mentioned the single biggest increase to Victoria Police in history—over
3000 new officers, and in communities right across the state what we can see is a visible presence, a
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higher presence of law enforcement officers. As I mentioned, this is an important investment in our
community and an important investment in safety, continuing to give Victoria Police the powers and
the resources they need and ensuring that that important work, that vital work, that is done by PSOs in
connection of course with Victoria Police and all other agencies continues and goes forward.
I do want to make mention of and put on record my thanks to the local PSOs in my community,
particularly those at the Sunbury train station that I do see quite often. I am sure many members of the
house would enjoy the conversations that they share at their stations. Having a chat to your PSOs at
the station is a very useful conversation to get an idea of the pulse of the community, to get a sense of
issues that are at hand and to get a sense of how they are feeling. Certainly when it comes to
infrastructure and trains and services, they have got a view in those areas as well, and it is important
work that is done. A number of members have mentioned this afternoon some of the services that are
provided at each and every station right across the state. This is particularly important work, as you so
well know. This legislation carries out those four major functions that I have spoken about previously.
The government stands with the people of Victoria, and we will continue to put them first. I commend
the bill to the house.
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (16:05): It is my pleasure to rise in this house to speak on the Police
Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019, and I
congratulate the Minister for Police and Emergency Services on bringing this important bill to the
house. I also congratulate the member for Frankston, as our Parliamentary Secretary for Police and
Emergency Services, for his very thorough summation of this legislation as the government’s lead
speaker today.
This bill does a number of things, but I will focus in particular on the changes to the powers of
protective services officers. Like the member for Oakleigh earlier today, I will give credit where credit
is due and give credit to the Baillieu government for this particular policy. It was a policy they ran
strongly on at the 2010 state election. They were elected, and they wasted no time in implementing
their policy. It was probably one of the only things they did in their time in government, but it was
nonetheless a very, very good move. I think that having protective services officers on train station
platforms of an evening, at every metropolitan train station, until the last train does a lot for perception
of safety. It probably does more for the perception of safety than it does for actual safety, but I think
that that in itself is a good thing because it means that more people—more young people, more older
people—will have the confidence to use public transport as an option to get around, particularly after
dark. So for that reason I think it is a particularly good thing when it comes to improving perceptions
of community safety.
Since we have been in government, since November 2014, we as the Andrews Labor government
have done a lot to improve the functions and the powers and the operation of PSOs. I will just briefly
run through those. PSOs have new powers, which commenced on 1 April 2018, to arrest someone
where parole has been breached or cancelled, conduct warrantless searches for drugs of dependence,
request names and addresses from suspected offenders and witnesses to indictable offences, randomly
search members of the public as part of control of weapons operations, issue infringement notices for
people supplying liquor to minors and apprehend children under emergency care warrants. In addition,
there is a new power that expands the places where PSOs can operate to include areas in the vicinity
of their designated places, and I think that that was a particularly important change.
As I mentioned, those changes came into being from 1 April 2018. Before that date there was an
unfortunate incident at a small supermarket on Patterson Road in Bentleigh in my electorate. This
supermarket is just a couple of hundred metres up the road from Patterson railway station. Patterson
railway station is one of the quietest train stations on the Frankston line, so in terms of having broader
powers for PSOs so that they can operate within the vicinity of Patterson station and other stations, it
would have possibly meant that PSOs could have taken action at an armed hold-up at the supermarket
up the road. Of course these powers were not in place at that time, but it just goes to show how
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important that move was in terms of making sure that we are using this substantial resource—
1000 PSOs or something like that; it is a significant investment by the government—to its fullest
potential. So it was a Baillieu government policy, but I am certainly fully in support of PSOs on train
stations, and I do congratulate the former government for that.
As I have said, we have improved this policy. We actually have 336 more PSOs than under the
Liberals. That is a 35 per cent increase. What this legislation does is it remedies an anomaly from the
initial legislation to ensure that PSOs can execute any warrant to arrest that is directed to police under
section 63 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989. Victoria Police received advice that PSOs do not have
legislative authority to execute arrests on people with certain warrants. This fixes that problem.
I do want to take some time now to refer to some comments made by the member for Caulfield, who
was the opposition’s lead speaker. I sometimes agree with the member for Caulfield; I never 100 per
cent agree with him. He made a comment which he has made a lot over the last five years. The member
for Caulfield said that Victoria is a ‘lawless state’, and he then lamented that the community’s
perception of safety has been diminished. When you use language about a place like Victoria that it is
a ‘lawless state’ and when you pursue this relentless campaign of negativity, of fear, for five years, do
not be surprised that the community’s perception of safety may diminish.
Last year in particular in the City of Glen Eira, which is a municipality that I share with the member
for Caulfield—in fact most of our electorates are within the boundaries of the municipality of Glen
Eira—we had significant decreases in the crime rate. In March 2018 crime was down 10 per cent, and
then in September 2018 crime was down 14.4 per cent. These are significant decreases in crime. But
even though the crime rate was coming down we of course had the opposition, including the member
for Caulfield, pursuing their campaign of misinformation, of negativity and of fear that in fact crime
was going up and that people’s safety was at risk just walking the dog up the street or going to the
shops. I think it was really a disgraceful campaign to the point where my former opponent, Asher
Judah, used to spend all this time saying that we had cut police, which was totally wrong, and that
crime had gone up, which was absolutely wrong. He even spent a lot of time wandering around parks
looking for drug dens to make Facebook videos. This is the sort of campaign we had to put up with
last year. So to then—
Ms Thomas: How did that campaign go?
Mr STAIKOS: It did not go well; I now hold the seat by 12 per cent. But, you know, to actually
wage a campaign like that and then to complain that all of a sudden the community’s perception of
their safety has been diminished, well, that is disingenuous to say the least. And can I also make the
point that on more than one occasion at 6 o’clock in the members’ bar I saw members of the opposition
rub their hands together with glee every time there was a report on the Channel 9 or Channel 7 news
of a Victorian being a victim of a crime. And I say that with absolute sincerity. They thought it was
going to deliver them to the Treasury bench, but Victoria saw right through that campaign and gave
them the result that they absolutely deserved.
The other thing I would say on the perception of safety—and I am focusing on perception of safety
because I have always felt that people’s perception of their own safety was disproportionate to the
actual risk of a violent crime being committed against them—is that we have had changes in
technology that mean that we are better informed. For example, I have CCTV cameras right around
my home. I can see exactly what is happening around my home in real time on my smartphone. And
that is the same for many, many other residences in my electorate. And we also have Facebook. We
also have social media. We have better ways of keeping informed and of keeping each other informed
of what is happening in our local areas. That does not mean that crime has actually gone up in our
communities; it just means that we are more aware of what is happening in our communities. And the
opposition, as opportunistic as it has been, played on that to scare people into voting for them. Of
course that did not work. This government has a very proud record when it comes to keeping our
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community safe—3135 additional police. The police academy is full. Every single month 100 new
police graduate from our police academy and hit the streets.
That is the system we have in terms of making sure that the police have the resources and the powers
they need to keep our community safe. It is a proud achievement of this government. We are not going
to stop ensuring that we keep our community safe and that the police have the absolute support of their
state government in doing their very, very important work. So with those few words I commend the
bill to the house, and I wish it a speedy passage.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (16:15): It is a pleasure to rise and speak on the Police
Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019 and to
follow my colleague and good friend the member for Bentleigh, who I think gave a great summation
of the politics of fear and division, of dividing communities rather than lifting up their hope and
prosperity. That is what we saw in the contrast of the last state election. We saw that rather than dealing
with the causes of crime—to take your phrase, Acting Speaker McGuire, to create postcodes of hope
and prosperity rather than disadvantage—what we saw was division, was the driving down of
communities and the politics of fear. Well, the Victorian people called that out—they called it out in
the strongest possible terms—and they wanted answers.
We know crime is present in our community, and the cause of those crimes is systemic disadvantage.
We need to address that, and as the Parliamentary Secretary for Schools and as someone passionate
about education in our state I say that is the greatest driver of opportunity and prosperity. You do not
have a greater reminder than the member for Bayswater, who was featured on Channel 9 News
recently in a beautiful piece about going from out-of-home care, going from disadvantage, to
prosperity and hope. That is what Labor’s story is, that is what our Victorian story needs to be and that
is what we put forward at the last election.
This bill covers another element of community safety. I want to put on record, having attended the
150-year anniversary of the Cheltenham police station, my profound respect, appreciation and
admiration for the work that Victoria Police do. Even on the day while we were celebrating their
journey and their work, they were called to duty. Someone had collapsed, fainted, within the
Cheltenham police station while looking at the historical photos and they were called to support that
person as well. It was also great to catch up with the Moorabbin SES. The Metropolitan Fire Brigade
Highett division do an outstanding job. With Victoria Police, we need to invest in them and support
the work that they do, the community protection and care that they provide, and to celebrate and
honour 150 years of service was amazing. It was also in the context around that time of National Police
Remembrance Day, acknowledging the lives that have been lost in the line of duty—servicemen and
women who have paid the ultimate sacrifice—those that have been injured and those that suffer posttraumatic stress disorder on an ongoing basis in a job dedicated to the protection of their fellow
Victorian citizens. We honour them and we appreciate all the work that they do.
Part of that story is now the protective services officers. I have five railway stations immediately in
my electorate and eight that support my community, from Bonbeach through to Cheltenham. The
protective services officers at those high-traffic areas have been incredible, as is the work that they do
in linking with Chelsea police, Mordialloc police, Cheltenham police and Moorabbin district as well,
where southern region district 2 is present and also covers the member for Bentleigh’s area and the
area of the member for Carrum. They do an amazing job, the protective services officers. They give
the public confidence in our rail system. We want more people to get on the trains and more people to
use public transport, so we need the confidence in our public transport system. One in eight people in
my community catch public transport each and every day. Of some of the barriers that you hear to
people using that service, one of them can be safety, so bringing in that trust and confidence is really
important. We have increased protective services officers, the number of personnel, by 35 per cent. It
is an investment in the community and it is an investment in these important resources. Important also
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is clarification around warrants as well and the work that they do each and every day. We thank them
for the work that they do as well.
I have listened to the contributions from members across the Parliament, particularly some that were
made by those opposite around a really troubling space if we are going to enter into the politics of road
safety. It has been an area where we can talk about committees and we can talk about reports and the
like, but we have got independent authorities who already assess and determine road safety policy,
recommendations and safety measures, of course linking in also with the police commissioner. But
the notion around the road toll, talking about the road toll last year and contrasting that with this year
and the tragedy we have seen, and the notion that you attribute political blame is utterly disgusting. I
was astonished that we would enter into that realm, but after some of the antics in this Parliament and
some of the demonisation of people, I lost hope that we would be approaching this from a bipartisan
position. The notion that you politicise the road toll is an insult to all those families that have suffered
great tragedy.
I agree with the comments of the member for Gembrook. He has been a serving police officer as well.
Each and every one of those road toll deaths has its own story. It is a family touched. It has a ripple
effect. We all in our communities, we all in society, know of the trauma and tragedy. I heard recently—
I think it was a month and a half ago—a member of Victoria Police at command level who was talking
about how we are underestimating the road toll and impact. It has come back to stats; it has come back
to the number itself. We have dehumanised how tragic and how horrific the toll is on our communities.
I think telling those individual stories—when you see it in your local media and you see the toll and the
impact—is truly heartbreaking. Where the road toll is at the moment and the people we have lost, it is
tens of thousands of people that are impacted through that, and then there are the others, the hundreds
and hundreds, that have been injured as well. It is the road toll and then the impact of injury and how
that affects livelihoods: people might never be able to work again from the injuries that they suffer.
We are putting in a significant amount of investment, and the notion afforded by those opposite that
we are not defies the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee, defies budget paper readings and is
a blatant misleading of the community. It is either ignorant or it is stupid. Either way, it is used as a
political motivation on the road toll. That is where we are getting to now in this space. If that is where
this Parliament is descending, then that is a great shame, and it is no wonder the public lacks trust and
confidence in politicians when that is the notion—that we will politicise road tolls and misrepresent
basic elements of fact.
The other position that the opposition have to clarify—and I have been travelling out as the
Parliamentary Secretary for Schools and going into the regions; we will be out west in the coming
fortnight, we have been up to the Mallee, we have been up to Wodonga and we will be going out to
Gippsland soon—is wire rope barriers. With the science and evidence that underpins the lives saved
and the stats that are put forward by the Transport Accident Commission around the protection and
preservation of life and community, I still cannot comprehend the opposition’s policy approach to
opposing wire rope barriers in their communities. I have heard members opposite speak, particularly
the member for Polwarth, vigorously opposing wire rope barriers in communities and the like. I
shudder to think of the head-to-head collisions and incidents that have been avoided simply from those
wire rope barriers and the preservation of life that has occurred.
You hear the stories of accidents, like a mistake from someone who has lost a bit of concentration or
from fatigue or other factors such as speed, where those wire rope barriers have saved lives. The
investment made if it saves one life, in my view, is an investment in the preservation of life. What
more could governments do and be empowered to do than to be active in this space? It is the
opposition’s chance on this bill to come forward to detail why they oppose this life-saving technology
in their communities and to put on the record what alternatives they would put forward. We are literally
talking head-to-head collisions or running off into trees. It is that simple. That is a statement of fact. If
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you see some of the stories and the campaigns that have been put forward, it results in extraordinary
preservation of life.
The other thing is speed cameras. We hear a lot about speed cameras. We know the road toll has come
from over 1000 people lost only a few decades ago to where we are now. We are all vehemently and
heavily supportive of the Target Zero campaign, but speed cameras are an important element in that.
Everyone who goes towards an intersection that sees those speed cameras has subconsciously built in
an instinct to slow down, even if it is just that reminder that at every intersection there might be a
camera. The point-to-point speed measures on the Peninsula Freeway are absolutely important
because you can slow down under a bridge but that will get you there. If you speed up to 130 all the
way to the next one, you are going to be caught and you are going to be fined. So that kind of
technology and the confidence in speed cameras that this bill covers off is really critical.
We will keep investing in this technology, we will keep investing in police—3000-plus more police
coming into our communities—because we owe it to Victorians. I call on the opposition to heavily
support this bill, put politics aside and support us on ending the road toll.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (16:25): I take great pleasure in joining the debate on the Police
Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019. I would
like to particularly endorse the remarks just made by the preceding speaker, the member for
Mordialloc, on the importance of bipartisanship in road safety. Victoria has had an amazing record, a
world-leading position, in the promotion, implementation and delivery of improved road safety. This
goes right back to our being the first jurisdiction in the world to introduce compulsory seatbelts and
also to introduce random breath testing.
I heard an interview with the Minister for Roads, Jaala Pulford, on radio yesterday where she was
saying that one in six drivers at the moment are not wearing seatbelts. It just beggars belief. Seatbelts
have been compulsory since I was in primary school, and there is absolutely no doubt in Victoria and
worldwide that seatbelts save lives. When the roads minister was interviewed she was asked about it
by Virginia Trioli, I think, who was interviewing her and who said that numerous listeners were calling
in and messaging and implying that it was all an issue with young people. The minister responded and
said, ‘No. It’s across all age cohorts’, sometimes even truck drivers, which I have found really
surprising, and I think there are more men not doing it. But I would say to everyone, ‘Use your
seatbelts. It will save your life’.
We have had that great, world-leading approach on road safety, and bipartisanship. I was a bit
concerned when I heard some of the contribution but not all of the contribution by the opposition’s
lead speaker, the member for Caulfield, as he seemed to be advancing the line that because Victoria’s
road toll has gone up, it is somehow due to the lack of attention by or the number of Victoria Police. I
think this is a terrible, terrible message to give because the numbers actually do not show that.
The other thing that the roads minister was saying yesterday was that most of the road fatalities that
we are seeing are from distraction. We can only conclude from that that most of this distraction is from
the use of mobile phones. I read continually polls and stats about people that more than one in three or
two in three, depending on the age group, admit to either having used their mobile phone as a telephone
device, for texting or even just looking at their phone. That little bit of distraction could be the
difference between life and death or pretty terrible road trauma.
What we have in the bill in relation to the road safety camera commissioner are provisions to improve
the operational efficiency of the commissioner. Particularly there were concerns when a virus infected
our road safety camera network. I was pleased to see the independent road safety camera
commissioner’s report commissioned by the then Minister for Police and that the minister and the
government have indicated that they are accepting all the recommendations of that report, which will
be fully implemented. The commissioner, John Voyage, confirmed the virus did not affect the
network’s integrity, but he also identified areas for improvement in the program’s governance and
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operations, which will be fully implemented. I think that Victorians should be confident that the
proposals in this bill before the house will actually improve the integrity of that network.
Given this sad increase in the road toll—we have just passed the number of fatalities in the past week
that we had in the whole of last year—I know a lot of people on social media say, ‘Road cameras,
they’re just about revenue raising’. Well, they are not. They are a constant reminder to all of us to drive
within the safe speed limits. What I would say to my community and to remind everyone in the house
and anyone who might be listening, particularly with the amount of roadwork that is being undertaken
across Victoria, whether it is in Victoria’s Big Build or the number of roads that we are upgrading and
building new, and there is also the current maintenance blitz that is going on between now and autumn
next year, is that if there are roadwork speed limits, they are there for a reason and they are there to
protect those road workers and ensure they get home safely.
The other reminder that I would give to my community is to never drive too quickly in car parks. I
constantly say this to my kids as young drivers, to my stepdaughter, who is only 14, and to my nephews
that you have got to be careful in car parks because children often cannot be seen. Tragically in
McDonalds Road, Epping, yesterday there was the death of a child in a car park at a childcare centre.
So all of us as drivers need to be so careful, and you have just got to think about the most vulnerable
road users that are around.
The other proposals in the bill are in relation to our protective services officers, who do an outstanding
job on our public transport network but also here in the parliamentary precinct. There is a gap in the
legislation which has been identified. The proposals in the bill include powers for protective services
officers to execute an arrest warrant so we can even out that concern that has meant that protective
services officers need the assistance of police to make arrests at the moment. This is something that
has been identified some eight years after protective service officers began work in this state, and they
do an outstanding job. Even in places where there is very little crime, like Diamond Creek, where I
live—I think it is one of the lowest crime postcodes in the state, and I live quite close to the station—
just the existence of protective services officers in that location, I think, has a preventative effect, but
they also give a really good, positive image and communication from Victoria Police to the broader
community. I see how well they relate to young people and, I think, really improve the relationship
between our law officers and young people.
The final part of the bill is to enable Victoria Police to complete the timely disposal of found property
that is not claimed. Victoria Police’s storage of unclaimed property either recovered from crimes or
where property has been lost is absolutely full to bursting, so this means that police will be able to
dispose of found goods at an earlier point in time. I would remind people—please, if you have lost
something, if something has been stolen, do take Victoria Police into your confidence. Go and report
it, because with the amount of property that Victoria Police are currently holding you might have a
very good chance of redeeming your property.
I thank the minister, the minister’s office and the officers, particularly the road safety commissioner,
that have made a contribution to this bill before the house, and I commend it and wish it a speedy
passage.
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong—Minister for Prevention of Family Violence, Minister for Women,
Minister for Youth) (16:35): It is my pleasure to rise in support of the Police Legislation Amendment
(Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019 and to follow on from some very
comprehensive contributions by many of my colleagues on this issue. It has been wonderful to hear
so many contributions that have also lauded the role of our PSOs in our community, the protection
that they offer to our community members and the support that they give in so many different ways
but also so many positive comments about the contribution of our police force—all very important
individuals and services to our community.
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As we have heard, this bill does a number of things. It for starters remedies an anomaly in the
legislation that the Liberals introduced in 2011 and ensures that PSOs can execute any warrant to arrest
directed to police under section 63 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989. It also reforms the Road Safety
Camera Commissioner Act 2011 to implement three recommendations from the commissioner’s
investigation into a malware infection found in the Victorian fixed digital road safety camera system—
the WannaCry investigation, as it is more colloquially known. The government accepted those
recommendations in May of last year, so it is very important, obviously, that we meet those
recommendations through this legislation here today. It also covers some issues related to Victoria
Police storage facilities, which are already over capacity. It does this through amendments to the
Victoria Police Act 2013 which will allow unclaimed found property to be disposed of sooner and
increase the capacity for Victoria Police to store important items and evidence exhibits—also
important to the day-to-day operations of Victoria Police.
By way of background, as we have heard from other speakers, we have some 336 more PSOs than we
had under those opposite. That marks a 35 per cent increase in the number of PSOs that we have
currently serving the Victorian community. Victoria Police currently has a dedicated PSO presence at
216 train stations. That includes four regional train stations and a permanent night network. We also
now have PSOs on trains and trams with our investment in 100 extra PSOs to form mobile squads,
and of course we are working to further improve the vital role PSOs play in our community through a
more flexible deployment model.
We know, as I have outlined, that PSOs perform a really critical role in providing a very visible police
presence that both in reality helps keep communities safe and also helps Victorians to feel safe, and
we know how important that is. We know that Victorians tell us that having PSOs around does indeed
make them feel safer and that they are a very comforting presence for so many in our community, so
we are working with Victoria Police to deliver further powers that will allow our PSOs to be deployed
more flexibly while also maintaining the current PSO presence across our public transport network.
We are working of course with Victoria Police and other stakeholders to make sure that we get the
model right, and we will look to introduce legislation next year to that end.
PSOs have new powers which commenced in April of last year to arrest someone where parole has
been breached or cancelled. They also have new powers that allow them to conduct warrantless
searches for drugs of dependence, request names and addresses from suspected offenders and
witnesses to indictable offences and randomly search members of the public as part of control of
weapons operations, as well as things like issue an infringement notice to someone supplying liquor
to a minor or apprehend a child under an emergency care warrant. So we have seen an expansion of
PSO responsibilities, which I think has only served to heighten and enhance the very valuable role
they play in our community. The new powers also expand the places where PSOs can operate to
include in the vicinity of their designated place, which then allows us to ensure that we are getting the
very most out of what is such an important service to our community.
A number of others who have made contributions on this bill have reflected on the changes which
impact on speed cameras, in particular addressing those recommendations from the WannaCry report.
It has given cause for many of us in this place to reflect on how significant technology, like speed
camera technology, is to ensure that our roads are safe and that those using our roads are kept safe. We
know that in Victoria every 2 hours someone is killed or suffers serious or life-changing injuries from
a road crash. Serious harm from motor vehicle incidents directly affects some 6000 Victorians each
and every year. Just think about that—6000 Victorians. That is 6000 lives very seriously impacted as
a consequence of a lack of road safety, if you like, and there are a number of factors that feed into that.
It is worth also reflecting on what that means for the friends and families of those people. I can speak
to this very personally, having lost my grandmother in a road accident when I was nine years old. She
was killed in a car accident in Stratford—not an unusual story, sadly, of a country road and a fatigued
driver. We will never know quite what caused that accident that took her away from my family, but I
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do very much remember, despite my young age, the grief her death caused our family and our extended
family—the shock of it, and the shock of my immediate family being detoured around the accident
that killed her, not knowing it was her in the car that was in that tree. These events, each and every one
of them, are very personal stories for the families affected by them. It would be a total abrogation of
responsibility if we did not as a government do everything we could to make sure that people are kept
safe on the roads and to make sure that families like mine do not have to deal with the grief and
heartache of losing a loved one on our roads. Speed cameras are an incredibly important part of that,
as are road upgrades, and a lot of that infrastructure work that we are also seeing this government
embark upon in order to ensure that our roads are as safe as they possibly can be and that we are also
encouraging driver behaviour that is as safe as it possibly can be.
We know that new alcohol and drug-testing vehicles, automatic numberplate recognition technology,
more roadside drug testing, more highway patrol officers, more mobile speed cameras and new speed
camera technologies are helping police to this end. It is helping police to keep our roads safer. I also
note that in the 2018–19 budget there was a bit over $120 million allocated to cracking down on
dangerous driving, including an additional 96 mobile road safety cameras, which boosts our mobile
camera hours by some 75 per cent, which is incredibly important indeed.
We also know that independent modelling by the Monash University Accident Research Centre shows
that this investment will save 60 lives and prevent 260 serious injuries every year. If you ask me, I
would say that that is absolutely worth it; and if you ask anybody who has been directly impacted by
the loss of a loved one or the serious injury of a loved one in a road accident, I am sure they will agree.
I should also add that the Monash University Accident Research Centre investigation includes a trial
of cameras to detect drivers using mobile phones, which we know is a serious issue on our roads today.
I think most of us can recount stories, whether it be of sitting at traffic lights and noticing people on
their phones or indeed in my case of driving down the Monash Freeway and seeing people using their
phones while travelling at significant speeds on a very, very busy road. So we all know this is an issue.
We know it is something that needs to be addressed. I am sure there will be those who are frustrated
by the punishments that they accrue as a consequence of breaching those rules, but it is important that
we highlight that this is a life and death situation and that we are effectively driving a weapon,
something that not only can kill us but can kill innocent bystanders and others around us, and that is a
responsibility as drivers that we should take incredibly seriously.
This legislation is incredibly important. I have not had the opportunity to address all aspects of it, but
I know other speakers have. It touches on a number of services that are incredibly important to our
community and is part of our ongoing work to make sure that we better support our PSOs and our
police here in Victoria.
Ms HALL (Footscray) (16:45): I am very pleased to rise to speak on the Police Legislation
Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019. In a previous life I
worked for Victoria Police. It was a great time in my career. I very much enjoyed working for VicPol
as part of their media unit. A lot of my work involved supporting police officers as they went out to
terrible incidents like car crashes and providing support to grieving families as well. That is something
that I will never forget. I will never forget the difficult nature of the work that those officers did every
day and indeed the work that the unsworn staff at Victoria Police did as well. They do a terrific job.
This legislation is integral to ensuring that the protective services officers’ powers are sufficient for
their role in keeping our community safe and providing that vital support to Victoria Police. This
clarification is needed after a former Liberal government’s drafting of a bill did not cover all the
necessary powers that our PSOs needed in order to fulfil their roles. The introduction of PSOs was a
great initiative. Certainly in my electorate of Footscray I know that PSOs at Footscray station do a
terrific job in keeping the area safe and making sure that the second-busiest station outside the city
loop maintains a sense of calm and is a place where people can be safe throughout the night. I would
like to put on the record my acknowledgement of their work and my thanks for the work they do. The
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clarification and added certainty provided is vital for officers in their line of work. The last thing that
PSOs need when performing their duties is uncertainty in their powers.
Another aspect of this bill is that it helps to clarify the role of the road safety camera commissioner.
This year we have seen a tragic number of lives lost on our roads. I was really saddened to hear the
contribution from the Minister for Prevention of Family Violence, who is at the table. There are so
many people in Victoria who have been affected by road trauma. I know from personal experience
that the police are terribly affected after they go out to these terrible incidents. Of course one death on
our roads is one too many. Speed contributes to approximately one-third of all Victorian road trauma.
When our road toll is so high, we need to make sure that we are penalising those who make getting
from A to B and just travelling around our state so dangerous.
Speed cameras are one of the most effective preventative tools we can use to help fight against deaths
and injuries from vehicle collisions. In the first three months of this year over 260 000 infringement
notices issued for speeding were captured using road safety cameras. Although this number is high, it
is over 30 000 less notices issued than this time period last year. Despite having more road safety
cameras operating to catch speeding vehicles, we are seeing the positive impact of these devices in the
significant drop in notices.
As I said, working for Victoria Police was a really exciting and life-changing turning point in my
career. It opened my eyes to the breadth of the work that police officers do to keep us all safe, and by
extension PSOs as well. I know that at Victoria Police they absolutely feel well supported by the PSOs.
I am very pleased to have made a contribution on this bill.
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (16:50): I also rise to speak on the Police Legislation
Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner and Other Matters) Bill 2019. This of course is a
piece of legislation that is going to change a number of pieces of legislation. As we know, at various
times in here we look at changing legislation or introducing legislation that may be new in itself to
address a particular issue of concern or of interest or of progress, and the Andrews Labor government
has been a government of great progress in its time in office since being elected in 2014. I am sure that
we will continue with the progressive agenda and see a lot more legislation coming in that will make
Victoria continue to be a fantastic state that is racing ahead of all other states, and in fact the nation, in
regard to employment, as we have got one of the lowest unemployment rates. Also of course all the
other healthy economic indicators that we look at, such as consumer demand, are increasing whereas
in other cases and nationally that is not the case, and that, you would have to say, is because of this
very conscious Andrews Labor government. We are making sure that there are jobs. We are investing
in the future with all the infrastructure projects, making it easier for people to get around the city. Of
course one aspect of that—and I will get to the bill that we are talking about today—is the infrastructure
around public transport and rail.
This then brings me to the PSOs—the protective services officers—that of course were introduced to
the Parliament precinct and then extended to provide a presence at railway stations to ensure that
people feel and are safe while waiting for trains and getting off trains on their way to and from work
and recreational activities. Since the legislation for PSOs was introduced, over time it has been shown
that there were a number of weaknesses in that original legislation, which was introduced by, I think,
the Baillieu Liberal government at the time—because we had Baillieu and then we had
Premier Napthine—and there were some deficiencies. So this legislation does address one of those
deficiencies, and that is around the type of warrants that PSOs can execute—warrants to arrest. At the
time the legislation only provided for particular circumstances for the execution of a warrant to arrest
and, by oversight, really, it did not allow this situation in all cases. Now this legislation ensures that
PSOs can execute any warrant to arrest as directed to police under section 63 of the Magistrates’ Court
Act 1989.
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There are also what I suppose would be considered fairly small issues, but in the scheme of things they
can be of quite large effect—for example, things such as the time that police are required to hold lost
property. This legislation reduces the current time of three months. That of course leaves a bit more
space and room in police stations, particularly when we have I think something like over 3000 new
police recruits coming online to protect the community, to look after us, to make sure that we are safe
and to investigate crimes. Of course we need as much room in the police stations as possible. So again
it may be considered quite a small thing in the scheme of things but it could make a workplace a bit
more comfortable—maybe there is now room for another tearoom or a place where people can do a
bit of relaxing before they start their shift and that sort of stuff.
This legislation also looks at the ability of the traffic camera commissioner to be provided with
information. We have heard a lot of talk around speed cameras and red-light cameras where there is
often a doubt as to, one, the purpose of them—is it just to raise revenue?—and, two, are they actually
correct, working properly and only capturing those that actually are speeding rather than those that are
doing the right thing?
This legislation also tries to increase transparency. It is providing better powers for the commissioner
to obtain records from departments and contractors so that if there are complaints or concerns from
the public, the commissioner can investigate those concerns and complaints and the public can feel
confident that in fact there is a proper investigation if they believe the cameras were faulty or that they
were in fact being penalised when they did not do the wrong thing—that there is a greater opportunity
to get all the information in a timely manner so those concerns can be allayed and to make sure that
the system is working properly.
We have a number of traffic issues in the Thomastown electorate, where we have got some very
straight, wide roads around the area that unfortunately still really seem to attract a lot of hoon driving
and in fact just speeding. Often residents are very concerned about the noise and also about the speed.
It is very unsafe. We know that the road toll has been a horrific one, and we need to make sure that
people are safe. One of the ways to make people safer is to ensure that people are travelling below the
speed limit. When we look at things like road cameras and road safety we really need to make sure we
address the concerns of residents and people who have to live with things such as hoon driving to
make sure that people are protected and to try to reduce the road toll. Of course the Labor government
are very committed to doing that, as they are in many other areas where we see terrible loss of life; for
example, when it comes to suicide and other very tragic and sad cases. I guess when it comes to road
fatalities these are things that do not need to happen in most cases, and we are putting in place systems
to make our roads safer.
On that note, I am very pleased to be standing here to speak in support of this omnibus bill that will in
fact address the anomalies as well as support transparency and open government, which this Andrews
Labor government is so wanting to do to make sure that the public’s confidence is restored in
government and in penalties and in road traffic mechanisms to ensure we have a safer place to drive
our cars.
Ms HORNE (Williamstown—Minister for Ports and Freight, Minister for Public Transport)
(16:58): I rise to speak on the Police Legislation Amendment (Road Safety Camera Commissioner
and Other Matters) Bill 2019. This important piece of legislation is about safety for the thousands of
Victorians who travel on our roads and public transport every day to do things like get to and from
work, stock up on the things that keep their households running, ferry their kids to sporting activities—
God knows I do enough of that—socialise and care for family and keep healthy and active.
Victorians also love to travel and enjoy all that this great state has to offer, whether it is taking a road
or train trip to our diverse and beautiful regions, enjoying the countless scenic routes available along
the way; eating at one of the scores of fantastic restaurants in the CBD or locally; or grabbing a show,
a movie or a sporting event. There is no doubting the importance of mobility to Victorians, and we all
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want to be safe, feel safe and know that our loved ones are safe when travelling out every day. And
that is what this bill is doing.
Firstly, the bill responds to the findings of the report of the road safety camera commissioner’s
investigation into the WannaCry virus that infected the Victorian fixed digital road safety camera
system. In his report the commissioner noted that speed is a major factor in both the involvement in
and the severity of motor vehicle collisions. It causes driver control to be reduced, driver reaction time
to be shortened and increases the severity of motor vehicle collisions. Every 2 hours in Victoria
someone is killed or suffers serious, life-changing injuries from a road crash. Serious harm from motor
vehicle incidents directly affects some 6000 Victorians each year. The road safety camera system has
been shown to consistently and continuously save lives and to improve road safety outcomes for
Victorians.
In addition to new technologies and the laudable efforts of Victoria Police to keep our roads safe, we
provided $120.6 million to crack down on dangerous driving in our last budget. This includes an
additional 96 mobile road safety cameras, boosting mobile camera hours by 75 per cent, and a trial of
cameras to detect drivers using mobile phones. Independent modelling by the Monash University
Accident Research Centre shows this investment will save 60 lives and prevent 260 serious injuries
every year.
The Andrews Labor government understands how critical the public’s confidence is in the operation
of the road safety camera system in keeping people safe on our roads. The amendments in the bill are
about strengthening that public confidence. They will improve the quality, transparency and timeliness
of information sharing between the road safety camera commissioner, the Department of Justice and
Community Safety and contractors and will give effect to the integral role the commissioner has in
providing the community with confidence that Victoria’s road safety camera network is operating with
accuracy, integrity and efficiency.
Secondly, the bill amends the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 to give protective services officers—our
PSOs—the powers necessary to perform the job we have asked them to do. The bill corrects a drafting
error from 2011 made under the previous government that meant PSOs do not have legislative
authority to execute arrests on people with certain warrants. The bill will ensure that our PSOs now
have the powers they need to execute all arrest warrants. It will also protect them from past actions
they took in good faith and validate the arrests they have previously made.
PSOs are a familiar and comforting presence on our public transport network. They not only help keep
us safe by proactively targeting crime and antisocial behaviour but their highly visible presence makes
us feel safe. Victorians have told us that seeing PSOs on the public transport network is high on the
list of initiatives contributing to making them feel safer, and research tells us that when people feel
safe they are more likely to use public transport to get to and from work or to go out and enjoy
themselves, particularly at night.
While we know that the overwhelming majority of the 590 million journeys a year on Victoria’s public
transport network happen without incident, the Andrews Labor government takes the safety of
passengers on public transport very seriously, which is why we have got PSOs at every metropolitan
train station from 6.00 pm until the last train. The more than 1300 PSOs on the beat have a presence
at 216 train stations, including four regional stations, across Victoria. We now have PSOs on trains
and trams with our investment in 100 extra PSOs to form mobile squads. Greater mobility means that
PSOs will be able to provide support to the community when and where they are needed. We are
therefore working with Victoria Police to deliver further powers that allow PSOs to be deployed more
flexibly while maintaining their current presence across the public transport network. It is important
that we get the model right and important that we continue to work with Victoria Police and
stakeholders as we look to introduce the legislation next year.
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While Melbourne might have come second to Vienna as the most livable city in the world, it is
unsurpassable as the major events capital of Australia. Hundreds of thousands of people from across
Australia and around the world come to Melbourne to share in the excitement of major events like the
Australian Open, the Formula One grand prix and of course the AFL Grand Final. With PSOs now
rostered on trains, trams and other key locations across Melbourne during these events, we have a very
strong and visible safety presence during what are incredibly busy times. These amendments will see
our PSOs continuing to be out every night keeping Victorians safe with the powers they need to keep
the community safe. And of course PSOs are not the only employees on the public transport network
who help look after thousands of daily travellers and visitors. Customer service staff, drivers,
conductors and V/Line station staff are always readily available to assist passengers with information
and support.
The Andrews Labor government is committed to ensuring that passengers are safe when travelling on
our public transport network, and any form of violence or harassment is totally unacceptable and will
not be tolerated. So in addition to expanding the coverage of PSOs across the public transport network
and fixing the unintended inconsistency in their powers through this bill, our government is continuing
to improve personal safety on the network through state-of-the-art technologies. We have commenced
rolling out the next stage of our safety overhaul of the Comeng model trains. This includes a
$5.8 million upgrade of 68 trains with new CCTV, driver CCTV screens, PA systems and emergency
buttons.
Our commitment to provide a safe travel environment is not confined to the vehicle experience. Since
2016 more than 2300 digital cameras have been installed across 185 metropolitan stations. These new
cameras have replaced ageing and grainy analog technology with more defined vision that can now
be easily accessed on short notice. In addition, numerous tram stops have got CCTV facilities,
including Melbourne University, the Toorak terminus, Rod Laver Arena and the Bundoora terminus.
This government invests in and understands the value of public transport to the Victorian community
and to our economy, and it is committed to growing it and making it the travel mode of first choice.
Finally, the bill will also amend the Victoria Police Act 2013 to allow the chief commissioner to reduce
the current three-month minimum period that unclaimed found property must be retained for by
Victoria Police prior to disposal. This amendment will only apply to the sorts of items which are
usually lost or abandoned. It seems a sensible amendment considering a recent review which has
shown there is little likelihood of these sorts of items being retrieved by a member of the public beyond
one month.
The Andrews Labor government is committed to providing everyone travelling on our roads and
public transport network the safest possible journey, and I am very proud to speak on this bill and
commend it to the chamber.
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (17:08): I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned until later this day.
Business of the house
ORDERS OF THE DAY
Ms KAIROUZ (Kororoit—Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation,
Minister for Suburban Development) (17:08): I move:
That the consideration of government business, order of the day 2, be postponed until later this day.

Motion agreed to.
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Bills
LAND (REVOCATION OF RESERVATIONS) BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Ms D’AMBROSIO:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Government amendments circulated by Ms D’AMBROSIO under standing orders.
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (17:10): I should indicate at the outset that I only intend to speak for
a very brief period on this bill. It is a fairly straightforward bill. In fact it is pretty much a stock standard
revocation bill. We seem to have one or more of these at least every year. In this case it is to revoke
permanent reservations on land in the Frankston area, in the Camberwell area, at Rippleside in Geelong
and at the Coleraine Racecourse. Of course the reason we need to be dealing with this in the form of
legislation is that these have all been permanently reserved, and while the Governor in Council can
permanently reserve land, the Governor in Council cannot unreserve permanently reserved land. If
they had been temporarily reserved, of course, we would not be dealing with them.
Essentially, the changes are to deal with Crown land which joins Frankston Hospital and to replace the
permanent reservation there with a temporary reservation for hospital purposes—I think there are four
sites there and a little bit of freehold land involved; to remove the permanent reservation over Lower
Reserve, Camberwell, which is currently managed by the council and to replace it with a temporary
reservation for public recreation purposes, which is consistent with the use that it is currently
undergoing; and to remove part of the permanent public purposes reservation located at Rippleside.
As I said, these are essentially uncontroversial changes. The very minor controversy, I guess, has been
with the Frankston site, where the land encompassed by this bill and a small piece of private land has
been occupied by the Frankston Tennis Club for a considerable period. For some time there were some
challenges around finding a new home for the tennis club. Of course the purpose of the relocation is
to extend the Peninsula Health facility at Frankston, and that is a project that is certainly supported by
my colleagues on this side of the house. I think we are unanimous on that, and as an adjoining seat
holder whose constituents use Frankston Hospital as their main public facility of course it has my
strong support as well. It is unfortunate that the situation with the tennis club could not have been
resolved in a more timely manner, but I understand from press reports as recent as 1 October that that
situation is now settled to everyone’s satisfaction.
With regard to the Camberwell land, the bill allows part of Lower Reserve in Camberwell to be
managed by the Department of Education and Training for use by Camberwell Primary School. The
site is currently being leased to the school and managed by the council. I understand it is the old
bowling club site. The current arrangements of course prevent the department from developing new
facilities on the site. There are two parts to this reserve. The second part will be re-reserved for
recreational purposes, which in fact reflects the current use of the land, and will continue to be used as
tennis courts.
The Geelong land, I understand, was in fact sold by the Victorian government in 1996 but, as we
know, with the reservations and some of the mapping in areas adjacent to the foreshore not all controls
are easily identified; some go back many, many generations. In this case there was a portion of the
permanent purposes reserve which was not identified and removed prior to the sale of the land. The
bill will confirm the land’s intended status as freehold land, which it is effectively, and allow for
development I understand is currently lodged to proceed.
The final parcel of land is slightly more interesting in that it is the Coleraine racecourse—not that that
makes it interesting particularly. But it is the subject of its own act, the Coleraine Racecourse Reserve
Act 1901. It is interesting to look at the act. In fact the preamble following the long title runs to some
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29 lines. The actual provisions of the act only run to 20 lines—a very different style of legislation.
Effectively the set-up there was for trustees to operate and manage the racecourse on behalf of the
Crown. The change in status here will effectively set aside the current provisions of the Coleraine
Racecourse Reserve Act and allow the remaining trustee to retire—I understand they are very keen to
do that—and introduce arrangements which will have the racing club itself as a corporation act as the
manager of the Crown land, which again is probably an arrangement far more consistent with current
practice than with the rather outdated, to say the least, arrangements of tenure that currently prevail.
Just before I got up to speak some amendments were circulated to the bill. I was advised that these
amendments would be circulated and of the details of the amendments well prior to the debate coming
on today. I certainly offer no objection to them. I understand the intention of the amendments is to
simply identify with greater certainty each of the particular parcels of land in the Frankston area that
are the subject of this bill. I should also say I was briefed by the department and the minister’s office
last week on this bill. It was the usual thorough briefing, and I thank the minister and her office for
that briefing.
As I said at the start, this is a stock standard revocation bill—nothing controversial in it—and the
opposition will not be opposing it.
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (17:18): It is a pleasure to rise and speak on the Land (Revocation
of Reservations) Bill 2019. As the previous speaker, the member for Mornington so eloquently put it,
this bill does have a fair bit to do with the Frankston Hospital redevelopment, which is the biggest
redevelopment of a hospital in outer suburban Melbourne in Victoria’s history, so I will focus most of
my contribution on that. The bill will provide for the revocation of permanent reservations of Crown
land at Frankston, Camberwell, Geelong and Coleraine, and, where applicable, the temporary rereservation of the land and the appointment of committees of management. It will also provide for the
revocation of two restricted Crown grants over the Coleraine Racecourse Reserve in western Victoria.
The bill will facilitate new management arrangements and future use and development of these areas
of land.
In particular the bill will help facilitate the government’s 2018 election commitment to redevelop the
Frankston Hospital, which is an amazing commitment. People not in the house at the moment—from
the opposition—have taken great pride in talking about this commitment, but I do note just for the
record that zero funding was committed by them to this great project during the 2018 election.
In regard to the actual hospital itself, this is a plan that was drawn up through Peninsula Health over
quite some years. We have been working with them for a long while. Of course Frankston Hospital is
a tertiary hospital facility in Victoria, and one of metropolitan Melbourne’s busiest facilities I guess
you could say too. It provides emergency and critical care services, and general and specialty medical
and surgical services as well, including maternity, paediatrics and mental health services. It is also the
main Peninsula Health teaching hospital.
We are looking at 3000 bubs being born in our local government area by 2032, so we have really got
to build up and make Frankston the home where those babies are going to be born during this baby
boom, and that is part of the reason why we made this huge election commitment to build stage 4 of
Frankston hospital. This year’s budget of course invested $6 million to keep going on with the
planning to make sure that we get this project right, and we are through many stages of that planning
at the moment. It is worth noting that this is part of our $3.8 billion pipeline of health infrastructure
that will ensure Victorians have access to world-leading and world-class health care regardless of
where they live.
This project will deliver to Frankston and the peninsula 120 new hospital beds, two new operating
theatres and an additional 13 new emergency department beds. It expands on the women’s and
children’s health services to meet growing demands, and in that there are additional maternity inpatient
beds, a women’s clinic, a paediatric clinic, paediatric inpatient beds, obstetrics, a new oncology ward
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and new oncology day clinic and two floors of mental health services in the 11-floor construction.
This infrastructure will make sure we meet the shortfalls in capacity that we currently have and
increase the ability to meet the contemporary standards of modern medicine as well. In particular the
redevelopment will increase the ability for safe and personal effective care in regard to maternity
services and paediatrics and oncology as well.
The Frankston Hospital has undergone a progressive redevelopment over the years. We have seen it
grow. Planning for the new stage 4 obviously will take place over the next few budgets, but the
Frankston Hospital must keep going forwards and expanding to meet demand—it has got a huge
catchment area. We have had to make sure that we have funded this hospital correctly over the years
as well. The Andrews Labor government provided a record $528.7 million in operating funding last
year, and that is 36.9 per cent more than the Liberal-National government in 2014–15. In addition to
that funding, we have also expanded the funding for the hospital with a new six-bed psychiatric
assessment and planning unit, which is basically something we opened to accelerate the assessment of
people with mental health issues and help them with their short-term treatment. Also, we built a threelevel multistorey car park with 750 more spaces. In 2018 a new day surgery unit was developed and
collocated within the theatre complex, and the emergency department was extended to make a 12-bed
short-stay unit. As part of these funded projects a space in the emergency department will be dedicated
to paediatrics and another space will be reconfigured to allow for the implementation of new drug and
alcohol and mental health crisis hubs.
Work on the project is expected to begin in late 2020. Of course, as the member for Mornington told
us, to facilitate this Frankston Hospital redevelopment the Frankston Tennis Club needs to be
relocated. I understand at this time the new home of the Frankston Tennis Club will be at the nearby
Centenary Park, and they will utilise $1.365 million from Frankston council and $3 million already
funded from the state government to make this happen. There will be improvements at the Centenary
Park facility as well: 13 hard surface courts with new lighting and fencing; upgrades to the existing
pavilion, including an open social space and cafe, kitchen and bar; storage and cool rooms; showers
and toilets; new male and female change rooms and amenities; meeting room and tournament offices;
car park upgrades to meet federal Disability Discrimination Act 1992 compliance requirements; and
landscape works, including retaining walls, gardens, footpaths, drainage et cetera.
The City of Frankston will soon be seeking tenders for these works, and hopefully the redevelopment
will be completed by 20 August. This work is $4.2 million worth of redevelopment, which is quite a
sum of money, but I am glad to see that Frankston council and relevant stakeholders actually came to
a commonsense approach to this. I would congratulate them for that because not too long ago we heard
promises from individual councillors that they were basically writing cheques for a $30 million project
that they did not have the money for. They promised these projects on the basis that people would
most likely vote them into council, forgetting about the fact that perhaps they would actually have to
fund these commitments. So in Frankston the ask was to join gymnastics, golf and tennis together in
a $30 million regional facility, and we found very quickly council could not make this stack up. There
are actually 12 tennis clubs in Frankston, all requiring different levels of maintenance from Frankston
council. There is a regional facility in Mornington. Mornington have also got their own tennis strategy,
and that document tells us that there are 140 tennis courts on the peninsula, 98 with lights. There is
low and declining membership, which we hope to see rise. There was no consultation with the
community from the council, and there were actually people on the council in the latter days saying
the project actually did not stack up. The information I requested said council was not forthcoming.
I think this outcome, where instead of spending $30 million we are spending some $25.8 million
less—or just 14 per cent of that original figure—to reach the same goal, is quite significant, and the
stance of councillors now, even club members, corroborates the state government’s and my response
to that demand for that $30 million. It might be best summed up by the club president, who said in the
Frankston Times on 1 October 2018, that this $4.2 million of funding would ‘help keep tennis alive
and thriving in Frankston’.
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So I am really proud to have been able to work through this really, really difficult time with
stakeholders to make sure that kids in Frankston, and adults in Frankston of course, can pass down
their tennis skills, can use regional facilities like the one in Mornington, have got enough facilities to
actually play on and also that those facilities are built to allow women to play tennis as well and are
modern and fit for purpose. We have seen throughout this journey no-one from council or the tennis
club say that they did not want to see the hospital built. It was just that we had to go down a path
around the state election where promises were made by people who should not have been making such
promises. We had to actually bring people back to the table, because when you promise champagne
and then you deliver nothing and tell the state government that they have got to do the job based on
no evidence—not a foundation, not a skerrick of data that actually makes sense—I am sorry, it just
does not happen that way.
We have had a few projects in Frankston that have happened that way under other levels of
government, but never will things happen that way under this state government. And we need to keep
that mantra going, because Frankston is going forward at a great rate of knots. Again, I am very proud
to make sure that these projects in our sporting communities in Frankston, whether it be the beautiful
Frankston Dolphins ground with the mighty Frankston Dolphins or whether it be Jubilee Park, where
that $34.9 million project is going ahead, are well-founded, are planned well and are going to be
successful. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms KEALY (Lowan) (17:28): It is a privilege, as always, to rise to add my contribution to the
Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill 2019. This is an important bill for my electorate of Lowan
over in far west Victoria because it does relate to a specific racecourse—in fact a quite famous
racecourse, in Coleraine. In fact The Nationals have enjoyed some produce from Coleraine today. I
brought along some fine chocolates from Glenelg Fine Confectionery.
Mr Edbrooke: You didn’t share them, Emma.
Ms KEALY: It is always a good way to win friends in this place, to bring along some delicious
truffles. I would invite the member for Frankston to join me over in the Lowan electorate. I would be
more than happy to take him for a tour through the delicious chocolate factory in Coleraine. It is a
fantastic asset for our local region. Given Lowan is one-sixth of the state, I think it just goes to show
we can do anything in our part of the world, whether it is broadacre cropping and farming or whether
it is producing great stock, including sheep—wool, lamb. We have got great dairy produce, some beef
as well, and pig products. We also do great chocolate. Come along my way, and for any MP who
wants to come and taste the fine chocolate produce of the Lowan electorate, I will host them for a visit
at the Glenelg Fine Confectionery chocolate factory.
Also in Coleraine of course is the fantastic racecourse, and this bill specifically addresses a unique
issue at Coleraine in that there is a group of trustees who through legislation are responsible for the
racecourse. Unfortunately over the course of time a number of these trustees have passed on, and we
are now in a position where it is really tying up the opportunities of the racecourse and the race club
to manage their fantastic facilities.
I would like to just make comment for these trustees. These are volunteers. They do an absolutely
amazing job, and as we see in so many of our race clubs in the Lowan electorate, on race day you will
head along and you will see not just a great day with a lot of people enjoying themselves, enjoying the
races and having a good social time as well, but also that the track is always in impeccable condition.
This is no different at Coleraine. It is in fact home to Australia’s oldest ongoing jumps race. I think it
is quite interesting to think we have got such significance for horse racing and particularly steeple
racing in western Victoria. The Great Western Steeplechase was first run in 1857 or 1858; there is
conflicting evidence on the internet, so I am not exactly sure which year it was, but certainly it is
Australia’s oldest ongoing jumps race.
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Interestingly enough it was also the subject of a poem by Adam Lindsay Gordon. A bit of a daredevil
and horseman, he, I think, famously tried to jump over Blue Lake in Mount Gambier and came to his
demise, and there is a statue in Mount Gambier in memory of him. He raced in the Great Western
Steeplechase, and there is a fantastic poem which goes into great detail about the type of track that it
is but also about the specific race. There is a fair bit of humour in there, so I would recommend that
anybody who is interested in poetry or is perhaps just considering this bill google The Fields of
Coleraine by Adam Lindsay Gordon. They will get a true sense of what it is like to be a jockey racing
in the Great Western Steeplechase in Coleraine.
This bill will revoke two restricted Crown grants issued to trustees for Coleraine Racecourse, which
will enable a committee of management to be appointed to manage the reserve. This is appropriate
and it is timely. The current legislation which governs the trustees for Coleraine Racecourse is the
Coleraine Race-course Act 1901. This has provided some limitation to the club being able to deal with
their own committee and do their own thing, so it is my understanding that it is certainly something
that is welcomed by the Coleraine community but also by other racing clubs in that local area.
In particular I would like to make mention of and thank someone who is a fantastic friend of mine and
a good family friend as well, John Donnelly. JD always has a hot tip for you on race day anywhere in
the Western District. He has done an enormous amount for racing through the Western District.
A member: Do they get up?
Ms KEALY: They often get up. However, I have been part of JD’s tipping competition and
unfortunately I have never come home with any bucks following that. But JD is always up for a good
chat and a good tip, and I do thank him for his input on this bill but also for all the work that he has
contributed to local racing clubs in the Western District.
This bill does make other provisions besides assisting the Coleraine Racecourse to form their own
management committee, and they are around a permanent reservation for public recreation over
Crown land adjoining Frankston Hospital—to replace it with a temporary reservation for hospital
purposes to enable extensions to Frankston Hospital. This is of course something that the LiberalNational coalition strongly supports. We know we need to see further investment in our health
services, including in the Frankston Hospital but not limited to it.
Certainly across my electorate we have a number of big concerns when it comes to health care in our
region. We have got a significant doctor shortage, which is putting enormous pressure on our hospitals.
In fact there are a couple of hospitals that are unable to find doctors to service and provide that 24-hour
care. It is a real problem in our region, and it is certainly something that needs to be a front-of-mind
focus for the Andrews Labor government. If we do not have GPs, we really fall short in so many areas.
It is not just in terms of primary health care; this is a key point in our mental health services. It is really
a touchstone. If you cannot see a GP to get your mental health script, you really are lost in the system
and often cannot find anybody to provide that mental health support for you. Something I get emails
about on a daily basis at the moment is the shortage of GPs and also the shortage of mental health
services, not just across the Lowan electorate but right across rural and regional Victoria. We need to
see that addressed. It is too important to get wrong.
We have also heard in recent weeks issues around primary care partnerships and enormous concerns
that this funding may be cut from June or July of next year. PCPs are invaluable. They do so much
work around providing mental health support in particular but also chronic disease management and
integration and cohesiveness between the various levels of health services. So I do urge the
government to make sure they continue to fund PCPs.
I also refer to bush nursing centres. I am deeply concerned that there is a proposed cut to bush nursing
centres into the future. If we do not have bush nursing centres, we simply will have enormous gaps
when it comes to primary health care in our most remote areas of Victoria. I know for many people
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who live in Melbourne it is very difficult to think about Victoria being an area where we have got
remote sections. When I look at the bush nursing centres in my electorate, there is one in Dartmoor,
there is one in Lake Bolac and we also have one in Harrow and one in Balmoral. There is also one just
out of the electorate to the north at Woomelang. These centres do an amazing job. They are the first
point of call. Staff there often double as ambulance officers. They provide immediate urgent care for
local residents. They provide follow-up support when people have gone into hospital for any surgery.
Please never, ever cut funding to bush nursing centres, and certainly make sure it is an increase in
funding, not a cut, because staff in those centres are really struggling at the moment because the
nursing enterprise bargaining agreement has not been fully funded. We have seen cuts to services for
people who live in remote areas of Victoria, and that is just not fair.
This bill also seeks to revoke permanent reservations across part of the existing permanent public
gardens reservation in the Lower Reserve in the Camberwell area, which is currently managed by the
council, and replace it with a temporary reservation for state school purposes used by Camberwell
Primary School. Again, it is great to see support for building new schools. Can we look at finishing
the Warracknabeal education precinct? That was put in place and started a couple of years ago. We
have now got a third of the special development school, we have had cuts to the education programs
for some of our kids who are most in need, we have got half a secondary college and we have got a
brand-new science lab that is being used as storage room. Secondary school students in Warracknabeal
cannot access the educational programs they need. Please in this next budget finish what you started,
Premier, and please make sure that we see a delivery of full funding for this school to get it finished.
In summary I do support this bill in full. It is good to see that there will be finally some resolution for
Coleraine Racecourse and for the trustees, who have done such a great job for so many years—over
100 years, in fact 118 years. They have managed that reserve extraordinarily well. I thank them for all
of their contributions to the community and for making sure Coleraine remains one of the premier
racecourses in the state. For those who have not attended the Coleraine Cup or the Great Western
Steeplechase, please come to Coleraine. Maybe you can get a chocolate at the same time at the
chocolate factory.
Mr CHEESEMAN (South Barwon) (17:38): It is with some pleasure today that I rise to speak on
the Crown land reservations bill. In reflecting on my contribution I thought about the very complex
Crown land management arrangements that exist throughout Victoria. Of course the state from time
to time needs to change the land that we own and the way that land is used. I understand we have on
a regular basis a bill like this introduced to deal with the various management arrangements that exist.
I was thinking very carefully about some of the challenges around managing Crown land, particularly
in my part of the world and along the Great Ocean Road. For those that may be not quite so familiar
with the Great Ocean Road, we have a number of different statutory authorities that manage different
parts of the foreshore along the Great Ocean Road. That might be the Otway Coast Committee, that
might be the Great Ocean Road Coast Committee, that might be Parks Victoria, that might be the Surf
Coast shire or that might be the Colac Otway shire. Again as I was reflecting on the three listed pieces
of Crown land within this bill I recognised that often along the Great Ocean Road we have significant
challenges in managing that Crown land. This government undertook a very detailed community
consultation that very much went to fleshing out what those challenges were along that area and very
much identifying a way forward. I certainly look forward to seeing legislation brought before this
Parliament in response to the excellent work that the government undertook through the course of
2017 and 2018.
Of course Crown land has literally existed since the formation of the state of Victoria. In fact there
may well be some Crown land that exists as a consequence of legislation established by the New South
Wales Parliament, because very early on Victoria in many ways had legislation that governed our state
and our citizens established through the New South Wales Parliament. So it is of course a very
complex matter.
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In terms of the actual elements of this bill, I just want to reflect on an outstanding contribution made
by the member for Frankston. Of course the member for Frankston is a very strong, powerful and
effective advocate for the needs of his community. He has very much championed investment into the
Frankston Hospital. I think in the lead-up to the state election last year he was successful in delivering
a $562 million promise for further redevelopment of the Frankston Hospital. I know that the member
for Carrum was very active, because of course the Frankston Hospital is very important in providing
hospital services for her community. I note the member for Nepean is here as well, and I believe the
Frankston Hospital services his community as well.
Mr Brayne: Correct.
Mr CHEESEMAN: That was a fantastic commitment that was made, some $562 million, a very,
very substantial investment into that community to build on the fantastic work that the Andrews Labor
government has done in delivering the reform we needed to our health and hospital system. Of course
we ended the war with our ambulance service, and we have made dramatic investments into almost
every part of our health and hospital system. Unfortunately, though, despite all of that hard work, all
of that investment that my colleagues have achieved for their communities, for places like Frankston
there have been substantial cuts made by the federal government into our health and hospital system,
and that is putting substantial pressure on our hospital budgets. It is creating substantial challenges and
it is of course very disappointing to see. I just wanted to acknowledge my parliamentary colleagues in
terms of that.
I also want to just put on record the fantastic work of the people that the state government employ to
look after Victoria’s Crown land—the fantastic hard work of our park rangers, the fantastic hard work
of those local government workers who, on behalf of the Victorian government, protect, restore and
preserve that Crown land for in effect use by the general public. In many ways they are unsung heroes.
They work hard in their local communities to provide that Crown land for all of us to enjoy. Victoria
is very much a rapidly growing state. We will need to see in future years more land set aside for public
use, and I look forward to seeing that work undertaken in due course.
I might just speak very briefly in terms of the Camberwell situation spelt out in the provisions of this
bill. Camberwell of course is a very well established community. It is an inner eastern suburbs
community. The provisions in here will, I think, very much help to support Camberwell Primary
School, which I am led to believe is a very old primary school that has serviced that community with
some great distinction. It is pleasing that the provision spelt out in this act will provide clarity for that
community and for the teachers at that school and will hopefully ensure that that school can continue
to service that community for many, many years to come. I commend this bill to the house.
Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (17:48): I too am pleased to rise to speak on the Land
(Revocation of Reservations) Bill 2019. This is one of those pieces of legislation that we see pretty
much every year which tidy up various changes that need to be made to Crown land around the state
and change the purpose of reservations, and that is the case with this piece of legislation. The most
critical focus of the bill is of course the Frankston land with respect to the redevelopment of the
Frankston Hospital and the extension of that hospital onto land previously used by the Frankston
Tennis Club. I appreciate that times have moved on, but I was interested to hear the member for
Frankston’s contribution in which he talked about the plans for that tennis club and what would happen
with this particular land. As the then Shadow Minister for Sport I was very pleased that the LiberalNationals committed over $8 million towards a new regional tennis and gymnastics centre at
Centenary Park in Frankston, which would enable the Frankston Tennis Club to move to Centenary
Park and merge with the Frankston East Tennis Club. It would provide a facility that is capable of
hosting regional and international competitions. I stand to be corrected, because I did not hear the
entire contribution from the member for Frankston, but I think he said a commitment of $4.2 million
had been made by the government for that relocation.
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I know that it was fairly fraught a year or so ago talking to the club members. They understood the
need to move and very much supported the hospital’s redevelopment, but they were unhappy at the
way it was proceeding at the time, so I do hope that since then the member for Frankston has made
sure that he has listened to that particular club and has dealt with their needs and that this legislation is
indeed a part of that, given that he is actually moving them on. But it was a significant commitment at
the time and one that I continue to take an interest in—ensuring that grassroots sport has the facilities
it needs. As we remember from last year, the Andrews Labor government at the time had just decided
to give $225 million of taxpayers money to the AFL to redevelop what was then Etihad Stadium,
whereas our focus was on supporting local sporting clubs. That is why we made that commitment at
Frankston, among many others throughout the state.
Nonetheless, this hospital expansion is important. As the member for Lowan indicated, there are
stresses on the health system right throughout, and as she indicated, the shortage of medical
professionals is one that is of particular concern in my electorate. I highlight particularly the town of
Yarram, which has had some difficulty over the last few years attracting GPs. I again urge the
government to do what it can to assist, given that the Yarram and District Health Service runs one of
the clinics in town. It is, I believe, currently down to just one GP and is relying on locums when it can
get them to back up the health service. So good luck to Frankston. I hope it does have a good expansion
of the hospital there and one that will serve the community, but I remind the government that there are
other areas of the state that also need support, Yarram being one of them. We had the situation just
recently where the Leongatha Hospital, in a much bigger town, had to close its maternity service
temporarily for the second time in a month because it did not have enough midwives on staff. It is all
well and good to provide the infrastructure and to provide the buildings, but we also need to make sure
that we have got the medical professionals to staff these buildings. That is important.
There are other aspects to the bill. Other areas of Crown land are being addressed, as previous speakers
have indicated, including in Camberwell, Geelong and Coleraine, and I endorse the comments of the
member for Lowan about the wonderful truffles that she just brought in from Coleraine. They were
not good for my waistline, but I have zero self-discipline when it comes to chocolate truffles, and I
thank Coleraine and the member for Lowan for bringing them up.
I want to raise too the issue of Crown land more broadly with respect to this bill. We saw last week in
the Age a story by Noel Towell about the Andrews government massively ramping up the sale of
publicly owned land throughout the state. This is probably no surprise to many of us on this side
because we know the government has spent the budget. We know they are raiding every hollow log
in the entire bureaucracy to try and make sure that they can recoup some funds. We know that many
projects that have already been committed to have been delayed or stretched out over time to
accommodate the financial strains. So it is no surprise to us to see that land totalling some
2600 hectares is to go under the hammer, and that accounts for about 151 sites. As Noel Towell
reported at the time, that compares to about 533 hectares sold off in the past 10 years. So over 10 years
there were 533 hectares, and now there are 2600 hectares to go under the hammer. Now, I
acknowledge that at least one or two of those are actually formerly government-owned farms, so they
are a bigger area of land. But it is interesting to see the government undertaking this now it is starting
to feel the pressure on its budget.
I am certainly not opposed to Crown land sales where the government identifies land as surplus to
requirements. An issue I would like to raise here, though, in the few minutes remaining is my concern
with the process that that land has to go under. I am not sure what the status of the 151 sites identified
in the Age article last week might be, but I know I have got two in my electorate of Gippsland South
that have been dragging on for a long time where they have been identified as surplus to requirements.
One is a former plantation block that was Crown land at Gormandale just south of Traralgon. It is
actually located in the delightfully named parish of Tong Bong—that makes it very easy to remember
what you are talking about—and it abuts the farm of a dairy farmer who would like to purchase the
land to expand his operation and make it more sustainable in the longer term. He understands that it
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has got to go to market and that he will have to bid for it et cetera, but it is four years since I first went
out and saw him on site. I went with the regional manager of the department at the time, who confirmed
that it was surplus to requirements and that this land would go through a process to be put on the
market. As I said, it is former plantation land. If you drive past that block now, the seedlings have
regrown on it so significantly that they are in some cases 5 or 10 metres high, and if we do not actually
deal with it soon, we will have a full-scale plantation to deal with. I am concerned about that.
More particularly, in the town of Sale, the main town in my electorate, the former Liberal-Nationals
government committed $15 million and built a new police station. A fantastic facility it is. It opened
in 2015. The old police station, which is basically on Lake Guthridge right in the middle of town, is a
prime piece of real estate. It would be perfect for a cafe, for a hotel facility or for medium-density
residential housing—it would be fantastic—but it has been sitting there for the last four years idling,
basically. It has actually had vandalism issues. It has got squatters in there. Again, this is a piece of
Crown land that is actually held up. Now, I do believe it is partly held up because of native title issues.
Both of these sales have been held up because of native title issues and the necessity for the
government to get an Indigenous land use agreement with the Gunnai/Kurnai, and I believe there are
some broader state and indeed national complications that have actually complicated this whole issue.
But as I said, for both of these stretches of land it has now been four years and we have had no progress
towards actually putting them on the market. In Sale’s case that really is holding back a prime piece
of land that could be developed and become a real attraction for the community. So I would urge the
government to get on with this issue, to solve whatever the problems are and make sure that this land
can be actually delivered.
That concludes my contribution on the Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill. As previous speakers
on our side have indicated, we are not opposing this bill, and I wish it a speedy passage.
Mr KENNEDY (Hawthorn) (17:58): As I near the first anniversary of my election to this house, I
enjoy reminiscing about the thrills of being the member for Hawthorn and part of a government that
has achieved so much—announcing funding for schools, raising flags at various functions,
representing ministers at numerous events and of course speaking now on the Land (Revocation of
Reservations) Bill 2019.
So much is now happening in Camberwell as part of the Hawthorn electorate—an electorate of choice
of course. Let me put this bill into this context: Camberwell is on the march. Indeed in recent times
Georgie Crozier of Southern Metropolitan Region in the other place has moved her office to
Camberwell just to be part of lively Hawthorn. This is the sort of thing that is going on in Camberwell,
and we are delighted to see the interest and the development and so on of that electorate.
Members may realise that I was actually a secondary school principal before my election, and therefore
I am passionate about education and especially a bill which will help one of the many excellent schools
in Camberwell in the Education State to grow.
While issues of land reservation in Frankston, Geelong and Coleraine are of course front of mind for
me, part 3 of the bill pertains to Camberwell and provides for the revocation of part of a public gardens
reservation at Camberwell Junction to facilitate the use of the land for state school purposes. The clause
revokes an order in council providing for the permanent reservation, referred to in item 4 of schedule 1,
of land known as Lower Reserve, Camberwell, as a site for public gardens. The permanent reservation
is revoked to the extent that it applies to Crown allotment 2145, parish of Boroondara. The reserving of
the land temporarily for state school purposes is to provide flexibility for the future management of the
site and allow the temporary reservation to be changed in the future without the need for further
legislation.
The section of land in Camberwell that will be transferred to the Department of Education and Training
was formerly a bowls club. The club closed in the 1990s, and since 1995 the allotment has been
occupied by Camberwell Primary School under tenure arrangements with the City of Boroondara. The
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old brick clubrooms remain, and hints of its past can be found in the school’s art room and out-ofschool-hours care space. The bowling green, however, is gone, with older players in white now replaced
by young, boisterous students dressed in navy and red. For anyone passing through Camberwell or
along Reserve Road, if you were not told the land was not part of the school you would assume that it
was. This space has formed an integral part of Camberwell Primary School since the closure of the
bowls club and will provide much-needed space, as the current playground is severely overcrowded,
which has created physical, mental, social and emotional pressures for the children and staff.
Camberwell Primary has become a destination school, and under the wonderful leadership and
guidance of school principal Janet Gale and school council president Stuart Lindsay it has experienced
unprecedented growth. Over the past five years the school has grown by 31 per cent. Consequently,
the school has been required to spread across to the land vacated by Our Lady of Victories Primary
School. The growth is due to a range of factors, including high student performance, as demonstrated
by NAPLAN results ranking substantially above the national average in both years 3 and 5.
Around the same time the school took on the bowls club land, they also introduced a French bilingual
program. This has enhanced the school’s reputation not only locally but across Victoria as a whole.
The success of the bilingual program at Camberwell Primary has led to other schools in the area, such
as Auburn High School, introducing their own bilingual programs.
The other major factor is the changing demographics at Camberwell Junction. As a principal activity
centre the area has seen a lot of growth and is a focal point for high residential and commercial
developments. The school is an example of a growing trend, with more than 50 per cent of Camberwell
Primary School students living in apartments, increasing the importance of space for them to stretch
their legs at school.
In 2020 Camberwell Primary School will be removing the restriction on enrolments, which will allow
students from outside the school’s designated area to be accepted for the first time in many years. This
again shows how Camberwell Primary is regarded as a destination school. With this increase in
enrolments, the transfer of land will be critical for the safety, security and amenity of the children.
In 2018 Camberwell Primary School was awarded $180 500 as part of round 4 of the Inclusive
Schools Fund. The school is currently in the design stage of building an outdoor sensory learning space
that will be used for both lessons and free play. This will improve the school’s inclusivity and its ability
to accommodate a wider range of the learning needs of its students. Important educational upgrades
and developments such as this remain impossible while the land remains reserved for public garden
purposes. While there are no major development plans at this time, at a future date the old bowling
club building may be replaced with purpose-built classrooms on some part of the site. Whilst most of
the focus of this bill is about the countless benefits the school community will receive, it does not end
there, with the wider Camberwell community to also benefit.
Camberwell Junction has limited green space available for community use and kids to play on outside
school hours. It is proposed that following the re-reservation, the Department of Education and
Training will grant a long-term licence to the City of Boroondara which will permit the community to
access the school playground area outside school hours. The Department of Education and Training
is consulting with the City of Boroondara about this issue.
The bill also includes changes to another Crown allotment, 2144. This site is used as tennis courts and
a public walkway managed by the City of Boroondara and has been used for these purposes for at least
30 years. The bill revokes the existing permanent reservation for public garden purposes and replaces
it with a temporary public recreation reservation. The bill appoints the City of Boroondara as the
committee of management for the site, reflecting the current management arrangement.
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The City of Boroondara has invested heavily in the site, with a new tennis club pavilion being
constructed in 2017. The re-reservation of this land will help to secure the future of a great sporting
facility so close to schools, businesses and many transport options.
In closing, I would like to point out the reality that for the majority of my electorate this bill is of little
relevance. For most, they would have never known that Camberwell Primary sat on Crown land. They
see school 888, opened in 1867, with the famous bell logo as part of their local community. They see
one school, surrounded by fences, teaching the next generation. How the land is made up is of little
concern.
That is, however, why this bill is typical of the Andrews Labor government, who, unlike those opposite
during their last term in office, continue to get on with the hard work of delivering legislation that
benefits the community, makes common sense and furthers the Education State. I think that is really
the most important thing to say—that it is a matter of not only doing the projects that shine and that
are out there and can be written about and that sort of thing but making sure that the infrastructure and
the detail, if you like, are attended to, which is just as important in terms of making progress.
If I could just finally borrow from the words of W Shakespeare to summarise this bill, I would ask:
what’s in a name? That which we call a Crown allotment by any other name would still be used by
the students of Camberwell Primary. Thank you. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (18:08): I regret now that I do not have any Shakespeare quotes in
my speech, but anyway I will press on. I rise to speak on the Land (Revocation of Reservations)
Bill 2019. As other speakers have mentioned, the bill revokes, and in some cases reapplies,
reservations on Crown land, predominantly relating to four sites. One is land next to the Frankston
Hospital currently occupied by a tennis club to be re-reserved as public land for the hospital’s
expansion. There are two bits of land next to Camberwell Primary School, as the member for
Hawthorn just talked about in depth, one of which has tennis courts on it and one of which has a soccer
pitch, the soccer pitch land being re-reserved for school purposes so the school can expand and the
tennis club land being re-reserved for public recreation. Thirdly, there is land on the Geelong
foreshore, near North Geelong station. This one is a little bit unclear to us, I have to say, but it seems
like perhaps the government sold off land for a housing development and marina but did not properly
discharge all the public land reserved. So basically it seems like the government has made a mistake
and sold off land it was not supposed to. There is a bit of empty space next to the development, and
the government is proposing to release this so it can be included in the lease for the marina, which we
assume means putting more houses on it. The development website is already advertising stages 3 and
4 of the development on that bit of empty land, so we assume that that is what that is for.
Lastly, there is land in Coleraine being used for the Coleraine Racecourse, as the member for Lowan
talked about. The bill is revoking the permanent reservation of this land and re-reserving it clearly for
racecourse purposes. The second-reading speech suggests that not all the land that is being used by the
racecourse was reserved for racecourse purposes and that this is fixing it. The member for Lowan talked
at length about jumps racing, and of course Victoria is one of the only two states—Victoria and South
Australia—that still allow jumps racing. It is known that this is a particularly dangerous and cruel sport
for horses; over the last 10 years it has seen 50 horses killed in Victoria and many, many more injured,
and we would hope that Victoria would join the rest of the country, come in to the 21st century and ban
the cruel practice of jumps racing sometime soon, although I will not hold my breath.
What I wanted to talk about as well around this bill is what the government is doing with public land
in Victoria in general. There are currently 151 sites—that is over 2600 hectares of land—being
prepared for sale by this government. That is more than double the land area sold over the last
decade—more than double that sold in 10 years—that is being prepared for sale right now. At the
same time there are over 85 000 people in Victoria on the public housing waiting list and Victoria is
still shockingly behind other states in the provision of the public housing that people need. In fact we
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provide less than half the funding that New South Wales does. We are actually the lowest funding
state for public housing per capita in the country.
But instead of looking at this public land and using it perhaps for public purposes like public housing,
we are seeing so much land being sold off for developments. Making money in the short term for the
government’s bottom line might make the budget look good and might make a mint for private
developers, but it really is short-changing the people of Victoria and also future generations. In fact
many of the sites that the government wants to sell off are actually sites that a recent Melbourne
University report identified as priority sites that should be used to house people who are experiencing
homelessness, yet the government is going to sell them off anyway—sites in Footscray and sites in
Essendon, for example.
I do have to say that I am especially flabbergasted that many of the sites the government wishes to sell
off are sites that the former government actually bought to build the east–west toll road, and when the
Andrews Labor government came into office, under pressure from the Greens and the community,
they promised to use these sites—like the Evo Apartments in Parkville and a number of houses on
Bendigo Street in Collingwood—as housing for people who need them the most. They promised to
use them, for example, for people fleeing family violence. In fact when a group of people occupied
the houses on Bendigo Street, demanding they be used for public housing, the government, including
the housing minister at the time, the now Minister for Mental Health, told the protesters that they
needed to leave because they were preventing women and families fleeing family violence from using
those houses. This government had the gall to accuse those protesters of preventing family violence
victims from using those houses, yet now they are going to sell them off, so they are not going to be
used for family violence victims anymore. This seems like a ridiculous situation. We have these houses
that could be used for public housing. In fact the government promised to use them for housing for
people who needed it, but now we see the true colours of the government—the bottom line is more
important than housing people who are at risk of homelessness.
Now, the Greens have not been against the sell-off of all public land in general. It may be that in some
circumstances selling off a site unsuitable for public housing, for example, could free up money to
purchase another site that is better suited for public housing or another public purpose. But that is not
what the government is doing here. Instead they are selling off prime inner-city land—in many cases
land that has been promised for social housing or land that Melbourne University has explicitly
identified as perfect locations for housing homeless people—to boost the budget bottom line. Are they
going to use this money to build more public housing? No—in fact the government’s agenda is to sell
off land on public housing estates across Victoria to build private apartments and transfer public
housing management to non-government organisations, thus leading to even less publicly managed
housing than we have now. They are letting developers make an absolute killing, bringing in money
to make the budget look good for political purposes while spending less on public housing per person
than any state in Australia.
What is more, this government also promised to enter into treaties with First Nations peoples in a
genuine way and give Aboriginal people here in Victoria the opportunity to fully engage in treaties on
an equal footing with the government.
Ms Green: On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I would ask the member for Melbourne to actually
address what the bill before the house is about. She has strayed very, very far from the bill and to other
government announcements which have nothing to do with this bill, so I would ask you to return her
to the content of the bill.
Ms SANDELL: On the point of order, Acting Speaker, the member would well know that the lead
speaker from any political party is able to give a wideranging debate on issues related to the bill. This
bill is about Crown land; that is exactly what I am doing. The member may not have ever had the
pleasure of being the lead speaker from her political party on any bill, so she may not know that.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines): Order! The Chair is well aware that the member for
Yan Yean has led discussion and debate on many bills in this place in roles that she has held in the
past. But for the record it is fair and reasonable. The member for Melbourne is the lead speaker for her
party. It would certainly assist the running of the house for her to refer to the Land (Revocation of
Reservations) Bill 2019, but I do not uphold the point of order. The member for Melbourne will
continue.
Ms SANDELL: Thank you, Acting Speaker. I was talking specifically about Crown land and the
fact that Crown land in fact is one of the tools which Aboriginal people have with which to negotiate
a treaty with this government—it is one of the cards that they have in their hand. By selling off so
much Crown land, public land, before treaties have been negotiated what this government is doing is
removing one of the main cards that First Nations peoples have in their hand and doing it right before
negotiations start. We do not believe that is a genuine way to negotiate, and it risks undermining the
process of treaty. So we have been calling for a moratorium on the sale of public land until treaties
have been negotiated.
We do think that when it comes to public land the government ought to go back to the drawing board.
Governments do have the responsibility to provide the basics to people who live in Victoria, and
nothing is more basic and fundamental than the right to have a safe roof over one’s head. And when
there are over 85 000 people on the public housing waiting list, we believe that this government should
not be selling off large tracts of public land but in fact should preserve them for public use and for
future generations.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (18:17): Yet another desultory contribution from the Greens, who
again cannot speak out their allotted time and are again going on and on about how they regard
ownership of public land as being a higher social good than any other—what absolute errant nonsense.
This bill, as my good friend the member for Yan Yean pointed out, is a very narrow bill. It is talking
about land revocation over a number of distinct sites, but I do want to take exception to a number of
the arguments made by the member for Melbourne in her contribution. The member for Melbourne
had this little rider that she is not entirely opposed to all forms of sale of public land, but at no point
did she actually say which land she would be supportive of being sold off. I think if you are going to
come into this place and debate you actually need to be honest and you need to be clear about the
values that you bring to your argument. It is clear from the member for Melbourne’s contribution that
she is entirely opposed to any sale of public land under any circumstances, so she should be honest
enough to come in here and say, ‘I’m against any form of sell-off of public land because I think the
ownership of public land is a higher social good than any other’. If you are going to come in here, then
at least be honest.
The other point to make is that the member for Melbourne does not appreciate the fact that we need to
make sure that we invest in public housing and that public housing requires a degree of funding for
that investment to occur, and you need to look at ways in which you can effectively utilise state
resources to that effect. I have got a fundamental disagreement with the member for Melbourne. My
view on these matters is that you can build stronger and more resilient communities by having mixed
communities—that is, you have people living in public housing, you have people living in community
housing, you have people who are private renters and you have private owners, and you have people
live together in a diverse and rich and mixed community. That is a very good thing. One of my nextdoor neighbours is an Eritrean single mother who has got six children, one of whom is severely
disabled, and the contribution she has made to my community has been extraordinary. I really value
the fact that I have got to know her, and I have got to know her because she is my next-door neighbour.
If she lived down the road in the Ascot Vale public housing estate or a couple of kilometres away over
at the Flemington public housing estate, I probably would not have had the opportunity to meet her.
The other point to make too—and this is an important one—is that Melbourne and Essendon share a
boundary, that being Racecourse Road. There is a great level of permeability between the two
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electorates—between the African-Australian communities who live in North Melbourne and have
families in Flemington and vice versa. I have got to say I think I have seen the member for Melbourne
once on a public housing estate in Flemington in my five years as a member. I have gone down to the
North Melbourne estate; I have never seen her there. So I am a bit incredulous when the member
comes in here and tries to lecture us on the virtues of public ownership of public land and says that
public housing that resides on public land is paramount and is the paragon of all good yet she seems
to be conspicuously absent from actually attending public housing estates in her community.
I am not saying she has never been on a public housing estate; I am just making the note that in the
course of my years here I am regularly down in my public housing estates. I am regularly meeting
with constituents. In fact I was delighted to be down at the Flemington Community Centre earlier
today for an Anti-Poverty Week event. If you are going to come here and argue a case, I think it is
important that you are consistent in your views and your advocacy. I am not suggesting for a moment
that we all have to agree with one another—the wonderful thing about Westminster democracy is the
great, robust debate that occurs—but you need to be at least consistent.
I am reminded of a wonderful book, The Public Wealth of Nations: How Management of Public Assets
Can Boost or Bust Economic Growth by Dag Detter and Stefan Folster. This is an outstanding book
because it talks about how we can try and use public assets more efficiently and more effectively in
order to improve the quality of delivery of public services. I think that a bill like this is important
because the government has made a determination that some of this land is surplus to requirements
and should be divested; alternatively it should be repurposed for another purpose. And so having
strong, effective management of land and other assets plays a really important role in terms of making
sure that we can deliver public services and be the best we can be.
What is also interesting is that often you will find that, because of the longevity of the state, the state
can sit on assets which it might not know are owned by it or might be owned by another tier of
government. For a case in point, in my community Debney Meadows Primary School sits on the edge
of the Flemington public housing estate. It had always been assumed that it was owned by the state of
Victoria because it had a school on it. When the work was being done for the east–west link and title
searches were done, it was actually found to be owned by council. The old city vested it, but the records
had been lost in the annals of time.
I do want to at this point acknowledge the great contribution that the then CEO of the City of Moonee
Valley, Neville Smith, made to my community. Sadly, Neville died over the weekend, far too young.
Neville was an outstanding chief executive officer of the City of Moonee Valley. He was a really
decent guy. He was a very thoughtful, measured, considered, thorough and diligent chief executive
officer, and my thoughts go to his family at his tragic passing. But Neville, who was CEO of the
council at that time, played a really important role in a lot of this work, and he made an outstanding
contribution to my community.
As I was indicating, having effective management of public assets is a really important measure to
ensure that we can work out what we own, what purposes that land is put to, what the highest and best
use is and how those assets can be more effectively managed. When you think about it, we are running
a budget in the general government sector of around about $70 billion per annum. We would be sitting
on assets worth hundreds of billions of dollars. And all you have to do in the context of effectively
managing those assets is to try to get another 1 per cent efficiency or 2 per cent efficiency across that
portfolio of assets and you can make a material difference to the financial position of the state. So a
bill like this is important because I think it provides us all with the opportunity to start asking ourselves
these questions: what is the highest and best use of public assets; how can we more effectively
discharge our obligations and our responsibilities in that regard?
Invariably adherents of the Institute of Public Affairs will say, ‘If it’s not locked down, flog it off’,
because that is their default position. We have got a far more sophisticated and nuanced position here
in the Labor government because we have got a deeper appreciation for public administration in its
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purest form, but it is important that you at least do the work and be diligent enough to work out what
you own and how you can more effectively run it.
The problem with the arguments that the member for Melbourne put is that they are just not based in
any form of reality. It is just like we have to put public ownership of public land as a primary, indeed
sole, objective of government and everything else is secondary or tertiary—every other consideration.
The quality of life for a public housing tenant, the quality of the housing in which they live, the
opportunities that they and their children have, the appropriateness of that accommodation to suit their
needs—that is all ancillary because their view is, ‘No, these lands—these assets—must forever and a
day be locked up in public ownership’.
Mr Wynne interjected.
Mr PEARSON: And it is just a flawed notion of thinking. Indeed as my good friend the Minister
for Planning has indicated, they do not support these communities. They come in here and parrot these
phrases. They are not out there working with these communities. They are not out there talking with
the communities and understanding what are the concerns and needs of these communities and how
best we can address them. You talk to a Somalian single mum with eight kids and she is not particularly
concerned about whether the house she lives in is on public land or on private land; she is worried
about the future of her children, she is worried about accommodation, she is worried about her
children’s education and the employment opportunities that will flow from that. This is a really
important bill, and I commend it to the house.
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (18:27): I am also here to rise to speak on the Land (Revocation
of Reservations) Bill 2019. This is an important piece of legislation for the Andrews Labor
government to really get on with the great progress that it is making in building up the great state of
Victoria and to ensure that its infrastructure and facilities provide for the growing population. Nothing
shows this in a more obvious way than this legislation that is securing land for the expansion of the
Frankston public hospital.
Now, from time to time the government is required to change the use of particular land. In this case
there is land that is reserved for public recreation, for example, that needs to have its purpose changed
to allow for the expansion of the Frankston Hospital. Another example will be to change the use of a
public gardens reservation in Camberwell and to replace it with a temporary reservation for state
school purposes so that it can be used by the Camberwell Primary School. As we grow as a state and
there are more people, we need to make sure that the population is accommodated by having the proper
facilities and important infrastructure, particularly when it comes to health and education, which of
course is something that the Andrews Labor government is so committed to. We need to ensure that
every person—no matter where they live and no matter what they do—has access to the best quality
health care as well as the best quality education. So this is what we are talking about here.
I know there is criticism that says, ‘Oh, no, this is public land that’s now being used for a different
purpose’, and that will mean, for example, that the public garden area will no longer be an open space
because it is going to be taken up with primary school facilities. But that is only one side of the ledger.
If we look, for example, at where there have been bills introduced where we talk about use into the
future, particularly in some of the growth areas—I know we cannot go into details about bills—there
are discussions and there are actions taken to also secure land for future use as open space.
In the seat of Thomastown in the growth area around North Epping it is of course part of the growth
areas infrastructure contribution, which involves developer contributions and arrangements between
either developers and local councils or developers and state government about how they secure and
put aside land that can then be developed into nature reserves, parklands and reservations to protect
endangered species such as the growling grass frog and the sun moth. We are then increasing the
amount of land that is for open and public space on one hand, as well as on the other hand in some
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cases having to acquire land and change the purpose or the use of that land so that we can develop our
important infrastructure.
So when we hear criticisms about this legislation it really does not make sense because we need to
expand the Frankston Hospital—it needs to go somewhere—and that means that land has to be
acquired in order for that to happen. I think when we talk about the Frankston Hospital versus the
Frankston Tennis Club, there will be the ability for that club to be relocated and there will be upgraded
facilities at another reserve so nobody is losing facilities overall. No-one is losing the amenity of open
space for recreational use or the all-important use of land for building up future health care for the
growing population in the area.
I look at, for example, the Northern Hospital when talking about redevelopment; it is not just the
Frankston Hospital that is being redeveloped, but we also have a fantastic seven-storey extension
currently being built at the Northern Hospital where there are going to be many new beds—I think it
is 96 new beds. There has already been the installation of a fantastic new state-of-the-art intensive care
unit on the current footprint of the hospital, but in the situation of the Northern Hospital there will not
be a requirement, I would not think, to have to develop or repurpose land or to pass legislation to
change the use of the land because there is actually a lot of land at the back of the hospital in order for
it to continue its expansion into the future to cater for the needs of the population in the north.
In looking at this piece of legislation and the fact that from time to time we do need to change the
purposes for which land is used—and that has been happening through the ages—we also know that
there is legislation that comes in where we actually increase the amount of land that is used for public
space by taking it off private hands and making it public. This is unlike of course what happened during
the dark days of the Liberal government for that short time between 2010 and 2014, where if you looked
at places like Fishermans Bend there was no land secured for public facilities or for parklands, and we
are now living with the shocking consequences of that in having to spend so much more of the state’s
money—that is, our money, taxpayers money—in order to buy back land so that we can actually have
some open space in that area. To me it is a crime having to waste public funds in this way.
So this legislation is really important. It is legislation that has to come in from time to time because we
have got such a big infrastructure program both now and going into the future. This legislation needs
to pass so that we can get on with building the Frankston Hospital, extending Camberwell Primary
School and making sure that current and future populations of Victorians have all the services that
they need and can rely on with our Labor government.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (18:35): It gives me great pleasure to see you again in the chair, Acting
Speaker Carbines. In my last bill contribution today there you were, and here you are again. I am
speaking on the Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill 2019, and I am speaking in support of this bill
because, as the member for Thomastown said, one of the key things it is doing is actually responding
to growth and changing the way public land is being used. Unfortunately I cannot make any comment
on where the opposition may lie on this because I have been in the chamber for some 35 minutes now
and none of them have spoken, so I do not know whether they are for or against it or not opposing it.
But I did hear the lead speaker for the Greens, and what can I say? She seemed to be wanting to make
snarky remarks about other members who may or may not have had the privilege to lead debates on
behalf of their party, and she seemed to want to make a big deal about that: ‘Here I am, the member
for Melbourne, making a speech, taking up the lantern for all people against getting rid of public land’.
Yes, the Greens lead speaker had 30 minutes to speak and could barely manage half her time. If she is
going to be the lead speaker and the deputy leader of the party, she had better be able to come up with
more than the contribution she made today. There was barely anything about this bill. She merely
wanted to make political points about other sales of public land that the government has flagged, and
she also tried to make points about treaty.
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What she did not make a point about was what this bill is actually about. It is revoking permanent
reservations over five areas of Crown land use. One is in relation to the Frankston Hospital, and it is
to remove the existing permanent reservation for public recreation over 1.0420 hectares of Crown land
adjoining the Frankston Hospital and replace it with a temporary reservation for hospital purposes.
This is to facilitate something that is so necessary for that community of Frankston and the growing
hinterland all around it, whether it is the community down on the Mornington Peninsula—the member
for Nepean represents that area—or out into areas of the member for Bass. It is $562 million to carry
out this major redevelopment of Frankston Hospital, and the land is absolutely required for that. But I
guess the Greens would not understand what it is like, never actually having had the privilege of being
in government and never actually having had the responsibility to deliver health services for this
state—and every corner of the state. It is very easy to stand up and lecture and make gross sweeping
statements about not changing the use of Crown land, when it actually has a very, very strong and
important purpose for the community of greater Frankston.
The member for Hawthorn in his contribution—if the member for Melbourne had bothered to listen
to what are always erudite, interesting and humorous contributions—spoke in relation to the
revocation of land to facilitate the expansion of Camberwell Primary School. That is because our state
is growing and those middle suburbs and inner suburbs that were not necessarily growing in population
and did not necessarily have young families and children in their communities are now growing again.
During the Kennett years the inner and middle suburbs withered on the vine, population declined and
more than 300 school sites were sold off, and that has actually limited some of the plans that we have
to expand school communities now. But I understand that the local council and the local community
are very supportive of removing part of the existing permanent public gardens reservation over Lower
Reserve in Camberwell and replacing it with a temporary reservation for state school purposes for use
by Camberwell Primary School.
Look, the Greens may well not be interested in education and schooling in this state, but this is the
Education State. So if we need to change the use of some Crown land to facilitate expansion for
education purposes, well, we will do it. If the member for Melbourne was here or was in the chamber
more often, or if she visited her own schools, she might actually understand that it is government
policy not to just have schools used for the 38 weeks of the school year but to actually provide these
school and education facilities for use over many, many weeks of the year and indeed on weekends
and into the evenings. There are many purposes that they can be used for. Many sporting clubs in my
electorate are making full use of basketball stadiums, netball courts, football ovals, soccer and rugby
pitches and playgrounds. Indeed Mernda Central College in my electorate has a learn-to-swim pool
that is used 24/7. It also has a public theatre that can be used by any community group. It can be used
for performances, whether they are performances by the school or by other external arts and
community groups. So that is what we do when we are changing the use of Crown land, and that is
what we do on schools here in the Education State.
Another part of the bill is closer to my portfolio of sport. I am delighted to be working closely with the
Minister for Tourism, Sport and Major Events and Minister for Racing as the Parliamentary Secretary
for Sport and Parliamentary Secretary for Regional Victoria. I would have thought the member for
Melbourne—she says she hails from Mildura, like I do—might have had some sympathy for racing
in country Victoria and understood what a contribution it makes not only to the economy of regional
Victoria but also to community wellbeing, particularly in parts of the state and in the west of the state,
where communities have had more than their fair share of drought and other things come up to
challenge their wellbeing. Being able to get together at a race meeting, just like they get together for
local football, netball and other pastimes like that, is something that it is actually really good for those
communities’ mental health.
The Coleraine Racecourse was originally set up under a particular discrete piece of legislation, so it is
not possible to change the trustee arrangements that oversee and manage the Coleraine Racecourse at
the moment. That is why this revocation is occurring in this bill. It is not like the hysteria that came
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from the member for Melbourne, who was making it sound like we are selling off the family china
and have no concern for social justice in this state. We know all about that, and we will not be taking
lectures from the Greens in this place, especially from those that cannot even manage a full 30-minute
speech when they are the lead speaker for their own political party.
The final part of the change that is being made by the Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill is the
removal of part of the permanent public purposes reservation located at Rippleside in Geelong. This
land, together with surrounding unreserved Crown land, was sold by the Victorian government in
1996; that was the Kennett government.
The portion of permanent public purposes reservation has recently been identified as still existing
within the area of land sold, so the bill will rectify this matter, providing certainty with respect to that
land’s intended status as freehold land. I am sure that the member for Geelong and the member for
Lara entirely understand this and support this, needing certainty within their community.
Whatever it is in terms of the use of public land in Victoria, we will always make sure that it is there
for the community. If it can earn a dollar at times, we will do that too, but we will also expand public
open space and all sorts of uses for our public land. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (18:45): How we use our land is fundamental to how we develop
our communities, to social justice and the way that we are able to establish fairer communities and
develop new industries and new jobs, and to how we look at public-private social housing mixes. This
is really important, nowhere more than in the community that I represent in this Parliament.
We have recently been able to finally get a deal done on a memorandum of understanding for a key
parcel of land that is right at the entry point to Broadmeadows and can actually help deliver significant
change, and this is the Camp Road loop road.
What this will be able to do, with a recently signed MOU between VicRoads and the City of Hume,
is unlock the value of this land right at the heart of the entry into Broadmeadows. It will be able to
address an issue of historical failure that when the community was established in the postwar era to
underwrite economic development and our industrial settlement, there was no heart or hub actually
provided. It was amazing what happened. It was meant to be like a model town. It was going to be the
size of Ballarat. That was the way it was proposed with all of the best of intentions, but as is often said,
the road to hell is paved with good intentions.
Instead of actually having the heart and the hub and using the land in this way, they ended up having
just strip shopping centres and they ended up putting the pub at the end of the community. They put
row upon row of pastel-coloured concrete homes for the workforce, and they were mainly in that era
the factory fodder as Victoria was establishing itself as a manufacturing heartland. Economically that
was incredibly important, because that underwrote prosperity for generations. If you think that we are
now into our 28th year of uninterrupted economic growth, well, that was underwritten by the muscle,
sweat and manufacturing nous of the people of Broadmeadows to a large measure. That was one of
the economic engine rooms that drove the Victorian economy and also helped significantly with the
Australian economy.
So here we are now going through deindustrialisation. As the member for Broadmeadows I am trying
to fast-track how we move through that. The use of land, how we reconnect these assets and how we
build for the future is now a critical proposition, and we have some areas that really go to the heart of
the matter. One was the Mews area. That was really an area that got left behind. People who were there
had high unemployment, and they were sort of cut off in this community. They came up with a strategy
for public, private and social housing, which was a really important mix. It was Australand, now Frasers,
who actually came up with a really good design for how to turn this area around, and I am happy if
anybody wants to go to my website and look at the video that I have done on this, 21st Century Housing,
as a model of what we can do. This is really critical as we address the issue of affordable housing,
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because here is a community where we are trying to fast-track through these issues and provide
affordable housing only 16 kilometres from the heart of one of the world’s most livable cities.
It has blue-chip infrastructure, two train lines in and a spur into the Ford site. The Andrews Labor
government has widened the Tullamarine Freeway. We have got the ring-road, we have got Sydney
Road and we have got the curfew-free international airport out the back door. That is one of Victoria’s
most strategic assets. That means that if we can reimagine these communities and turn them from
so-called postcodes of disadvantage into postcodes of hope, that is how we can actually turn around
opportunity.
It goes to another issue that I am also examining on the social determinants of life, because we can
change people’s way of how they see lifelong learning, how we have health and then how we create
opportunity. This is really what we need right now in Australia to underwrite economic and cultural
development. This is the next wave of what we need to do. You have got the head of the Reserve Bank
of Australia saying that we cannot just keep cutting interest rates. That is not working as a stimulus.
We have got Infrastructure Australia’s CEO saying the big infrastructure projects that we now have
should be the new normal.
I do want to emphasise the difference between the Victorian perspective and the Australian
government’s perspective. Even though we have the Australian government saying that they have got
a big investment in infrastructure, here is the comparison: Victoria under the Andrews government
and the Treasurer is going to be investing more money in one year in infrastructure for our state than
the Australian government is going to be nationally for a decade. There is the clear comparison. The
Victorian Andrews Labor government has actually looked at: how do we put a AAA-rated economy
to work? Where is the investment? And how do we do this at a time when interest rates have actually
been the lowest in our lifetime? And now we are moving to a position where they may be the lowest
ever. This is a really important time. I just want to inform the house—some members may not be
aware—that in some parts of Europe there are negative interest rates. That actually means that if you
put your money in your bank, you are losing. So it is really about what the investment is and getting
the timing right.
My argument is about how we actually invest into these communities, put the people—to cover
population growth—where the infrastructure is and then bring back the jobs. That is the critical
formula that we need to do. Particularly in areas in Melbourne’s north, we will soon be the population
size of Adelaide, so this is a critical time. The formula is there, the timing is now and we actually have
a situation where with the price of money this is the time to invest.
I have put forward a whole series of different proposals under Creating Opportunity: Postcodes of
Hope and Building Smarter Cities: Stronger Communities to address this. One of the best opportunities
we have had is where I have campaigned long and hard to try and get city deals. The Australian
government just before the federal election actually committed to two city deals for Melbourne’s north
and west and Melbourne’s south and east.
So I call on the Australian government, the Prime Minister and the minister in charge, Alan Tudge, to
look at this as the best investment for the best value—not through the political lens, because we have
had the issue before on this. The federal coalition government has actually done the reverse Robin
Hood in places like Broadmeadows and taken the money out. That is what happened with the one-term
state coalition government. That is what they did: they took the money for the railway station and
shunted it down the train line to buy the vote of the member for Frankston, and then they sandbagged
other seats. And then what did we get from the federal coalition government during this time? We got
what is described in England as ‘managed decline’. That is what Margaret Thatcher did to England’s
north, and that is what the Abbott, Turnbull and Morrison government really did to Melbourne’s north.
My call is to the Prime Minister, to the Treasurer and to the minister in charge of city deals to actually
be genuine about this—to act in the national interest and to act in the best interests of communities and
Australia’s economic and cultural development.
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We are using population growth to drive economic activity; therefore the responsibility is to put in the
social infrastructure to bring in the industries that will help drive our economy and the next generation
of prosperity and to actually have them lined up so that we can do it. The opportunity is great.
Melbourne Airport, one of our most strategic assets, is about to build a third runway. That is an
incredible advantage for us over Sydney and the rest of the country. This is how we need to do it. We
need to have this strategic approach and put the political swords and shields down. The city deal is a
mechanism, but do not make it the south-east and then the west and then the north is left until last and
then Broadmeadows is left out altogether, because that has been the story of my life. I will be pursuing
that again in this term to make sure that we actually deliver where it is needed most and will have the
best value.
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (18:55): Can I start off by saying that every day in this house is an
honour and a privilege. At times we are called to duty unexpectedly, and in my case the unexpected
offer is of leading us through the next 4 minutes on this fascinating bill. The Land (Revocation of
Reservations) Bill 2019 is a fascinating piece of legislation that, as the member for Broadmeadows
was just saying, is going to unlock the potential of public land.
Ms Staley: Where would that be?
Mr STAIKOS: Well, Frankston. I am particularly excited about Frankston because my friend the
member for Frankston last year announced a $562 million redevelopment of Frankston Hospital, an
integral part of our health network in the south-east. Congratulations to the fantastic member for
Frankston. It is fantastic. What is that going to include? Well, it is the construction of the new
multilevel inpatient building, providing an expanded emergency department together with a maternity
department, paediatric ward, inpatient wards, oncology wards and a helipad. There will be the
relocation of mental health services to the multilevel inpatient building, the refurbishment and
expansion of existing surgical theatres and allied health facilities and of course the consolidation of all
medical and surgical wards into a single zone, facilitating multidisciplinary care.
The former Minister for Health has just walked into the house. She made it happen, and it is partly
because of the now Attorney-General that we have this fascinating bill to debate in this house. But in
all seriousness, it is an important bill because it enables the Frankston Hospital upgrade to take place,
something that we know is very, very important in terms of relocating a tennis club and ensuring that
that tennis club has its own expansion and its own upgrade.
But can I also say it is a project that will create a 1700 jobs, and because it is a substantial government
project—1700 jobs—it will also be subject to the Major Projects Skills Guarantee. There will be many,
many apprentices and trainees and engineering cadets and TAFE students from Chisholm TAFE
getting their start in the workforce on this fantastic project, one that will be long-lasting in the
difference it is going to make to people not just within Frankston but really across that part of
Melbourne. So congratulations to the member for Frankston, to the former health minister and to the
entire Andrews Labor government.
It is not just Frankston. Obviously this bill also revokes permanent reservations over Crown land sites
at Camberwell, Geelong and Coleraine, and as the member for Broadmeadows said before, it is all
about making sure that our public land is used to its greatest potential.
As I was saying, this is important legislation that we have been debating in the house for the last couple
of hours. I have obviously listened intently to the speakers before me—absolutely. Of course the
member for Yan Yean’s contribution was one that really did stick out in my mind, and I did not
appreciate during the member for Melbourne’s contribution the dig at the member for Yan Yean that
she had never led a debate. She has led many debates in this house, dozens in fact. With those few
words I commend the bill to the house and I wish it a speedy passage.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
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Adjournment
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

OVENS VALLEY ELECTORATE IRRIGATION
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (19:00): (1213) My adjournment matter is to the Minister for
Water, and the action I seek is that the minister visit the Ovens Valley electorate and talk with irrigators
about the current irrigation emergency for farmers and the impact on rural communities.
As we all know, drought is taking its toll in many farming areas across Australia, and regional Victoria
is no exception. Irrigation water underpins the farming sector in many commodity groups in northern
Victoria, and this includes the dairy industry, the fruit and vegetable industry and, more recently,
almond investment.
The price and security of both temporary and permanent water is unsustainable for farming families.
Temporary water is trading at $795 a megalitre in the Murray zone. Price is a result of supply and
demand, but security is a result of storage capacity and our ability to capture and store water in times
of high rainfall and use it in times of lower rainfall events. Many in my communities were very
concerned when they heard the minister’s recent comments on dams. She said Victoria would
absolutely not be building new dams under the Andrews Labor government. The minister claims that
there are no viable dam options in Victoria. I beg to differ.
It is not just irrigators but small business operators and community leaders who have requested that I
invite the minister to the Ovens Valley to see firsthand how water security and water pricing go hand
in hand. It is important that the minister see that building dams in north-east Victoria can benefit the
environment, farmers and rural communities. The minister’s recent comments have shown many
people within the Ovens Valley that she clearly does not understand the balance between the
environment and our communities and how they can coexist with greater investment in infrastructure.
OZCHILD
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (19:02): (1214) My adjournment matter concerns the Minister for
Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections and Minister for Youth Justice, and the action I seek is for
the minister to accompany me to visit the new OzChild offices in Frankston.
It was recently my pleasure to join OzChild CEO Lisa Griffiths, president Helen Maxwell-Wright and
our community to officially open the new Frankston OzChild office. OzChild has been providing
valuable foster and kinship care support within the cities of Frankston and Dandenong for more than
30 years, supporting 200 foster care households throughout Victoria’s southern region and many
hundreds of kinship children and families each year.
It was also a great opportunity to celebrate OzChild’s commitment to continue this work alongside the
70 staff who work extremely hard on the ground to deliver programs and services to ensure a better
future for those experiencing vulnerability in my community. I know my community looks forward
to the minister’s response.
GOULBURN-MURRAY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (19:03): (1215) My adjournment is for the Minister for Water, and the
action I seek is that she immediately establishes a formal review of the carryover rules as they relate
to irrigators in northern Victoria. Carryover was introduced into the Murray, Goulburn and Campaspe
systems in 2007. It was initially limited to 30 per cent carryover, and indeed there remained a limit on
trade out of the Goulburn-Murray irrigation district (GMID) at that time.
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A great deal has changed since the carryover rules were first introduced. The rollout of the MurrayDarling Basin plan and water trading policies are some of the fundamental changes that have occurred.
Speculators have entered the market and there are many water traders who no longer own land, and
the impact of this on the availability and price of water in the Goulburn-Murray irrigation district
cannot be overlooked.
It should be noted that carryover is a device used by many farmers to assist them in the year-to-year
management of their enterprises. There are strong arguments as to why it should be retained. In saying
this, however, there are major concerns that exist in the community because of the lack of transparency
in relation to water trading. Many believe that carryover is being manipulated by speculators to the
detriment of farmers, who use their irrigation water to grow food. There is evidence that speculators
carry over water to make water scarce and increase prices to genuine irrigators.
Among the many unforeseen impacts of policy changes since 2007 is the fact that there has been a
resultant significant increase in the flows of water to South Australia amounting to approximately
1000 gigalitres per year since that time. The recent report from the Murray-Darling Basin Authority
entitled Transition Period Water Take Report 2017–18 identifies that over the last nine years irrigators
in the southern connected basin have used on average 1200 gigalitres less than the cap allows.
This report also identifies that the flows into South Australia have averaged 1000 gigalitres per annum
more than was expected under the basin plan modelling. This is a huge positive for the environment
that is not being acknowledged. This report puts numbers to what we in the GMID have been arguing
for some time.
Deputy Speaker, I seek to make available page 52 of the said report and draw members’ attention to
figure 2.9 appearing on that page.
Leave granted.

Ms SHEED: Governments must recognise the extra flows that are occurring on an annual basis to
South Australia and that the basin plan has exceeded its original targets. The monumental fact arising
out of this now tested and documented information from the Murray Darling Basin Authority is that
there is simply no need now to recover the additional 450 gigalitres of water. Recognition of this water
will also mean that any shortfall on sustainable diversion limit projects will be taken care of. The time
has come to review the carryover rules and the impacts they are now having. As part of this, the spill
rules need to be reviewed and changes made to ensure that carryover is tied to land.
WASTE AND RECYCLING MANAGEMENT
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (19:06): (1216) The matter I wish to raise is for the attention of the
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change. The action I seek is that the minister join me
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in my electorate to see some of the innovative approaches to waste management and emissions
reduction being led by local communities and our councils. I was thrilled when Hepburn’s Z-Net
project took out the Premier’s Sustainability Awards community prize last week. Z-Net is a unique
collaboration between Hepburn Shire Council, our community, Renew and Hepburn Wind for
designing and leading a pathway to zero net emissions by 2030 in the Hepburn shire and, most
importantly, making all their findings and resources available for other communities to use.
Minister, it would be terrific to show you firsthand the work Z-Net is delivering on in our community.
A visit would also provide an opportunity to check in on the Hepburn biodigester, which of course
was funded through the New Energy Jobs Fund and is now up and running. Meanwhile in the Macedon
Ranges, council is driving innovation in recycling by separating out glass and creating high-quality
recycling product. I know councillors would love to share with you their vision for the Macedon
Ranges leading innovation in recycling.
Minister, the community I represent is passionate about reducing, re-using and recycling, renewable
energy and our pathway to zero net emissions by 2050. We look forward to welcoming you to
Macedon to learn more about what we are doing
HIGH COUNTRY RAIL TRAIL
Mr TILLEY (Benambra) (19:07): (1217) I wish to raise a matter for the attention of the Minister
for Energy, Environment and Climate Change. The action I seek is for the minister to appoint a land
manager for the undeclared section of the High Country Rail Trail from Bullioh to Shelley. This is a
spectacular bike trail that follows the path of the Cudgewa spur line that once carried the construction
materials for the Snowy Mountains scheme. It follows the Lake Hume shoreline, crosses the lake via
the 600-metre Sandy Creek Bridge and then climbs through peppermint gums to what was once the
highest train station in the country at Shelley, 781 metres above sea level.
In recent years the local community has invested more than $1 million of man-hours in fencing, weed
control and felling and milling timber to restore historic trestle bridges and establish another six water
crossings in the final stage that rises to the old Shelley train platform. I am not telling you anything
new. In exchange for email addresses and mobile phone numbers as part of your pre-election stunt
known as Pick My Project, almost $100 000 was provided to fix a collapsed span of the last trestle
bridge and gravel this section of rail trail. A group known as Parklands Albury Wodonga was your
anointed project partner. To their credit—
Ms Thomas interjected.
Mr TILLEY: Can somebody just sort her out? To their credit, as well as the volunteers from the
Tallangatta Rail Trail Advisory Group, that work is largely complete. Last Saturday there was an
unofficial ribbon cutting. It was on the front page of Saturday’s Border Mail. So despite the fact that
we have this potential tourism magnet ready to go, there is still no-one to officially manage it. The last
round of talks was in April, and they discussed an interim manager. That has not happened. So when
Kayleen John contacted me with issues about her property next to the rail trail there was no-one to
refer her to. There are only groups that pick up the slack but no-one officially able to reassure her that
the fences will be maintained, the gates locked and the blackberries sprayed. In a similar vein, the
locals who have been working on this since 2003 cannot officially say it is open.
As you know, I am an unabashed ambassador of the north-east; I am an unabashed fan of the Upper
Murray. Last year I walked the section of the rail trail that has now been completed, with Rob Caddell,
so I am a convert to its tourism potential. This would be a great attraction for the region if it could be
promoted, if it had a manager. My hope is that this question today brings about action. The last thing
I want is to get a departmental fob-off letter about due diligence—crossing t’s and dotting i’s. The
need for due diligence is a given; the need to get the right people with the right resources on the case
is a must. But for everyone who has put time and effort into this project over almost two decades,
deliver the project.
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SILICOSIS ACTION PLAN
Mr FOWLES (Burwood) (19:10): (1218) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Workplace Safety, and the action I seek is that she provide the house with an update on the progress
of the silicosis action plan and what actions have been taken by WorkSafe to ensure compliance,
particularly with the dry cutting ban.
MORNINGTON COMMUNITY SAFETY LINK
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (19:11): (1219) I raise a matter this evening for the Treasurer. I ask
the Treasurer to provide an amount of $6 million in the 2020–21 budget to permit the construction of
stage 1 of the Mornington community safety link. The safety link is the logical extension of the
Peninsula Link Trail, which currently terminates at Moorooduc station. It is a shovel-ready project. It
will link Moorooduc station with Mornington and lead on to the wider peninsula. It will of course
enhance Mornington’s already considerable livability in many ways, but more importantly it will
provide an active transport option for residents of Mornington, Mount Eliza and ultimately Mount
Martha. Recreational riders, whether they are locals or tourists, of all ages and abilities, will have the
opportunity to use the path for both recreation and relaxation, and we all know the benefits of active
recreation for health purposes. It is also an opportunity for commuters to travel within the Mornington
area and to Mount Eliza and ultimately Frankston—but also, an important group of commuting
cyclists would be the schoolchildren. There is an opportunity there in that the trail would link five
schools and two major sporting facilities, and currently there are not particularly good cycling links,
or particularly safe cycling links, between those facilities. Kids tend to stay off their bikes, and this
sort of facility would certainly have parents encouraging their children to ride to school.
Cycling is a viable transport option in the Mornington area. It is a relatively flat town, but we lack
purpose-built cycling and walking infrastructure. We have got increased traffic congestion, which I
have spoken about in this place on many occasions, particularly in the vicinity of the schools and
facilities that this link would serve. And of course there is the benefit of reduced carbon emissions as
well from the expansion of active transport.
The shire have tabled a document that identifies a direct economic benefit of some $4.5 million from
the construction and a similar indirect benefit, and that is before anyone uses the path. The path also
has the strong support of the Mornington Railway Preservation Society, which currently operates the
tourist railway. There are a number of alternatives in terms of funding, but most of those do not have
the significant quantum that would allow this project to proceed in full. I am asking the Treasurer to
consider this opportunity as a standalone item, objectively consider the considerable benefits of this
project for the community and set aside $6 million in the next budget.
WENDOUREE ELECTORATE STUDENT DISABILITY SERVICES
Ms ADDISON (Wendouree) (19:13): (1220) I direct my adjournment question to the Minister for
Education, and the action I seek from the minister is to provide me with a detailed update on what this
government is doing to support students with disabilities in the electorate of Wendouree. As a former
schoolteacher I know the importance of education and applaud the investment that this government is
making to transform Victoria into the Education State. It is important to me that all students receive a
quality education in my community, including students with a disability. I have a strong interest in
disability issues, and I recently met with the Ballarat Specialist School’s parents group to discuss their
children’s education. I wish to thank the mums and dads for taking the time to meet with me to raise
issues important to them and their children. I was interested to learn that many families have moved
to Ballarat in order for their children to attend our specialist school because of its excellent reputation.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the teachers and staff at Ballarat Specialist School
for the incredible work they do day in and day out with the students and also for the support they
provide families. I look forward to hearing from the minister and reporting back to my community on
this very important issue.
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SPORT & LIFE TRAINING
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) (19:15): (1221) My adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister
for Tourism, Sport and Major Events, and the action I seek is for a funding grant to be given to
Sport & Life Training (SALT) to continue their brilliant work in sporting clubs, schools and
businesses across the state. Sport & Life Training is a not-for-profit health promotion organisation that
delivers quality education, culture and leadership sessions to sporting clubs, schools and businesses to
deal with the issues of drug and alcohol abuse, violence, suicide, discrimination, mental illness, racism
and addiction—all issues that pervade our culture. Sporting clubs are at the hub of every community
throughout Australia and provide the perfect networks to facilitate sustainable cultural change, because
everyone benefits from a supportive team environment and positive culture.
The concept of SALT was first established in 2011 when CEO and founder David Burt began
discussing with like-minded people how sporting clubs could become the agents of change. The group
began planning effective education programs to implement within sporting clubs based on existing
core values that are commonly shared on the field, such as courage, commitment, teamwork, sacrifice,
discipline and respect. SALT was officially launched in 2016, using fully qualified and experienced
teachers who also understood sporting culture to facilitate the presentations. It was considered essential
that programs be engaging, interactive and empowering. SALT was never designed to be about ticking
a box and then going back to the way things were. SALT’s philosophy was to empower clubs to create
a new ‘era’ through education, responsibility and accountability.
SALT does tremendous work with people of all ages in our local community, and it would great if the
government could get on board and provide some financial assistance to reduce the burden on the
not-for-profit sector to ensure these excellent programs continue. SALT truly is transforming
Australian culture through sport, and anyone that has been to one of SALT’s events or heard them
speak and share some of their stories will be touched by the incredible and amazing work they do.
They are making a real difference and changing people’s lives.
SALT have an awesome team, and I pay tribute to some. David Burt, as I said, is the founder and
director of SALT. During his younger years Dave was successful in a range of different sports. For
30 years he was a PE teacher and school chaplain. As the sports chaplain and head of welfare at the
Eastern Ranges Football Club he oversaw the development and maintenance of their core values. Dave
has served as the Victorian coordinator for Sports Chaplaincy Australia and as the crisis response
chaplain for a number of football leagues. Dave Mitton is a fantastic member of the SALT team and
is currently coordinating the company’s operations. Carissa Rash is the relationships manager and
looks after women’s sport for SALT. She has been a PE teacher for 16 years and has spent her career
determined to encourage people to reach their potential. She has a firm belief that being part of a
healthy culture is the ideal environment for people to thrive and believes that sport is the perfect vehicle
for bringing the absolute best out in people. Carissa grew up in a small country town where the sporting
clubs were at the heart of the town.
I implore the minister to get on board with SALT and encourage SALT to keep up the good work.
CHELSEA LEVEL CROSSING REMOVAL
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (19:18): (1222) It is a pleasure to rise with an adjournment
matter this evening for the Minister for Suburban Development, and the action I seek is for the minister
to come out to the great suburb of Chelsea to talk about the opportunities that exist in suburban
development with the level crossing removals underway at Chelsea.
It is an exciting time in my community. Not since the train line came down in the early 1900s has there
been such a buzz around Chelsea as we fast-track, with the Premier and the Minister for Transport
Infrastructure, the level crossing removals at Chelsea. Of course this will see the Argyle Avenue and
Thames Promenade crossings replaced with a rail-under-road solution, but also it is a once-in-ageneration chance to transform our area for the better into the future. With the City of Kingston council
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undertaking a structure plan, it is a chance to see what we as Chelsea residents believe will shape our
future and our community. The stimulus and catalyst for that has been the incredible investment in our
local community—in our schools, in our infrastructure and in our health services.
The announcement made with the Premier last year to deliver the Chelsea level crossing removals—
no more level crossings between Edithvale and Bon Beach, including Chelsea—will transform our
local community for the better. There are organisations like Make Chelsea Shine, like our Chelsea
State Emergency Service unit, the Chelsea Longbeach Surf Life Saving Club, our local businesses and
our beautiful business strip. Businesses like Cucina Dolce, Two Feet First and Where’s Your Aunty?
are all doing incredible work in our local community, and we want to see that go from strength to
strength into the future.
The Chelsea level crossing removals are also significant for the Chelsea Heights community where I
used to live, and with the Mordialloc Freeway underway as well we are literally transforming this
community not just for this generation but for generations to come. It is an opportunity for the Minister
for Suburban Development to come down on the eve of a wonderful project with the Chelsea level
crossing removals and link in with the City of Kingston to see what opportunities exist and what
partnerships can be formed.
Of course this is one of the busiest beaches in Melbourne. Everyone wants to get down here, everyone
wants to paddle—all the way from Portsea, all the way through to Brighton. They might say their
beaches are the best, but we have the greatest sand, the whitest sand, the best areas, and everyone
wants to come on the 902 bus or from the Chelsea station. They want to come to Chelsea. This is an
opportunity for us to see what we can do to set Chelsea up for the future. I really look forward to
having the Minister for Suburban Development come down to join me and see everything that Chelsea
has to offer.
RESPONSES
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety) (19:21): The
member for Ovens Valley raised a matter for the Minister for Water, and I will refer that matter to her
to respond. The member for Frankston raised a matter for the Minister for Crime Prevention and
Minister for Youth Justice, and I will refer that matter to him for a response. The member for
Shepparton raised a matter for the Minister for Water, and I shall refer that matter to her for a response.
The member for Macedon raised a matter for the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change, and I shall refer that matter to her for a response. The member for Benambra also raised a
matter for the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, and I shall refer that matter to
her for a response.
The member for Burwood raised a matter for me in respect of the silicosis action plan. I am delighted
to provide an update around a very, very challenging issue. Silica dust is of course a very hazardous
substance that impacts upon many of those that are working in the construction, mining and quarrying
industries. Stonemasons are obviously at a much higher risk due to their involvement in the cutting
and polishing of artificial stone benchtops, which contain very high levels of silica.
In August a summit of GPs and medical specialists was held. Education seminars have been held for
those that are working in the stonemason industry and the health sector, and in September we
implemented a ban on uncontrolled dry cutting. Employers now must show that power tools are not
being used to cut, grind or abrasively polish engineered stone unless on-tool water suppression or
dust-extraction devices are being used along with the proper respiratory personal protective equipment
and clothing.
We have launched an unprecedented compliance and enforcement blitz, and we have targeted over
300 high-risk workplaces. We have focused on stonemasonry workshops to try to raise awareness and
ensure that we are getting those that are working in this industry to a level of greater compliance. There
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have been over 830 inspections and visits since we commenced this and 254 notices for improvements
in the way that people are working. We have conducted and are conducting 1400 health screenings of
those that are working in that industry, and tragically we have had 36 diagnoses and claims as a result.
In the year to date there have been 74 claims for silicosis, and that level of diagnosis I think is very
confronting and frightening and I think a reflection and emphasis of the importance of that work.
We are continuing to advocate for a reduction of the national exposure standard from 0.1 milligrams
per cubic metre to 0.02 milligrams per cubic metre over an 8-hour day. We do know that silicosis has
a debilitating effect. It impacts upon many young people, and there is a very short latency. I thank the
member for his interest, and we shall continue to work to try to prevent this becoming the next form
of mesothelioma in our state.
The member for Mornington raised a matter for the Treasurer; I shall refer that matter to him and ask
for a response. The member for Wendouree raised a matter for the Minister for Education; I shall refer
that matter to him and request a response. The member for Croydon raised a matter for the Minister
for Tourism, Sport and Major Events; I shall refer that matter to him and ask for a response. Last, but
certainly not least, the member for Mordialloc raised a matter for the Minister for Suburban
Development; I shall refer that matter to her for a response.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The house now stands adjourned until tomorrow.
House adjourned 7.25 pm.

